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I. OVERVIEW OF THE PROSECUTION'S CASE 

1. On 14 February 2005, an enormous explosion was detonated in the heart of Lebanon's 

capital city, in the middle of a weekday and in utter disregard of human life. This terrorist 

attack killed Lebanon's former Prime Minister, Rafik HARIRI, and 21 other innocent 

persons. Another 226 persons were injured in the explosion, their lives permanently 

altered. The Attack plunged Lebanon into turmoil, wreaking immeasurable damage and 

spreading terror across the country. 

2. This tragedy was executed as part of a sophisticated, multi-faceted mission that could 

only have been the product of a conspiracy. Having surveilled HARIRI for months and 

gone to great lengths to remain anonymous through their use of inter-related covert 

networks of disposable phones, the Accused through a co-conspirator detonated 

explosives equivalent to approximately 2500 kilogrammes of TNT in downtown Beirut. 

In a further effort to hide from justice, they coerced a young man, Ahmed ABU AD ASS, 

into falsely claiming responsibility for the Attack. 

3. The conclusion that AYYASH, MERHI, ONEISSI and SABRA are guilty for their role 

in the Attack is established through a mosaic of evidence, understood in combination and 

strengthened when pieced together. Layers of evidence, overlapping and corroborating, 

lead to this inevitable conclusion. 

4. When viewed as a whole, the evidence demonstrates that the phones identified by the 

Prosecution are those undoubtedly used for the preparation and execution of the Attack 

and the false claim, and also that the users of those phones are the Accused. Once it is 

concluded that the Accused used the phones attributed to them, the only reasonable 

inference is that they are liable for their role in the Attack of former Prime Minister 

HARIRI. 

5. While these two factual conclusions- what the users of these telephone groups did and 

the attribution of those phones to the Accused - are sufficient for a conviction, a myriad 

of other evidence further supports and strengthens these conclusions. This includes: 

(i) the highly sophisticated nature of the Attack, mirroring the advanced, covert means 

used to prepare the Attack and shield the identity of the Accused; (ii) the inter

connectivity of five separate telephone groups, amounting to approximately 40 phones 

and 18 users; (iii) the actions of the Accused fit into this larger formation necessary to 
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successfully carry out this crime; (iv) the level and expertise needed to lead and conduct 

this Attack, as provided by Mustafa Amine BADREDDINE, the senior military 

commander leading the ; (v) the relationship of the Accused, including 

as supporters ofHezbollah which linked the Accused at the material time; and (vi) the 

overarching and volatile political context, which provides both a backdrop and a roadmap 

to follow and understand the acts of the Accused. 

A. AYYASH, MERHI, SABRA, ONEISSI and co-conspirator BADREDDINE 

6. BADREDDINE, a deceased co-conspirator, was the leader of the three-man team that 

coordinated the Attack. He was a senior military commander in Hezbollah with the 

necessary skills, expertise and access to resources. BADREDDINE led the operation at 

the apex of the , the covert phone network he used to communicate with 

A YY ASH and MERHI in order to coordinate the actions of separate teams carrying out 

the preparation and execution of the Attack. The is acknowledged to be 

a Hezbollah network, reported to be used by its security apparatus. 

7. AYYASH, together with BADREDDINE, coordinated the surveillance ofHARIRI in 

preparation for the Attack, including the purchase of the Mitsubishi Canter Van used to 

perpetrate the Attack. A YY ASH was at the centre of operations. He held phones from 

each of the network groups: and . He operated on the 

, along with BADREDDINE, to prepare the overall elements of the 

assassination. AYYASH coordinated a team that carried out the surveillance and 

assassination of HARIRI, contacting the team through the 

and, ultimately, the . Operating on the 

the , he coordinated the purchase of the Van. 

8. MERHI, the third member of the coordination team, used a covert 

, then the 

and 

phone to communicate with BADREDDINE, and through BADREDDINE to AYYASH 

in relation to his role in the assassination. MERHI used the Green Network when 

communicating with BADREDDINE, but communicated with operatives using other 

phones, identified as the Purple Phones, in relation to the identification and abduction of 

ABU ADASS and delivery of the false claim of responsibility. 

9. ONEISSI and SABRA necessarily joined the conspiracy before the Attack. Their role 

within the false claim of responsibility played an important part in the conspiracy to 
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commit a terrorist act, as it was intended to divert responsibility from the attackers to an 

unknown group. ONEISSI's use of and SABRA's use of 

reflected their involvement in the recruitment and abduction of ABU AD ASS, under the 

coordination ofMERHI using . MERHI further coordinated ONEISSI and 

SABRA in relation to the calls made to Al Jazeera and Reuters to ensure delivery and 

broadcast of the video of ABU ADASS falsely claiming responsibility for committing the 

attack. 

B. The overwhelming evidence that the identified mobile phones were used in the plot 

to assassinate HARIRI 

10. Timing the explosion as HARIRI's convoy passed not only required surveillance of 

HARIRI's movements on the day of the Attack, but also knowledge of the security 

measures used by his convoy. Analysis of communications evidence from the scene of 

the Attack and locations relevant to HARIRI's movements that day, reveal the 

assassination team: a covert network of six highly specialised phones, the 

whose users communicated with each other to shadow HARIRI's movements from the 

Parliament to the crime scene so as to coordinate the explosion of the VBIED upon the 

arrival ofHARIRI's convoy. This covert communicated exclusively with 

each other and had surveilled HARIRI in the weeks immediately preceding the Attack. 

11. Surveillance ofHARIRI began almost four months prior to the Attack by two users ofthe 

covert coordinated by A YY ASH. This surveillance increased in intensity, 

and expanded to include six operatives, including AYYASH. These were the principal 

six users of the covert , and who were the same six users on 

the assassination team. Network phone users surveilled HARIRI on 58 days over this 

period. 

12. Hierarchical call flows reveal that the Yellow, Blue and Red networks were all 

coordinated by the covert Green Network, made up of three phones. The Green 

Network also coordinated the activity of the Purple Phones, a group of three phones 

whose call patterns reflected their involvement in the disappearance of ABU AD ASS and 

the delivery of the false claim of responsibility after the Attack. 

13. Expert analysis of the Green, Red and Blue networks demonstrates that, in addition to 

their coordinated activities, the networks shared a number of exceptional features aimed 
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at concealing the identities of their users, including: (i) pre-paid subscriptions with false, 

missing, or untraceable subscriber information; (ii) all, or nearly all, calls being made 

within each network; and (iii) no, or nearly no, SMS texts exchanged. Tellingly, the 

and networks ceased operation on the day of the Attack. 

Exceptional patterns further demonstrate their users' involvement in the 

false claim of responsibility, including: (i) activity in the area of the Arab University 

Mosque, where they had not been used before, related to the disappearance of ABU 

ADASS; (ii) activity connected to the delivery of the false claim of responsibility after 

the Attack; and (iii) as with the and networks, the also ceased 

operation in a coordinated manner in the days immediately after the Attack. 

15. Further reinforcement of these phone users' involvement in the plot can be found in the 

forensic crime scene evidence. The vast amount of high-grade explosives used in the 

Attack points to the sophistication of the assassins, consistent with the inter-related covert 

networks of phones used in preparing and executing the Attack. Moreover, these 

explosives were embedded in a Mitsubishi Canter Van used as a VBIED. Network users 

were linked to the purchase of the Van. 

16. Additional analysis, including DNA profiles, reveals that the Attack was conducted by an 

unknown suicide bomber. Forensic DNA evidence establishes that his person was not 

ABU ADASS. 

17. Considered holistically, the exceptional activity of these inter-connected phone groups in 

areas relevant to HARIRI, the crime scene and the false claim of responsibility, lead to 

the inexorable conclusion that the users of these phones were responsible for the 

preparation and execution of the Attack and the false claim of responsibility. 

C. The compelling evidence that the Accused were the users of the network phones for 

the communication to prepare and execute the assassination of HARIRI 

18. The attribution of each phone is established through documents, witness statements, 

witness recognitions of users, contact and geographic profiles, and co-location analysis. 

Expert and professional witnesses performed thorough analyses and, taken together, 

explored every available component of all of the phones, network and non-network. 

These analyses link the contacts of each mobile phone user and the timing, the location, 
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and the pattern of their usage, to independently verified aspects of their lives, including to 

their families and associates, where they live, where they work and other mundane but 

unique details. 

19. The complete alignment of each characteristic establishes that the same individuals used 

the specific phones in the preparation for and perpetration of the Attack and the fa] se 

claim of responsibility. 

20. This analysis demonstrates that the Accused and BADREDDINE used the following 

phones involved in the Attack and the false claim of responsibility: 

• A YY ASH used phones from all four networks: 

• MERHiused and 

• ONEISSI used 

• SABRA used ; and 

• BADREDDINE, a co-conspirator who was at the apex of the 

the conspiracy, used 

; and 

and 

D. Contextual evidence of the Accused's relationship with Hezhollah and the political 

context leading up to the Attack 

21. Though not necessary for a conviction, Prosecution evidence demonstrates the links 

between the Accused and Hezbollah and explains the political context in which the 

Attack occurred. 

22. Independent of their links through the mobile phones, the evidence establishes that each 

of the Accused and BADREDDINE were further connected through their common 

support for Hezbollah. Moreover, Hezbollah's Secretary-General acknowledged that the 

covert Green Network was a Hezbollah network used by its security apparatus. He also 

referred to a number of the Accused and BAD RED DINE as "honourable resistance men" 

and previously asserted that an Indictment had been issued against "brothers in the 

resistance". 
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23. Moreover, BADREDDINE was an experienced Hezbollah operative with the necessary 

skills, knowledge and ability to train and lead others in the sophisticated preparation and 

execution of the Attack. BADREDDINE's status within Hezbollah explains how he was 

able to operate using a covert Hezbollah phone network. His role as both a senior 

Hezbollah commander and user of a phone further corroborates that the 

was a Hezbollah network. 

24. Prosecution evidence also demonstrates how the conspiracy unfolded alongside political 

developments in Lebanon. It is evident that the assassination was political in nature; there 

is no other reasonable explanation for the meticulously planned, audacious attack against 

one of Lebanon's most prominent political figures that was carried out in a way that was 

obviously designed to make a dramatic public statement. The evidence reveals a growing 

tension in the months leading up to the Attack arising from HARIRI' S and others' 

opposition to Syrian control in Lebanon. Certain groups, including Hezbollah, were 

aligned with Syria and had an interest in maintaining the status quo. Moreover, as 

described in more detail below, the actions of the Accused and their other co-conspirators 

in preparing for and implementing the Attack correspond to political developments on the 

ground. 

25. The Accused were all supporters ofHezbollah. Hezbollah was aligned with continued 

Syrian involvement in Lebanon. Further, the Accused were part of a conspiracy that was 

led and coordinated by BADREDDINE, a celebrated martyr who fought for Hezbollah 

for 30 years and who died in Syria in 2016, while fighting for the Syrian regime. 

26. The Accused's actions alone demonstrate their participation in the conspiracy and their 

criminal responsibility. The Chamber need not find that they were acting on the behalf or 

at the behest of any organisation, leader, state or entity; nor is the Prosecution requesting 

this finding. However, the Accused's political affiliations, coupled with the surrounding 

political context, assist in understanding the Accused's common interests. The fact that 

those interests aligned with maintaining the status quo, which HARIRI threatened, is 

relevant in understanding the timing and motivations behind the Accused's actions. 
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27. Considered in its totality, the evidence in this case permits only one reasonable 

conclusion: that the Accused bear culpability for the crimes as charged in the Indictment. 

A YY ASH and MERHI bear responsibility for coordinating the execution of the Attack 

and the false claim of responsibility, respectively, as do ONEISSI and SABRA for 

executing the false claim component of the plot. Specifically, the Accused were each part 

of the conspiracy to commit a terrorist act (Count 1). With respect to the crimes of 

committing a terrorist act by means of an explosive device, the intentional homicide of 

HARIRI and 21 additional persons, as well as the attempted intentional homicide of 

226 persons, AYYASH was a co-perpetrator (Counts 2-5) and MERHI, ONEISSI and 

SABRA were each accomplices (Counts 6-9). 
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28. In this section, the Prosecution addresses principles related to the Chamber's assessment 

of evidence of particular relevance to these proceedings. Specifically, the Prosecution 

addresses the Chamber's evaluation of circumstantial evidence, communications 

evidence, and evidence of the culpable acts of the Accused throughout the indictment 

period. 

B. Evaluation of circumstantial evidence 

29. Beyond reasonable doubt is the standard applied to find guilt, independent of the nature 

of the case. When guilt is established by inference through circumstantial evidence, it 

should be the only reasonable conclusion available from the totality of the evidence 

presented. There is no requirement, however, that every fact or every circumstance in the 

case be proved beyond reasonable doubt. The criminal burden applies only to the facts 

constituting the elements of the crimes and of the modes of responsibility charged. So 

long as the guilt of the accused has been established, a conviction must be entered. 

30. An alternative reasonable inference that raises doubt may be drawn only from the 

evidence presented. Statements read onto the record by counsel, questions put to a 

witness, and submissions by a party do not qualify as evidence. They cannot form the 

basis upon which the Chamber finds a fact or draws an inference. Moreover, evidence 

admitted for a limited purpose may be used only for that specific purpose, and cannot be 

relied on for factual findings or inferences that go beyond that limited purpose. 

31. Finally, as with all evidence in criminal cases, circumstantial evidence must be 

considered in its totality. 

1. The beyond reasonable doubt standard applies independent of the nature of the case 

32. Regardless of whether a case features circumstantial evidence or whether it consists only 

of more direct evidence, the legal standard to establish guilt is the same: proofbeyond 

reasonable doubt. As is the case in international criminal jurisprudence, 1 the Statute and 

E.g. ICTY, Stakic Appeal Judgement, para.219. 
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the Rules do not distinguish between cases that rely largely on circumstantial evidence 

and those that are based on other types of evidence. 2 The Prosecution is not required to 

satisfy a higher standard based on the type of evidence adduced. 

2. Circumstantial evidence does not require corroboration 

33. No distinction exists with respect to the assessment of direct and circumstantial evidence. 

As in the case of direct evidence, the Chamber can rely solely on circumstantial evidence 

alone to establish material facts? In this regard, the jurisprudence of the ad hoc 

international criminal tribunals indicates that it is open to the Chamber to rely on one 

piece of circumstantial evidence, even if uncorroborated. 4 

3. Reasonable inferences must arise from admitted evidence 

34. In order to satisfy the beyond reasonable doubt standard through inference, guilt must be 

the only reasonable conclusion available from the totality of the evidence presented. 5 

35. It is settled law that any reasonable inference must arise from the admitted evidence. 

Therefore, speculative alternative inferences, unsupported by evidence, must be rejected.6 

36. For example, the ICTR Appeals Chamber has dismissed defence alternative theories of 

responsibility that were not based on the evidential record. In Bagosora and 

Nsengiyumva, one defence team submitted that political assassinations and other killings 

4 

See Art. 16(3)(c); Rule 148(A). 

E.g. ICTY, Prlic et al. Appeal Judgement, paras.1994 ("Where a trial chamber draws an inference from 
circumstantial evidence alone, this must be the only reasonable inference available from that evidence"); 
ICTY, Kupreskic Appeal Judgement, para.303 ("The case against Vlatko Kupreskic at trial was wholly 
dependent upon circumstantial evidence. The Appeals Chamber first notes that there is nothing to prevent a 
conviction being based upon such evidence. Circumstantial evidence can often be sufficient to satisfy a fact 
finder beyond reasonable doubt."). 

ICTR, Muhimana Appeal Judgement, para.49 ("The Appeals Chamber recalls that it is permissible to base a 
conviction on circumstantial evidence and that a Trial Chamber has the discretion to decide in the 
circumstances of each case whether corroboration is unnecessary."). See also ICTY, Doraevic Appeal 
Judgement, para.858 (finding that the Trial Chamber did not en· in relying on a witness's indirect evidence 
without conoboration to establish a material fact). 

E.g. STL, Al Jadeed and Al Khayat Appeal Judgement, paras.104,167; STL, Akhbar Beirut S.A.L. and Al 
Amin Trial Judgement, para.109; MICT, Seselj Appeal Judgement, paras.63,118; ICTR, Bagosora and 
Nsengiyumva Appeal Judgement, para.562; ICTY, Galic Appeal Judgement, para.218; ICTY, Delalic et al. 
Appeal Judgement, para.458. 

E.g. ICTY, Doraevic Appeal Judgement, paras.728-729; ICTY, Strugar Appeal Judgement, para.109. 
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were perpetrated by clandestine networks rather than by the accused. 7 Even though such 

a network existed, "there was no evidence linking the crimes [ ... ]to the clandestine 

network", and thus the defence alternative theory "was not a reasonable inference that 

could have been drawn from the evidence presented". 8 The ICTR Appeals Chamber not 

only confirmed that this approach is the "correct" one, but affirmed that "[ w ]hile a 

conviction based on inference must be the only reasonable inference available, the 

Appeals Chamber recalls that it must be the only reasonable one that could be drawn 

from the evidence presented" (emphasis in original).9 

37. The Chamber recognised this well-established principle when confirming that, in 

rendering its judgement, it "can only assess the oral and written evidence formally 

received onto the court record" and that it will "give a reasoned judgement based only 

upon the evidence on the court record". 10 

(a) Statements and questions put to witnesses are not evidence, nor are 

submissions by the Parties 

38. Throughout the case, Defence Counsel have resorted to reading aloud to witnesses a wide 

range of documents. While these statements by Defence Counsel appear in the record, 

they are not evidence and cannot be relied upon to support factual findings or to draw an 

inference. Rather, as the Chamber has recognised, it is [Redacted] .11 

39. Likewise, questions put to witnesses, and the Parties' submissions themselves, are not 

evidence that can be relied upon by the Chamber in assessing the existence of a 

reasonable inference. 

10 

11 

See ICTR, Bagosora and Nsengiyumva Appeal Judgement, paras.553-562. 

ICTR, Bagosora and Nsengiyumva Appeal Judgement, paras.557 ("Given that there was no evidence linking 
the crimes perpetrated by the Presidential Guard for which Bagosora was convicted to the clandestine 
network, it was not a reasonable inference that could have been drawn from the evidence presented. 
Accordingly, the Trial Chamber was correct in not considering this to be a reasonable alternative inference."), 
558( observing that the accused "fails to point to any evidence linking the commission of the crimes for which 
he was convicted to [another group]"), 559( observing again that the accused "does not point to any evidence 
suggesting that [other groups] may have been responsible"). 

ICTR, Bagosora and Nsengiyumva Appeal Judgement, para.562. 

F2541, para.19. 

F3575, para.27 [Redacted]. 
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(b) Evidence admitted for a limited purpose cannot be considered for 

additional purposes 

40. On a number of occasions during the case, the Chamber admitted evidence for a limited 

purpose. 12 Pursuant to consistent international criminal practice, this evidence may be 

relied upon only for that limited purpose. 13 For example, if a document was admitted to 

show not the truth of its contents but rather the state of knowledge of a party that was 

aware of the document, the Chamber can only rely upon that document for findings, 

including inferences, related to the state of knowledge of a party. It cannot be relied on to 

make findings or inferences based on the content of the document itself, as this would be 

to rely on it for its truth. 

41. Similarly, evidence admitted solely for demonstrative purposes should not be relied on 

except to assist the Chamber in understanding the admitted evidence or the case, as the 

Chamber itself has observed. 14 Where the Chamber admitted demonstrative material 

without admitting the underlying evidence, 15 this demonstrative material cannot be relied 

upon because it lacks probative value. 

4. The beyond reasonable doubt standard must not be applied in a piecemeal approach, rather 

the evidence must be weighed in its totality 

42. A trier of fact may not consider a piece of evidence in isolation. To the contrary, the 

evidence must be evaluated holistically. It is the cumulative effect of the evidence that 

must be weighed in order to decide whether guilt has been established beyond reasonable 

doubt. 16 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

E.g. F3439, para.40 (admitting 5D00254 for a limited purpose "and not for the truth of the content of the 
underlying material upon which it relies."); T278 _ 68-69 (admitting 5D00259 for a limited purpose); T184 _54 
(admitting 4D00197 for a limited purpose). 

E.g. ICTY, Milutinovic et al. Trial Judgement, para. 56 ("The Chamber, throughout the trial, admitted certain 
documents for a limited purpose only, and thus considered them to that extent in its evaluation of them."); 
SCSL, Sesay et al. Trial Judgement, para.515; ICTY, Perisic Trial Judgement, para. 58; ICTY, Popovic eta!. 
Trial Judgement, para.67. 

E.g. F3445, para.40; F3125, para. I; Fl308, para.9. 

E.g. F3575, para.70, Disposition [Redacted]. 

E.g. ICC, Lubanga Dyilo Appeal Judgement, para.22 ("[W]hen determining whether this [beyond reasonable 
doubt] standard has been met, the Trial Chamber is required to carry out a holistic evaluation and weighing of 
all the evidence taken together in relation to the fact at issue. Indeed, it would be incorrect for a finder of fact 
to do otherwise.") (emphasis in original); ICTR, Nchamihigo Appeal Judgement, para.213 ("The Appeals 
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43. This fundamental principle is reflected throughout international criminal practice, which 

has repeatedly confirmed that guilt is to be assessed from "the totality of the evidence". 17 

The definition given to a circumstantial case further supports this principle. For instance, 

a circumstantial case is often said to consist of "evidence of a number of different 

circumstances which, taken in combination, point to the guilt of the accused person 

because they would usually exist in combination only because the accused did what is 

alleged against him". 18 

5. The beyond reasonable doubt standard applies only to the elements of the crimes and modes 

of responsibility 

44. The Statute and the Rules of the STL, like those of other international tribunals and 

courts, provide for the beyond reasonable doubt standard to apply only to the ultimate 

question of guilt. 19 It is well-established that "not each and every fact in the Trial 

Judgement must be proved beyond reasonable doubt, but only those on which a 

conviction or the sentence depends".20 

45. The beyond reasonable doubt standard does not apply to every material fact pleaded in 

the Indictment. 21 Rather, it applies only to the facts constituting the elements of the 

crimes and of the modes of responsibility charged. 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

Chamber recalls that triers of fact should render reasoned opinions on the basis of the entire body of evidence 
and without applying the 'beyond reasonable doubt' standard in a piecemeal approach."); ICTY, Lima} et al. 
Appeal Judgement, paras.23-24. 

E.g. MICT, Ngirabanvare Appeal Judgement, para.86; ICC, Lubanga Dyilo Appeal Judgement, para.22; 
ICTR, Nahimana et al. Appeal Judgement, para.524. See also ICTY, Martie Appeal Judgement, para.233 
("The Appeals Chamber considers that the ultimate weight to be attached to each piece of evidence cannot be 
determined in isolation. Even though in some instances a piece of evidence, viewed alone, may not be 
sufficient to satisfy the burden of proof beyond reasonable doubt; it is the totality of the evidence that must be 
weighed to determine whether the Prosecution has met the burden upon it."); ICTY, Stakic Appeal 
Judgement, paras.157-158; SCSL, Sesay et al. Appeal Judgement, paras.769-770. 

E.g. ICTY, Hadiihasanovic and Kubura Appeal Judgement, para.286; ICTY, Galic Appeal Judgement, 
para.218; ICTR, Ntagerura et al. Appeal Judgement, para.304; ICTY, Delalic et al. Appeal Judgement, 
para.458. 

Statute, Art. 16(3)(c); Rule 148(A). See also ECCC, Rule 87(1); ICC, Art. 66(3); ICTR, Rule 87(A); ICTY, 
Rule 87(A); SCSL, Rule 87(A). 

E.g. ICC, Lubanga Dyilo Appeal Judgement, para.22; ICTY, Dontevic Appeal Judgement, para.296; SCSL, 
Taylor Appeal Judgement, para.181; ICTY, Milosevic Appeal Judgement, para.20. See also ICTY, MrkSic and 
Sljivancanin Appeal Judgement, para.325. 

E.g. ICTR, Ntagerura et al. Appeal Judgement, para.174, fn.356); ICTY, Milutinovic Trial Judgement, 
para.63. 
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46. This foundational principle has been affirmed by the ICC Appeals Chamber. Acting "in 

line with the jurisprudence of the ad hoc tribunals", the ICC Appeals Chamber has 

confirmed that "[i]t is clear" that "the standard ofproof'beyond reasonable doubt' is to 

be applied only to the facts constituting the elements of the crime and the mode of 

liability of the accused as charged". 22 

47. The corollary of this is that the Prosecution does not need to prove every circumstance 

beyond reasonable doubt. To require otherwise would demand a never-ending stream of 

litigation in every individual case. As recognised by the ICTY Appeals Chamber,"[ e ]ach 

piece of circumstantial evidence needs not be, nor rarely is, proved beyond a reasonable 

doubt since that would involve trials within trials, ad infinitum ."23 

C. Evaluation of Evidence called by the Participating Victims 

48. In accordance with the Chamber's Order,24 the Prosecution briefly addresses the weight 

to be given to the evidence called by the Legal Representatives of Victims ("LRV"). The 

viva voce witnesses testified under oath, 25 the witness statements were admitted pursuant 

to Rules 155 and 158,26 the Chamber admitted the documentary evidence in accordance 

with its consistent practice under Rule 154,27 and also followed its consistent practice 

with respect to opinion evidence and reports. 28 Given this, the Chamber should assess the 

evidence called by the LRV within the framework established by the Statute and the 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

ICC, Lubanga Dyilo Appeal Judgement, para.22 (emphasis added). See also ICTY, Stakic Appeal Judgement, 
para.219; ICTY, Milutino vic et al. Trial Judgement, para.62. Some jurisprudence also includes proof beyond 
reasonable doubt with respect to facts "which are indispensable for entering a conviction". E.g. SCSL, Taylor 
Appeal Judgement, para.227; ICTY, Halilovic Appeal Judgement, para.129. The Prosecution has not 
identified any instance where this standard has been applied outside the context of an element of the crime or 
the mode of responsibility. E.g. ICTY,Halilovic Appeal Judgement, para.130; ICTY, Milutinovic eta!. Trial 
Judgement, para.63. 

ICTY, Galic Appeal Judgement, para.218. See also ICTY, Doraevic Appeal Judgement, para.296. 

F3687, Order Rescheduling Final Trial Briefs and Closing Arguments, 12 June 2018, para.17. 

L.GHALAYINI/V004:T389_10; L.KHALLOUF/V031:T390_3; M.AL-KASTI/V009:T390_36; 
R.AOUN/V001:T391_3; V016:T391_36; I.FAYEDIV056:T393_6-7; R.LETSCHERT:T394_6. 

F3309, Decision Admitting into Evidence 18 Witness Statements under Rules 155 and 158, and Reasons for 
Admitting Two Witness Statements of Participating Victims, 5 September 2017; Oral Ruling:T390_63-65; 
Oral Ruling, Oral Ruling:T391_61. 

F3456, Decision Admitting Documentary Evidence on the Legal Representative ofVictims' Application, 4 
December 2017. 

F3312, Decision Permitting Professor Doctor Rianne Letschert to Give Opinion Evidence and Admitting Her 
Report into Evidence, 7 September 2017. 
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Rules of Procedure and Evidence, and, within that framework, in the same manner that it 

assesses all the admitted evidence in these proceedings. 

D. Evaluation of Communications Evidence 

49. The Accused's mobile phone communications throughout the indictment period 

demonstrate their involvement in the terrorist attack of 14 February 2005 resulting in the 

death of HARIRI and 21 others, and injury of226 other persons ("Attack") in a variety of 

ways. These mobile phone communications are evidenced through call data records 

("CDRs"). CDRs are contemporaneous, automatically-generated records of mobile phone 

communications.29 Their main purpose is for billing customers, though they also serve 

other marketing or statistical business purposes. 30 Given the CDRs' primary purpose in 

billing and other business purposes, mobile service providers have an interest in ensuring 

their integrity. 31 Alfa and MTC Touch provided CDRs to the UNIIIC and the 

Prosecution. 32 

50. CDRs demonstrate, or assist in demonstrating: 

29 

30 

31 

32 

• The identities of contacts of the mobile phone user; 

• the timing of communications; 

• unusual patterns of mobile phone use that suggest the Accused were involved in a 

particular covert mission, or other relevant activity, including: 

o using select mobile phones in a closed network, i.e. to communicate exclusively 

with a limited number of other mobile phones; 

o sudden spikes in frequency of contact with other Accused or other persons 

involved in the Attack after periods of little or no contact with those persons; 

o recurring patterns of concentration in contact and/or location; 

PRH707:T241_110-114,118; PRH707:T243_74-78; PRH705:T262_26-30; PRH705:T265_76-77. 

PRH707 :T241 110-111. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:Tl79 _51-52. See also PRH707:T242_77-81, PRH707:T243_23-28,31; PRH705:T265_29. 

E.g. PRH707:T241_110, PRH707:T243_74-78, PRH707:T244_19; PRH705:T262_26-30; PRH705:T265_76-
77. 
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o sudden and simultaneous call inactivity amongst one or more phones 

corresponding to relevant events, or following convergence of those phones on a 

location; 

o relationships between the user of two or more phones, or the content of two or 

more calls, through relevant calls that flow in proximity to each other; 

o calls made with unusual contacts at relevant times; 

o calls made at unusual times; 

o calls that show the Accused and others involved in the Attack used their mobile 

phones in general locations where they rarely, or had not previously used their 

mobile phones; 

o sudden and co-ordinated cessation of the use of mobile phones after the Attack; 

and 

o a combination of any or all of the above. 

• movements of the mobile phone users, including the Accused; 

• co-location33 of mobile phones; and 

• placing the Accused or other relevant mobile phone users in general or specific 

locations where they prepared and perpetrated the Attack. 

51. While the Chamber should never view evidence in isolation, CDRs, as represented 

through the call sequence tables ("CSTs"), are sufficient to establish matters such as: (i) 

contacts' mobile numbers; (ii) the timing of communications; (iii) the use of mobile 

phones in a closed network; (iv) spikes in frequency of contact; or (v) the sudden 

cessation of phone use. Moreover, the Chamber should give the same weight to the CSTs 

as it would the underlying business record CDRs. The Chamber heard extensive evidence 

33 Co-location: A feature of call activity in which two or more phones use the same cell on a network, or cells on 
a different network that provide overlapping predicted best server coverage. 
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on the standardised production of CSTs,34 as well as evidence on the design and 

maintenance of the Structured Query Language database used for analysing CDRs and 

from which some CSTs were created.35 

52. Where mobile phone communications are relied upon solely to demonstrate movement or 

co-location of mobile phones, as part of single user analysis, the specific location(s) are 

not significant. Specifically, where the purpose is to show movement, there is generally 

no need for findings more specific than the mobile phone user(s) moved from one area to 

a different area. 36 Similarly, where the purpose is to demonstrate co-location, it will often 

be sufficient for the Chamber to assess whether the phones connected with the same or 

neighbouring cell sites, or to determine that there was co-ordinated movement from one 

area to another area. 37 

53. Where mobile phone communications are relied on specifically to show the general or 

more specific location of the Accused or other relevant mobile phone users, then 

evidence of cell site analysis will assist the Chamber. However, even in circumstances 

where the location of the mobile phone user is relevant, it is not necessary for the 

Chamber to determine whether a mobile phone user was within the precise area shown by 

a coverage map. 38 Rather, as will be discussed in greater detail below, the Chamber 

should make such determinations on the basis of the totality of the evidence. 

1. Cell site analysis places a mobile phone user in a general location at the time of a call or SMS 

54. Cell site39 analysis, which is conducted using CDRs/CSTs read together with cell site 

data,40 reliably demonstrates that a mobile phone user was in a general location at the 

time of making or receiving a mobile call or an SMS. Expert John E. PHILIPS explained 

that the cell site data he normally uses for cell site analysis consists of the cell co-

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

See generally, K.KAMEI/PRH308:Tl75; K.KAMEI/PRH308:Tl76; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:Tl76; 
H.HABRAKEN:PRH371:T177; L.CHRISTIE:PRH313:T177; C.CARNUS:PRH377:Tl77. 

See generally, S.MKRTCHYAN/PRH11l:Tl94. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:Tl81 58-59. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:Tl81 117. 

Coverage map: Shape Files that show the predicted area of coverage by each cell sector. 

Cell site: site where equiptment is located to enable the transmission and reception of radio signals. 

PHILIPS identifies these as the two independent sources of data used for cell site analysis. 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:Tl79 94. 
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ordinates and the azimuth.41 This data was all he needed to place a mobile phone user in a 

general location. 42 

55. CDRs include, among other information, a number of data points that are relevant to 

placing a mobile phone user in a general location at a specific date and time, including: 

(i) the date of the call or SMS; (ii) the time of the call or SMS; as well as (iii) the Cell ID, 

which is a unique identity number for each cell site on a cellular network- that a mobile 

connects with. The CDR will always have the start Cell ID for the cell sector43 used at the 

start of the call, and may also have the end Cell ID, for the Cell used at the end of the 

call. 44 

56. Mobile telecommunications companies Alfa and MTC Touch also provided cell site data 

from company databases, including the co-ordinates for the locations of their cell masts 

in operation in Lebanon during the relevant time period,45 the Cell IDs for cell sectors on 

their networks, 46 as well as the best available information from their records concerning 

azimuth values of those cell sectors during the relevant period. 47 While Alfa was not able 

to confirm the azimuth values contemporaneous to the relevant time period, as discussed 

below, key aspects of Alfa's network have been stable over the time between the events 

in the Indictment and when Alfa provided the relevant Shape Files48 and cell site data: 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

• the relevant cell sectors on the Alfa network have remained in operation and in 

the same geographic locations throughout the relevant period; 49 and 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:Tl81_110,116-117. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:Tl81 117. 

Cell sector/cell :sector of a cell site providing radio signal coverage over one pmi (an arc) of the entire area of coverage 
provided by the site. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T 179 _104; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:Tl80_5 -6; P00549, para.7.5.1.1.1.4. 

Alfa: P00775; P00776; P00778; P00780; P00799; POOSOO; P00801; 2D00073; PRH707:T244_55; PRH707:T255_17. 
MTC Touch:P00813; P00818; P01122; PRH705:T263_34. See also A.F AHEY /PRH263:T290_15,20,22-23,25,31-
35,38-41,46,56,74. Cell masts: the upright structure that supports a cell site. 

Alfa: P00780; P00799; A.FAHEY/PRH263:T290_38-39. MTC Touch: P00813; PRH705:T264_ 45; 
A.FAHEY/PRH263:T290 20. 

Alfa: P00775; P00778; P00801; PRH707:T281_8. MTC Touch: P00813; PRH705:T264_ 45; 
A.FAHEY/PRH263:T290 20. 

See Annex F. 

P00775; P00776; P00778; P00801; PRH707:T241_125; PRH707:T244_55,83; PRH707:T246_31,41-42; 
PRH707:T255 _17; A.FAHEY /PRH263:T290_31-35,50,56. 
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• changes to azimuth directions at Alfa cell sectors have been minor, 50 and, during 

the relevant time period, were infrequent. 51 

57. PRH707 summed up the consistency of Alfa's azimuth values as follows: 

[V]alues of azimuth and tilt do not change fundamentally in a given station even in time 
because the stations remain in place. The modifications are done on the vertical tilt and the 
position of the antennas. Those will change within a given range. The change for those as 
well is not a major change. So we could assess that the azimuth and tilt taken in 2013 may 
not be exactly a hundred per cent for those of 2004, 2005, but they are not far from them. 52 

58. The reliability of cell site analysis rests on basic principles of mobile network operation. 

The location of mobile phone users at the time they make or receive a call or SMS is 

determinative of what cell sector they connect with. In order to make or receive a call or 

SMS, a mobile phone has to be within the usable coverage area of a cell sector. 53 Further, 

a mobile phone will usually connect with the cell sector that provides the best coverage

meaning the strongest signal-for the caller's and recipient's locations. 54 While this will 

not necessarily be the closest cell sector to each user's location, it "normally [will] be the 

closest cell. "55 

59. Moreover, in urban environments, cell sectors provide best server coverage over 

relatively small geographic areas. 56 This is because there are more mobile phone users 

and therefore more cell sectors in urban environments. 57 In such environments, a mobile 

phone user is located relatively close to the geographic location of the connecting cell 

sector at the time of communication. Moreover, when a mobile phone user connects to an 

50 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

P00775; P00778; P00801; PRH707:T246_64-66; PRH707:T255_23; A.FAHEY/PRH263:T290_32-34, 50, 
59-61. 

PRH707:T244_72; PRH707:T246_ 41. 

PRH707: T255 23. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T180 27-28. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T 179 _106; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T180_19,27 -28,73; PRH707:T245 _56; 
PRH705:T263 5. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T180_19. See also J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T179_106; PRH707:T245_56; 
PRH705:T263 5. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T181_6; PRH705:T263_6. 

PRH707:T258_29,42,95. See also P00549,para.l0.3.6.1.1.47. 
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urban cell sector, that user must necessarily be located within a smaller potential area 

than when a user connects to a rural cell sector. 58 

60. Even in exceptional circumstances where a mobile phone user cannot connect to the cell 

sector normally expected to provide the best server coverage for the user's location, 

fundamental principles of GSM network operation, discussed below, serve to limit the 

potential area where that mobile phone user may be located, particularly in urban 

environments: 

• For any given call, the mobile phone measures the top six serving neighbour cell 

sectors by signal strength and reports them to the network; 59 

• These are most likely adjacent cell sectors, 60 and, in any event, in urban areas cell 

sectors are located in close physical proximity to one another, 61 and 

• When a mobile phone cannot connect to the best serving Cell, it will connect to one 

of the six neighbour cell sectors. 62 This will usually be the neighbour cell sector that 

offers the strongest signal amongst those six cell sectors,63 and this next best cell will 

often be the closest cell sector to the predicted best serving Cell. 64 In any event, a 

mobile is "likely to be redirected to closer cells rather than further cells."65 

61. In such circumstances, the area the mobile phone user is likely to be in is expanded. 66 

As noted by PHILIPS, however, "It does not change the area. The size of the area 

changes, but it doesn't move it from South Beirut to North Beirut to West Beirut. It just 

enlarges the area it's in." 67 PHILIPS provided an example to clarify that even this 

expanded potential area is limited, particularly in urban areas where cell sectors are 

58 

59 

60 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:Tl81 6. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T 181 28-33. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :T 181_70,86. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:Tl81_29,51 See also PRH707:T245 58-59. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:Tl81 51. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:Tl81 51. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:Tl81_51; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:Tl85 102-103. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:Tl85 103. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:Tl81_57,64-65. See also PRH707:T245 59-60. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:Tl81 65. 
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located relatively close to each other. He was asked what would happen if a mobile 

phone user wanted to make a call from the east side of the best server coverage area of a 

particular cell sector but, for whatever reason, was unable to connect to that Cell. He 

explained that, in such a case, the call would likely be redirected to one of the closer 

neighbour Cells to the east side of that best serving Cell. 68 In sum, even in exceptional 

circumstances where a mobile phone user is not within the best server coverage area of 

the connecting cell sector, this means the user is in a somewhat enlarged area-the best 

server coverage area plus-and not a completely different area. 

2. Best predicted server coverage maps assist in understanding the general location of a mobile 

phone user 

62. While cell mast locations and azimuths are sufficient to undertake cell site analysis, best 

predicted server coverage maps provide an additional tool to assist in cell site analysis. 

Best predicted server coverage maps predict the area where a given cell sector provides 

the best coverage for the network. 69 Although they cannot predict the best server 

coverage area with 100 percent accuracy, 70 "the likelihood [for a mobile phone user] to 

be in that area is extremely high."71 

63. PHILIPS described coverage maps as "a bit of a luxury" and an "additional tool beyond 

the basic cell site and sector". 72 As PHILIPS discussed, they provide additional, reliable 

information regarding the area in which a mobile phone user was located at the time of 

communication: 73 

68 

69 

70 

71 

72 

73 

Despite [their limitations], they are reliable-well, my view is that they are 
a reliable basis to indicate the area, and keep using this term, "an area", you can 
never pinpoint where a mobile is unless you have GPS. And, of course, that 
doesn't relate to call data records. What they will do is a reliable indication of the 
area the mobile is located. And I say they enhance existing tools. Normally, in 
practice, all I'd have to do cell site analysis is cell co-ordinates and the azimuth. 
I don't normally have a best server plot. So in terms of that, they enhance what 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:Tl85 101-103. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T180_27-28,88; PRH707:T258_37; PRH705:T262_91-92. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T180_27-28,88,100; PRH707:T258_37; PRH705:T262_91-92; PRH705:T264_16. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:Tl79 55. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:Tl81 117. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:Tl80 110-111. See also J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:Tl81 100; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:Tl81 58-59. 
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I would normally get with those simple parameters. Just to say a reliable tool for 
putting a mobile in an area. 

64. Alfa and MTC Touch provided Shape Files that best reflected the relevant period, even if 

their records did not permit them to provide coverage maps from the precise time frame 

of the conspiracy74 or, for Alfa, a guarantee of the azimuth values for its cell sectors for 

this period. 75 

65. MTC Touch provided co-ordinates, azimuth values, and Shape Files dated 

16 February 2004,76 as well as cell site data, including co-ordinates and azimuth values 

dated 15 February 2005. 77 Comparison of this data revealed only 21 differences with 

respect to cell mast locations (out of approximately 400 cell masts) and eight differences 

with respect to azimuth values (out of approximately 1000 cell sites). 78 MTC Touch 

clarified the correct information for 19 of the 21 differences in mast locations and for five 

of the eight different azimuths. 79 For the two remaining different mast locations and three 

remaining different azimuths, the Cells involved are of no significance to the Prosecution 

case. In sum, MTC Touch's Shape Files were compared against contemporaneous data, 

were almost entirely consistent with that data, and almost all of the differences in 

geographic location and azimuth direction were corrected by MTC Touch. 

66. Alfa's Shape Files were produced using only those cell sectors that were in operation in 

2005,80 and Alfa was able to confirm the geographic co-ordinates for those Cell Sites.81 

Furthermore, Alfa also provided contemporaneous image files of 2005 coverage maps for 

all of Lebanon, Beirut, and Jounieh, that must necessarily have been produced using 

Alfa's contemporaneous records. 82 Comparing the Beirut and Jounieh maps in 2D00073, 

which was dated and received in 2005, with Alfa data concerning cell mast co-ordinates 

74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

80 

81 

82 

P01122; P01123; P01124; PRH707:T246_ 40-45; PRH705:T263_63; PRH705:T264_14-15. See also 
A.FAHEY/PRH263:T290_15,35-36. 

PRH707:T244_55; T245_37-38; PRH707:T246_ 41-42,59; PRH707:T255_17. 

P01122; PRH705:T263_63; PRH705:T264_14-15. See also A.FAHEY/PRH263:T290_15. 

P00813; PRH705:T264_ 45; A.FAHEY/PRH263:T290_20. 

A.F AHEY /PRH263 :T290 22-23. 

P00818; A.F AHEY /PRH263 :T290 _ 24-25. 

PRH707:T246_ 41-42,45,54-55; PRH707:T255 17-19. 

PRH707:T241_125; PRH707:T244_55,83; PRH707:T246_31,41-42; PRH707:T255 17. 

2D00073; PRH707:T247_20-22,29,33. See also P00779. 
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and azimuth directions for Beirut and J ounieh, 83 reveals a consistency of 99 percent for 

mast locations and 97 percent for azimuth directions. 84 

67. Moreover, as demonstrated above, Alfa's network was stable during the relevant time 

period: Cell Sites remained in the same geographic locations; and changes to azimuth 

values were infrequent and minor. 

68. PHILIPS explained that the impact of using non-contemporaneous Shape Files and data 

on cell site analysis would be minimal in this case: 

What we're saying is in most examples, the actual change will be minimal. It certainly 
won't change the general area the mobile is in, it's not changing the location of cell sites, 
the existing cell sites. It's just changing either in terms of an increase in size of the best 
server plot or a decrease in the coverage from a best server plot. The location of the cell 
sites -existing cell sites remain exactly the same. So the same area is still appropriate. 
It may be enlarged, it may be reduced. But not a massive effect. So the impact of that, 
it reduced its precision of the predicted location. We say "reduced" and that's -we're 
trying to be extremely honest here in explaining all the shortcomings. In the event of 
MTC, the predicted coverage plots that we've got will actually be larger than they are 
likely to be as of the period of interest, and so their size will be reduced and therefore the 
precision notionally would actually improve. But generally, as a general statement, 
we have to say the precision of the predicted location is reduced making the area of 
. 1 85 mterest arger. 

69. The coverage maps, therefore, are reliable tools that may be used to assess the evidence 

in this case and to better demonstrate the rather limited size of best server coverage areas 

in urban environments. PHILIPS rejected the notion that they should be used sparingly: 

83 

84 

85 

86 

Well, the answer is no. I think, and this is not meant to be impertinent, I think the word 
"sparingly" is perhaps wrong. I've made no secret about the - I use the word 
"shortcoming," but that sounds like a negative term. The limitations of best server 
coverage plots, I've gone through it before I knew any information about this case 
at all. In fact, I know more about them than anyone else in this court. I've been 
out, I've measured it, I've done an awful lot of work. I wouldn't say sparingly. 
They can be used. They have to be used within the context of what they show. 
And if they're done in that way, I think they can be used and that's fine. They 
don't have to be used sparingly. They have to be used. And the limitations of what 
they show has to be fully understood. 86 

This data, which the Prosecution relied on for mapping and in its Electronic Presentation of evidence Software 
("EPE"), was received after 2005, but the Prosecution had contemporaneous data for the mast locations as 
well as which cell masts were operational during the indictment period. The azimuth data reflects the azimuth 
values from the time that they were sent to the Prosecution. 

A.F AHEY/PRH263:T290_50,56,59-61. See also P01127; P01128. 

J. E. PHILIPS/PRH4 3 5 :Tl81 96-97. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T361 41. 
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70. In any event, the Prosecution case does not require any greater precision from cell site 

analysis or coverage maps than they can deliver. In assessing the evidence adduced in 

this case, it is not necessary for the Chamber to determine whether a mobile phone user 

was within the precise area shown by a coverage map at the time of a mobile phone call 

or SMS. Rather, where the Prosecution case is that an Accused undertook an action that, 

whether in a general or specific location, demonstrates their participation in the crimes 

charged in the Indictment, the Chamber should assess the totality of the evidence in 

determining whether such allegations have been proved. 

E. The Chamber should make determinations as to the Accused's participation in the 

crimes charged in the Indictment based on the totality of the evidence 

71. The Prosecution case is that AYYASH co-ordinated: (i) observations and surveillance of 

HARIRI in preparation for the terrorist attack against him, and (ii) the perpetration of that 

Attack. Under MERHI's co-ordination, ONEISSI and SABRA participated in: 

(i) choosing a suitable individual to make a false claim of responsibility for that Attack 

and (ii) delivering that false claim after the Attack. In carrying out their roles, the 

Accused and others involved in the Attack, including BAD RED DINE, undertook specific 

acts in furtherance of the conspiracy. 

72. The Prosecution does not rely exclusively on any single call to demonstrate that the 

Accused engaged in specific activities related to the Attack or the false claim of 

responsibility. Indeed, the Chamber should not analyse evidence of individual acts 

linking the Accused to the conspiracy in isolation. Rather, this evidence should be 

analysed and informed by the evidence of all their other acts linking them to each other 

and to the conspiracy. 

73. Considered in isolation, communications evidence that places an Accused in a general 

area at a time that coincides with events relevant to the preparation or execution of the 

Attack or the false claim of responsibility may be dismissed as coincidence. When such 

evidence is considered alongside other evidence linking the same Accused to other 

Accused and to other events relevant to the preparation or execution of the crimes 

charged in the Indictment, it becomes unreasonable to dismiss their activities as mere 

coincidence. When the evidence linking each of the Accused to each other and to these 
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cnmes is considered in its totality, the only reasonable inference 1s that they are 

responsible for these crimes. 

74. For example, it is the Prosecution case that AYYASH co-ordinated surveillance of 

HARIRI in preparation for the Attack. In assessing whether it may safely make a finding 

to this effect, the Chamber should not limit itself to considering the communications 

evidence of network activities around HARIRI's residence in Quraitem ("Quraitem 

Palace") on any given day. Considered in isolation in this way, such communications 

evidence may be inconclusive. However, when the totality of network activity around 

Quraitem Palace is considered, a pattern of surveillance emerges. When this evidence is 

considered along with other communications evidence demonstrating that, on certain 

days, the movements of the network phones coincide with the movements of HARIRI, 

the only reasonable conclusion is that they were involved in surveillance. Considered 

alongside evidence and analysis of the call patterns within networks as well as call flows 

between networks, AYYASH's co-ordinating role is irrefutable. 

75. Consideration of all this evidence alongside the following additional evidence only 

reinforces the conclusion that A YY ASH's and the networks activities around Quraitem 

Palace and at times and locations relevant to HARIRI' s movements demonstrates 

surveillance ofHARIRI in preparation for the Attack: (i) evidence of the covert nature of 

the networks; (ii) evidence linking A YY ASH and network activity to the purchase of the 

Mitsubishi Canter Van ("Van") used as the vehicle-borne improvised explosive device 

("VBIED") in the Attack; (iii) evidence linking AYYASH and the networks to the 

execution of the Attack; (iv) evidence of AYYASH's activity, which 

links him to the false claim of responsibility; and (v) evidence of the cessation of 

and network activity as well as use coinciding with the Attack. 

Viewed through the lens of AYYASH's cumulative links to the preparations for the 

Attack and the Attack itself, a clear picture of each individual link emerges. 

76. To take another example, it is the Prosecution case that, under MERHI's co-ordination, 

ONEISSI and SABRA attended the Arab University Mosque during the COLA Phase87 

in order to identify and recruit an individual to make a false claim of responsibility. As 

87 COLA Phase: The 10-day period between 29 December 2004 and 7 January 2005, during which time Purple 
018 and Purple 095 used the COLA cells in the immediate vicinity of the Arab University Mosque every day 
except 2 January 2005. 
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with the above example, the Chamber should not limit itself to considering the 

communications evidence which shows that ONEISSI's and SABRA's 

connected to the COLA cells in the vicinity of that mosque, or the evidence that they 

communicated with MERHI while there. Similarly, while a single call by ONEISSI or 

SABRA from the vicinity of Arab University Mosque on a day during the time period 

when ABU AD ASS met Mohammed may be a coincidence, it is less likely that a pattern 

of calls demonstrating that ONEISSI and SABRA were exceptionally present in the 

vicinity of the Arab University Mosque on multiple days during that time period, and that 

they communicated with MERHI throughout that time period, is a coincidence. 

77. When one considers this evidence alongside the evidence discussed below, it becomes 

impossible to explain away this activity as mere coincidence, and the only reasonable 

conclusion becomes that MERHI, ONEISSI, and SABRA were involved in the 

identification and abduction of ABU ADASS for the purpose of using him to make 

the false claim of responsibility: (i) the overall co-ordinated activity of MERHI, 

ONEISSI, and SABRA throughout the indictment period; (ii) evidence linking the 

with ABU ADASS' disappearance; (iii) evidence linking the 

to the delivery of the false claim of responsibility made by ABU ADASS; 

(iv) the link, through MERHI, with BADREDDINE and the , and 

through this link, to AYYASH and the other networks and their activities during the 

indictment period; and (v) that MERHI, ONEISSI, and SABRA each stopped using 

their 

and 

within days of the Attack, as well as the cessation of the use of the 

Networks linked with the timing of the Attack. 

78. As with the example involving AYY ASH above, considering evidence linking MERHI, 

ONEISSI, and SABRA to the Attack and the false claim of responsibility in its totality 

eliminates the possibility that their actions may be explained away as mere coincidence, 

and assists the Chamber in coming to more specific conclusions regarding their activity 

than it could reach simply through consideration of the evidence of their communications 

during the COLA Phase in isolation. 

79. The Chamber should engage in this holistic approach when assessing any of the alleged 

acts of the Accused related to the preparation or perpetration of the Attack or the false 

claim of responsibility. 
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III. PHONES INVOLVED IN THE ATTACK AND FALSE CLAIM 

WERE USED BY BAD RED DINE & THE ACCUSED 

A. Introduction 

80. The evidence tendered throughout the Prosecution's case establishes that the Accused 

and BADREDDINE used specific mobile phones in the preparation for and/or 

perpetration of the Attack and the false claim of responsibility for the Attack. 

81. Attribution analysis establishes through documents, witness statements, contact and 

geographical profile analysis, that ONEISSI and SABRA used 

respectively in relation to the Attack. 

and 

82. A YY ASH's, MERHI's and BAD RED DINE's personal phones are attributed through the 

analysis of documentary and witness evidence, as well as contact and geographic profile 

analysis. 88 Their network phones are attributed primarily through co-location with their 

non-network phones. Such attribution involves the analysis of CDRs and their related 

geography which is used to prove that a single person was simultaneously using two or 

more mobile phones. 

83. The attribution analysis was captured in five reports authored by Prosecution analyst 

Andrew DONALDSON, where he attributes the usage of both non-network and network 

phones to the Accused and to BAD RED DINE. Each report analyses thousands of calls89 

between many mobile telephones, SMS content, witness statements and testimonies, 

extracts from official Lebanese records, and various documents including university, 

medical and subscriber records. 

84. The Prosecution relies on the co-location analysis of PHILIPS and of DONALDSON, 

which shows that AYYASH, MERHI and BADREDDINE each used multiple phones, 

including non-network and network phones. 

88 

89 

Where a paragraph mentions cell site information, the evidential source for the location of the cell mast, 
azimuth orientation and best server coverage can be found in exhibits P01121: Index of cell details of Alfa 
and MTC Touch used in the EPE [Extract from 60318680-60318770] and PO 1121.1: Correction to Index of 
cell details used in EPE. 

Where a paragraph relies on telephone call data, the evidential source for that data can be found in the CST 
related to the phone number, as listed in the Annex D. This section will only refer to CSTs when specific calls 
are identified and relied upon. 
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85. PHILIPS was able to provide technical explanations in cases of unusual call activity, for 

example where radio signals could have been affected by topography or stretches of 

water. PHILIPS analysed and mapped each sequence where two or more mobile phones 

attributed to an Accused were used within one hour. He measured the distance between 

the centres of the predicted best server coverage of the cell sectors used by these two 

phones, to determine if that distance could have been travelled within the time interval 

between the calls. He then categorised each pair of calls within these sequences into four 

categories: (i) could be co-located; (ii) would not preclude co-location; (iii) may preclude 

co-location, and (iv) precludes co-location. PHILIPS provided mapped examples and 

a statistical overview of his findings during his testimony. 

86. DONALDSON assessed every pair of calls involving two phone numbers attributed to 

AYYASH, MERHI or BADREDDINE during the course of their relevant attribution 

period. For pairs of calls occurring within a period of ten minutes, he provided 

calculations of time and distances between cell towers used to determine if such calls 

could have been made by a single user. He also provided mapped examples and a 

statistical overview ofhis findings. 

B. ATTRIBUTION- Mustafa Amine BADREDDINE 

1. Overview 

87. , SMP 944 and PMP 354 and PMP 663 are attributed BADREDDINE 

through viva voce witness testimony, documentary evidence, text message content, and 

an analysis of the contact profile90 and geographic profile (including co-location analysis) 

of the four telephones. 

88. The evidence is collated and analysed in the report Evidence of Telephone Attribution: 

90 

91 

92 

Mustafa Amine BADREDDINE.91 DONALDSON testified regarding this evidence on 4, 

5, 6 and 17 July 2017. 92 There was no cross-examination. 

Contact profile: The profile of a phone created by contact with third party telephone numbers over the 
attribution period of the phone. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02023 .3:P02023.1; P02023.2. The methodology of Attribution Analysis was 
explained by DONALDSON in P01948 and P01948.1. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02022; P02022.1; P02022.2; P02022.3; P02022.4; T378; T379; T380(confidential); 
T381. 
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89. The single user analysis of , SMP 944, PMP 354 and PMP 663 is contained 

in the report Demonstration ofSingle Person Use of Multiple Mobile Phones using Cell 

Site Analysis Suspect 2,93 which was the subject of PHILIPS' examination on 20,21 and 

24 April2017. 94 There was no cross-examination. 

2. Profile of Mustafa Amine BADREDDINE and his use of the alias 'Sami ISSA' 

90. There are very few official records kept in the name of Mustafa Amine 

BADREDDINE,95 with the exception of those that were unavoidable, such as marriage 

and birth certificates, and his university enrollment records and related documents. 96 

BADREDDINE attended the Lebanese American University ("LAU") for intermittent 

semesters between 1997 and 2005. 97 During this time he also used the short version of his 

name, 'Safi BADR' 98 and the alias 'Sami ISSA', 99 and was sometimes known as both 

'Safi' and 'Sami ISSA' .100 Sami ISSA had a number of girlfriends and friends, and had 

an apartment in Jounieh 101 /Sahel Alma. 102 One witness recalled collecting a degree 

certificate from LAU in the name of Mustafa BAD RED DINE on behalf of his friend, 

Sami ISSA. 103 

93 

94 

95 

96 

97 

98 

99 

100 

101 

102 

103 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01937;P01113. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01935; T358; T359; T360. 

P02075, 60243975; P02065, 60256470; P02078; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02023 .3, paras.124,221-223; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T379 19-24. 

P01042; P01040, 60242738-41; P01139, 60230586-88; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02023.3, paras.15,21. 

P01139,60230586-88. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02023.3, paras.34-35; P01139, 60230576; P01138, D0486252,D0486256. 

PRH416:P01414,60319202; PRH416:T220_36; PRH306:P01660, 60319058; PRH306:T224_92-
93; PRH306:T225_7; PRH264:P01659, 60319022; PRH264:T227 _19-21; PRH605:P01664,60314116-
219,60314174-77;60319311-22,60319312; PRH338:P01663,60306043-112,60306055-57,60306084-86; 
60318998-9008, 60318999; PRH470:P01658, 60309962-10210, 60310042-45,60310053-55; 60319009-
20,6031901 0; PRH423 :P01661 ,60305133 -94,60305168-69,60305175,60319189-200,60319190; 
PRH369:P01662, 60305195-208, 60305202-04; 60319069-79,60319070. 

PRH423:P01661, 60318045-53, 60318047; PRH264:T227_24-26, 29; PRH273:P02081, 
60228543_TS_D_EN_AR_Ol, pp.6,27. 

PRH089:T229_51-54; PRH264:T227_76-79. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02023.3, paras.105,125-127; Annex C.1,row.79; PRH416:T221_61-62; 
PRH306:T225 _75-77; PRH065:T214_10,13-17,19-31; P00706, 60302933; PRH447:P02082, 60307179-
82,60307208-13,60307233,60307240. 

PRH273 :P02081, 60228543 _ TS _ D _EN_ AR _ 01 ,pp.26-28. 
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91. BADREDDINE, using the alias Sami ISSA, was the owner of three jewellery shops 

named 'Samino', with branches in Mar Elias, Fum-El-Chebbak and Bourj Hammoud, 104 

where he employed managers, employees and bodyguards. 105 Two of the three Samino 

managers, or 'insiders', were in a position to know BADREDDINE and his real 

"d . 106 1 ent1ty. 

92. BADREDDINE's death in Syria was announced by Hezbollah on 13 May 2016. 107 Eight 

witnesses were interviewed after the announcement, all of whom recognised photographs 

ofBADREDDINE as being the person they knew as Sami ISSA and/or Safi. 108 

93. A large condolence ceremony and funeral was held for BADREDDINE in Beirut on 

13 May 2016 and numerous further commemoration ceremonies were held for him in 

Beirut, Damascus and Tehran in May and June 2016. Those receiving condolences on 

13 May 2016 included his surviving brothers, Adnan, Hasan 109 and Mohammed110 Amine 

BAD RED DINE, and Hezbollah members Amine SHERR! and Wafik SAF A, 111 with 

Ali AMMAR, 112 also in attendance. 

104 

105 

106 

107 

108 

109 

110 

111 

112 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02023.3, paras.128-130; Annex C.1,rows.126-128. 

PRH416:P01414,60319202; PRH416:T220_36; PRH416:T222_45,74-75; PRH306:P01660, 60319058; 
PRH306:T224_92-93,98; PRH306:T225 _6-7,10,13; PRH264:T227 _22,57; PRH470:P01658, 60309962-10, 
60310045-47; PRH338:P01663, 60306043-60306112,60306055,60306059-60,60306063; P02079, 60176717; 
P00728. 

Mohammed SHUKR was married to BADREDDINE's niece, see P01038, 60220811,60220813; P01040, 
60242738. Ali Fayez HARB is the attributed user of the emergency phone contact for BADREDDINE's 
daughter at her school, see P02069, 60309047; Mobile 880, Annex E, row.136. 

P01982. 

PRH416:P01414, 60319202; PRH416:T220_36; PRH416:T222 _ 45,74-75; 
PRH306:P01660, 60319058; PRH306:T224_92-94: PRH306:T225_7; PRH264:P01659,60319022; 
PRH264:T227 _19-21; PRH605:P01664, 60314116-219,60314174-77; 60319311-
22,60319312; PRH338:P01663, 60306043-60306112,60306055-57,60306084-86; 60318998-
9008,60318999; PRH470:P01658, 60309962-60310210,60310042-45,60310053-55; 60319009-
20,60319010; PRH423:P01661, 60305133-94,60305168-69,60305175; 60319189-200,60319190; 
PRH369 :PO 1662, 60305195-208,60305202-04; 60319069-79,60319070; PO 1982, D0498819. 

P01986, D0499896_TS_D_AR, 00:38-00:45. 

P01988, 00:03-01:15. 

P01986, 00:41-00:44. 

P01987, 00:18-00:25. 
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3. BAD RED DINE was the user of PMP 354, PMP 663 and SMP 944 

(a) BADREDDINE was the user ofPMP 354 

94. From 1 January 1997 until at least 31 December 2005, BADREDDINE used PMP 354 

under his real name and his alias, Sami ISSA. 113 PMP 354 is the earliest attributable 

phone to BADREDDINE. 

95. BADREDDINE's application to LAU records PMP 354 as his contact number in 

November 2001. 114 PMP 354 is also recorded in the name of Sami ISSA in a customer 

database. 115 

96. A multitude ofSMS refer to the user ofPMP 354 as 'Sami', 'Sam' or 'Safi', and some 

are signed in the name 'Sami' .116 

97. Three witnesses initially identified PMP 354 as being used by Sami ISSA. 117 Two of the 

same witnesses later confirmed the user of PMP 354 as BADREDDINE upon seeing 

photographs released following his death. 118 This demonstrates a compartmentalisation 

by BAD RED DINE of part of his life behind the Sami ISSA alias to conceal his true 

identity. 

(b) BADREDDINE was the user ofPMP 663 

98. BADREDDINE, under his alias Sami ISSA, used PMP 663 from at least 

26 February 2001 until at least 31 December 2005. 119 

113 

114 

115 

116 

117 

11R 

119 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02023.3, paras.40-141; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T378_28-71. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02023.3, para.56; P01139, 60230569. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02023 .3, para. 56; P02068. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02023 .3, paras.60-63; T378 _72-74. For examples where the user ofPMP 354 is 
referred to as Sami or Sam, see P01286, rows.51,68,118,122,140,159. For examples where the user is 
addressed as Safi, see P01286, rows.178,398,401,402. For a SMS signed in the name Sami, see P01286, 
row.86. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P2023.3, para.57; PRH423:P01661, 60305133-94,60305184; PRH089:T229 _7-9; 
PRH306:T225 31-32. 

PRH306:P01660, 60319058; PRH423:P0166L 60305133-94,60305168-69,60305175;60319189-200; P01982, 
D0498819. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02023.3, paras.142-248; T379 _55-67. 
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99. Seven witnesses identify PMP 663 as being used by Sami ISSA. 120 Notably, two of these 

seven witnesses also identified PMP 354 as used by Sami ISSA. 121 

100. As with PMP 354, many SMS refer to the user ofPMP 663 as 'Sam', 'Sami' or 'Safi' 

and some are signed in the name 'Sami' or 'Sami ISSA'. An SMS sent to PMP 663 in 

December 2004 that reads, "Hey mr. ISSA, or is it badr;)", 122 is particularly relevant in 

demonstrating BADREDDINE's use of the Sami ISSA alias. 

101. Throughout the periods of common use, PMP 354 and PMP 663 co-located consistently 

and with high frequency. 123 

(c) BADREDDINE was the user ofSMP 944 

102. BADREDDINE used SMP 944 between 9 March 2004 and 9 March 2005. 124 This is 

demonstrated through extensive co-location with PMP 354 and PMP 663 over a one

year period. 

103. Unlike with PMP 354 and PMP 663, there are no SMS or witnesses to attribute 

SMP 944 to Sami IS SA. There are no contacts with any of the numbers attributed to 

persons who knew Sami IS SA. The nature of SMP 944 is in fact completely different 

from PMP 354 and PMP 663 in 2004 and 2005. SMP 944 had a limited circle of 

120 

121 

122 

123 

124 

125 

contacts and limited volume of calls, there was little use of SMS, and the contacts 

identified on SMP 944 had cause to know the identity ofBADREDDINE, such as senior 

figures in Hezbollah or family members. 125 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02023.3, para.156; PRH416:T220_13; PRH306:T225_31-32; PRH089:T229_7-
9;PRH264:T227_24 ;PRH470:P01658,60309962-60310210,60310167;PRH338:P01663,60306043-112, 
60306070;PRH605:P01664,60314116-219,60314205. 

PRH306:T225_31-32; PRH089:T229_7-9. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02023.3, paras.157-174; T379_63-64. For examples of the user ofPMP 663 
referred to as 'Sam' or 'Sami', see P01294, rows.5310,10103, 11076,12261. For examples of the user of 
PMP 663 addressed as 'Safi', see P01294, rows.42,55,5734,10296. For examples where text messages are 
signed as 'Sami' or 'Sami ISSA', see rows.202,6770, 12581,18790. For the example 'hey mr. Is sa, or is it 
badr;)', see P01294, row.7938. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02023 .3, paras.207-217; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01937, D0221730-938; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01935, slides: 119-186. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02023 .3, paras.249-254; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T380 _ 40:20-21. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P2023 .3, paras.249-302; T380 _39-77. 
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4. BADREDDINE was the user of 

104. BADREDDINE is the attributed user of between 6 September 2004 and 

14 February 2005, as established primarily through co-location with SMP 944, PMP 

354, and PMP 663. 126 As discussed in greater detail below, formed part of 

a closed, covert network with , attributed to AYYASH127 and with 

attributed to MERHI. 128 These phones were used exclusively for 

commanding the preparation of the Attack on 14 February 2005,129 after which they were 

dropped by BADREDDINE, AYYASH and MERHI. 130 

105. The Alfa Subscriber Records for ,131 and materials related thereto, demonstrate 

that it was acquired using false identity documentation. 132 The attribution of 

to BADREDDINE is based upon its geographical profile and its co-location with 

SMP 944, PMP 354 and PMP 663, the other three phones attributed to 

BADREDDINE. 133 

(a) , SMP 944, PMP 354 and PMP 663 shared a geographic profile 

106. , SMP 944, PMP 354 and PMP 663 all share a distinctive geographical 

126 

127 

12R 

129 

130 

131 

132 

133 

134 

profile. All four phones split their use between a part of South Beirut, which appears to 

contain BAD RED DINE's primary residence, 134 and an area in Jounieh/Sahel Alma where 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02023 .3, paras.303-305; J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :P01937. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, paras.434-436. See below, Sections III.F.4(a)(d); V.A.2. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01962.1, paras.171-173. See below, Section III.C.4. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:PO 1117, D0457498-505,D0457519-30; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :T287 _ 69-70:14-4,73-75,77-
78; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 _ 46-47,51-61,63-81; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides: 100-105,146-159. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.1140. 

P00405,60105116-23. 

P01964,60185080,60185082. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02023 .3, paras.345-349. 

Andrew Donaldson explained that BADREDDINE's residence appears to be in a location covered by the 
best predicted cell coverage ofBir El Abed A and ROUEIS3 cell sectors. 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02023 .3, paras.137,204, maps at pp.64,93; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T381_21-34; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02022, slide:72. 
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Sami ISSA owned and/or used an apartment. 135 Each of the phones attributed to 

BADREDDINE share this uncommon136 and distinctive geographical split. 137 

(b) Single User Analysis between 

SMP944 

, PMP 354 and PMP 663 and 

107. In addition to their shared geographical profile, , SMP 944, PMP 354 and 

PMP 663 are attributed to a single user from 6 September 2004 to 14 February 2005. 138 

108. Over the period, there were no contacts between PMP 354 and PMP 663, SMP 944 and 

135 

136 

137 

13R 

139 

140 

141 

142 

143 

144 

. 139 When used close in time, the phones were used in the same area or within 

a distance that could be travelled within the time separation of the calls. 140 Expert 

PHILIPS found that of the calls he examined, 65% co-located and 33% did not preclude 

co-location. 141 There were no calls that would preclude co-location. 142 The common 

movement of phones attributable to BAD RED DINE to various areas in Lebanon was 

abundantly illustrated with the numerous mapped examples shown during PHILIPS' 

testimony. 143 He emphasised that the greater the period and frequency of calls and the 

more the mobile phones show movement, the less likely that the continuing consistency 

of co-location and single use might be explained by chance. 144 Expert PHILIPS 

PRH089:T229 _51-54; PRH264:T227 _76-79; PRH416:T221_61-62; PRH306:T225_75-77; 
PRH065:T214_10,13-17,19-31; PRH065:P00706, 60302933; PRH447:P02082, 60307233,60307240. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T379 55:12-15. 

All four phones share the same overlapping top sectors, which cover the same area in South Beirut -
Alfa/MTC Touch sectors, Bir El Abed_A (MTC Touch PMP 354 and PMP663) and ROUEIS3 (Alfa 
SMP 944 and Green 023). A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02023 .3, para.205,329; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:A.DONALDSON/PRH230: P02022, slide:71. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02023.3, paras.313-319. PHILIPS examined Green 023 from 28 September 2005 
onwards. J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :PO 193 7, para.4.1.2.2. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01937, D0221700-0l. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :P0193 7, D0221701 :'There are only 5 'instances' when 2 ofthe mobile phones may not 
be co-located and, in most of these instances, co-location may well be supported by fragmented best server 
coverage and, in all these instances, the mobile phones in question were cell sited in the same area as one 
another and had been 'potentially' co-located within a short time ofthe 'instance'. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T360 _73,75:3 -7; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :PO 1935, slide:505. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435: PO 1935, slides:504-507. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01935, slides:78-217. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T357 98-99. 
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concluded that all mobile phones are "consistent with being used by a single person, with 
. ,145 no exceptiOns. 

109. DONALDSON concluded that had constant and consistent co-location with 

SMP 944, PMP 354, and PMP 663. 146 He further concluded that there were no 

inconsistencies in the indicators of co-location. 147 Therefore, all calls examined contained 

positive indicators of co-location. 148 

5. Conclusion 

110. Eight witnesses from Sami ISSA' s university and Samino circles recognised photographs 

ofBADREDDINE as being the person they knew as Sami ISSA and/or Safi, and as the 

user ofPMP 354 and PMP 663. 

111. PMP 354 is recorded in the name of Sami ISSA in a customer database. BAD RED DINE 

provided PMP 354 as his contact number in his application to the LAU, and used the 

short version of his name, 'Safi Badr', in official communications with the university. 

112. The user ofPMP 354 and PMP 663 is referred to as Sami, Sam or Safi in a multitude of 

SMS. 

113. , SMP 944, PMP 354 and PMP 663 all share a distinctive geographical 

profile, namely: All four phones split their use between a part of South Beirut, which 

appears to contain BADREDDINE's primary residence, and an area in Jounieh/Sahel 

Alma, where BADREDDINE owned and/or used an apartment. 

114. Throughout the periods of common use, 

had constant and consistent co-location. 

, PMP 354, PMP 663 and SMP 944 

145 

146 

147 

14R 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01937, D0221700-0l, emphasis in original text. 

DONALDSON performed his analysis on every call made during the total 57 days of use of Green 023. In 
62% of the calls made within ten minutes of use ofPMP 354, PMP 663 or SMP 944, Green 023 activated a 
cell tower less than one kilometre from the cell tower activated by 354, 663 or 944. In a further 18% of such 
pairs of calls, Green 023 activated a cell tower between one and two kilometres from the cell tower activated 
by PMP 354, PMP 663 or SMP 944. None of other 20% of calls activated cell towers which were more than 
10 kilometres away from each other. A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T381_38-45,93-94. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02023.3, paras.331,338,341; T381_38-45,93-94. 

DONALDSON gave a sample of positive indicators of co-location between the phones taken from six 
days between September 2004 and January 2005. A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02022.1; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T381 45-92. 
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115. The evidence outlined above demonstrates that during the relevant periods, 

SMP 944, PMP 354 and PMP 663, were held by the named co-conspirator 

BAD RED DINE. 

C. ATTRIBUTION- Hassan Habib MERHI 

1. Overview 

116. The attribution of to MERHI is based upon its geographical profile, its co-

location with 149 and the 150 In tum, can be attributed 

through analysis of its contacts, geographic use and the coincidences of its use with 

known events from the life ofMERHI. 151 

117. The evidence of[Redacted], proves that MERHI was the user of the during 

the relevant time period. This attribution, combined with the expert evidence of 

PHILIPS, 152 directly supports the conclusion that MERHI was the user of 

and 

118. With the exception of the evidence in relation to the , the evidence regarding 

MERHI is collated and analysed in the report Evidence of Telephone Attribution: 

Hassan Habib MERH/. 153 This evidence was the subject of the examination of 

DONALDSON on 29-30 June 2017 and 3 July 2017, and cross-examination on 

29 September, 2 and 3 October 2017. 154 

119. The single user analysis of the and is contained in 

the report Demonstration of single person use of 3150071 3575231 [Redacted} using Cell 

149 

150 

151 

152 

153 

154 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01962.1, paras.170-179. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T404 85:4-16. 

A. DON ALDSON/PRH230:PO 1962.1, paras.17 -83,248-3 73,Annex A. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P02120; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T413. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01962.1. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T374-378,T403-405. See also P01961; P0196l.l; P01961.2 and P01961.3. 
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Site Analysis Suspect 3,155 which was subject to the examination and cross-examination 

of PHILIPS on 9 November 2017. 156 

2. MERHI was the user of 

120. MERHI was the user of from at least 19 December 2002 until 

15 February 2005. 157 The contact profile of is indicative of it being used by 

MERHI. Many of the frequent contacts are attributable to family members ofMERHI, 

including all of his male siblings. 158 Other contacts include numbers attributed to co

defendants AYYASH, 159 ONEISSI160 and SABRA. 161 

121. MERHI's personal use of should be contrasted with phone number 3686091, 

which was used by members of his immediate family, including his wife and sons, from 

at least 1 January 2003 until at least 31 December 2007. 162 The two phones do not 

continuously co-locate throughout their period of use, which is expected from mobile 

phones that had separate users. 

122. MERHI used to contact family members, including his father, 163 sisters, 164 

155 

156 

157 

15R 

159 

160 

161 

162 

163 

164 

165 

166 

one brother-in-law, 165 and 3686091. 166 These contacts were limited to a two week period 

commencing 21 September 2003, where all calls were outbound from 

As such, an inference can be made that these family members may not have known this 

number, considering that they did not seemingly ever dial it. DONALDSON observes 

that it may have been a unique situation that resulted in these calls to family members 

J .E.PHILIPS/PRH43 5 :P02120. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435: T413( confidential). 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01962.1, paras.17-83. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01962.1, paras.30-39,Annex A,paras.1-41; P01051, 60236910. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, paras 1-2. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01949, para.l. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01953.1, para.1. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01962.1, paras.84-169. See also P01961, slide:134; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T374_ 40-47; P01049; P01055; P01057; P01957. The MERHI Defence did 
not contest this attribution. T209 70:11-15. 

Landline 953, Annex E,row.65. P01051, 60236910. 

Mobile 479, Annex E,row.140; Mobile 131, Annex E,row.126. P01051, 60236910. 

Mobile 753:Annex E,row.68 P01053, 60236922; P01050, 60236898-932;P01051, 60236910. 

Mobile 091:Annex E,row.295. 
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being limited in volume and frequency. 167 In addition, during the first of these two weeks 

in September 2003, made the majority of its calls using cell sector 

ZAHRAN1 in southern Lebanon, a sector it otherwise rarely used. 168 This fact further 

indicates the distinctiveness of the use of during this two week period. 

123. was qualified by DONALDSON as a "cadre" phone during his evidence in 

chief. 169 The majority of the contacts of have not been attributed. 170 Of those 

that have been attributed, many are males fitting a certain profile, who were described by 

DONALDSON as "men of a similar generation to the accused". 171 These contacts include 

MERHI' s brothers, 172 a political actor affiliated with Hezbollah 173 and phone numbers 

attributed to co-defendants who are also affiliated with Hezbollah. 174 MERHI' s brother, 

Youssef Habib MERHI, was declared a martyr upon his death on 10 March 2004 and his 

memorial services were attended by Hezbollah officials, including Ali AMMAR and 

Hezbollah Secretary General Hassan NASRALLAH. 175 These indicators suggest that 

may be a 'non-personal phone' .176 In fact, they suggest that 

used by a cadre of Hezbollah. 

(a) Further Attribution Point: Furniture Delivery 

was 

124. In addition to the contact and geographical profile of the telephone number, a series of 

events, evidenced as further attribution points, demonstrate that MERHI was the user of 
177 

167 

16R 

169 

170 

171 

172 

173 

174 

175 

176 

177 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01962.1, Annex A, para.45. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01962.1, Annex A, para.43. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T377 _23:8-10,28:14-16. Cadre was defined in the proceedings as "small group of 
people specially trained for a particular purpose or profession", T377 _31 :2-3. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T377 _22:11-14,28:2-16. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T377 22-23. 

Mobile 072, Annex E,rows.291; Mobile 472, Annex E,row.370. Mobile 744, Annex E,row.104. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T377_22:19-25; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01962.1, para.43. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01962.1, para.44. See below, Section IV. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01962.1, paras.353-373.P02100, 60222005-09; P02097, 60223253,60223255-56. 

A. DON ALDSON/PRH230:T3 77 36:15-24. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01962.1, paras.248-373; Annex A,paras.1-63. 
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125. On 21 November 2004 at 14:59, called Hassan Moussa DARWICHE, 178 

from Galerie Darwiche Design, a furniture retailer in the Hadath area. 179 This call 

occurred one day prior to MERHI making a furniture related purchase, suggesting that 

MERHI was "shopping around" for furniture. 180 

126. On 22 November 2004 at 17:15, made two short calls 181 to Mohammed 

ASSI's mobile. 182 ASSI was the owner of a retail company selling [Redacted], 

[Redacted], in South Beirut. 183 ASSI184 returned the calls four minutes later. 185 

127. On 23 November 2004 at 09:38, 3686091, the MERHI family mobile phone, received a 

call186 from the landline ofthe Mohammed Assi Furniture Retailer. 187 Mohammed Assi 

Furniture Retailer placed an order with [Redacted], a household furniture supply 

business, in the name of MERHI. The order was to be delivered by [Redacted] on 

24 November 2004 to the following Beirut address: "El-Roueiss, Hay Al-Abiad, above 

Qaser-El-Riyada Gym, Gardenia Building, sixth floor, El-Hajj Hasan Merhi". This is the 

residential address ofMERHI, 188 which falls within the best predicted cell coverage of 

BRAJNE2. The order note was marked with a request to call 3686091 prior to 

d 1. 189 e Ivery. 

128. On 24 November 2004, the delivery to MERHI was allocated to delivery driver 

PRH649. 190 At 10:45, 3686091 called PRH649. 191 Further call activity ofthe delivery 

178 

179 

180 

181 

182 

183 

184 

185 

186 

187 

188 

189 

190 

P00527, row.2840. 

P00671. See also P00670, J.AYOUB/PRH675:P00684, 60311899, K.ISMAILIPRH645:P00700, 60312007-
09; PRH65l:T201_9:6-19. 

T209 66:13-21. 

P00527, rows.2848-2849. 

P00672. See also P00673. 

PRH651 :T201_5: 15-21,9:20-10:11. 

Mohammed ASSI is now deceased. P00681, PRH65l:T201_9-11,60-61. 

P00527, rows.284 7-2849. 

P01264, row.2992. 

P00674; P00607. 

See Annex C.1,row.149. 

P00608; PRH65l:T201_14:24-19: 11. 

P00610. See also PRH651:T201_21:23-24: 11; P00611; PRH649:P00702,paras.17-31. PRH649 was given the 
[Redacted] delivery mobile phone [Redacted]695. See P00676. PRH649:P00702, 60310659; P01265, 
row.006; P00677. PRH649:P00702, 60310663; P00610. See also P00620; P00626. 
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mobile phone indicates the delivery likely took place between approximately 11 :45 and 

12:08. 192 

129. The delivery note bears a signature for MERHI, suggesting his presence during the 

delivery. 193 At the time of the delivery, activated the cell site BRAJNE2, 194 

which provides coverage to MERHI's residence. 195 One of the products delivered was 

returned to the driver because of an incorrect size. 196. During the estimated time of the 

delivery, called ASSI's mobile phone twice. 197 Sixteen minutes later, ASSI 

called MERHI, consistent with providing confirmation that the delivery of the 

replacement product had been arranged. 198 Three calls followed the return of the 

product, which is consistent with MERHI contacting ASSI to arrange for its 

replacement. 

130. ASSI submitted a replacement order with [Redacted] in the name of Hassan MERHI. 199 

The replacement product was to be delivered on 26 November 2004 to the same address. 

The accompanying order note recorded that 3686091 should be called prior to the 

d 1. 200 e Ivery. 

131. On 26 November 2004, the delivery of the replacement product to MERHI was allocated 

to [Redacted] delivery driver PRH650. 201 At 14:52, 3686091 received a call from 

PRH650. 202 At this time, 3686091 connected with the cell site providing coverage to 

191 

192 

193 

194 

195 

196 

197 

19R 

199 

200 

201 

202 

P01264, row.3000; P01265, row.004. 

P01265, rows.006-008. A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01962.1, paras.264-268. 

P00611. 

P00527, rows.2855-2856. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01962.1, para.69. See Annex C.l,row.l49. 

P00611; P00609. 

P00527, rows.2855-2856. 

P00527, row.2857. 

P00614. 

P00612. PRH65l:T201 31:15-32:24. 

PRH65l:T201_34:13-35:10. See also P00614; P00615; PRH650:P00701, para.l8. PRH650 was given the 
[Redacted] delivery mobile phone [Redacted]684. P00679. See also PRH650:P00701, para.34. On 26 
November 2004, [Redacted]684 called [Redacted]021, the landline number of delivery driver PRH650. 
P01267, row.Ol6; PRH650:P00701, 60309884. See also P00680. 

P01264, row.3016. 
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MERHI's residence in the area ofBourj-El-Barajneh.203 In the case of , the 

phone activated BRAJNE2204 after coming from205 and before206 returning to its most 

frequently cell sector SFEIR3, consistent with an intention to be present during the 

delivery. 

132. Between 14:52 and 15:57, call activity for the delivery mobile phone indicated that 

PRH650 was in the area of MERHI's residence. 207 The delivery note of 

26 November 2004 bears a signature for MERHI, indicating his presence at the 

d 1. 208 e Ivery. 

133. In addition to the evidence listed above, the use of in a close sequence of 

events for calls and inquiries related to purchase of [Redacted] ordered in the name of 

MERHI, in conjunction with the cell coverage used, establishes MERHI as the user of 

3. MERHI was the user of the 

134. [Redacted]. 209 Although the attribution period ofthe was determined as a 

135. 

136. 

203 

204 

205 

206 

207 

208 

209 

210 

211 

212 

result of [Redacted], it is also possible that MERHI used the phone before and after the 

attribution period. 

[Redacted]. 210 [Redacted]. 211 [Redacted] 212 [Redacted]. 

The was in contact with three Alfa network service numbers, accounting for 

a further 23.88% its total contacts.213 Accordingly, contacts with [Redacted] 

P01264, row.3016. 

P00527, row.2863. 

P00527, row.2862. 

P00527, row.2864. 

At 15:22 and 15:23, PRH650's delivery mobile phone, [Redacted]684, activated the SFEIR3 cell sector. This 
cell sector is adjacent to the BRAJNE2 cell sector which provides coverage to the MERHI residence. P01267, 
rows.26-27. 

P00615. 

[Redacted]. 

[Redacted]. 

[Redacted]. 

[Redacted]. 
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and with numbers associated with the Alfa network, account for 1869 out of the 2077 

total contacts (95.76%) ofthe during the attribution period. 214 

137. [Redacted].215 [Redacted]. 216 

13 8. [Redacted ]21 7 [Redacted]218 [Redacted]. 219 [Redacted]. 220 [Redacted], 221 [Redacted]. 222 

[Redacted f 23 

139. [Redacted]. 224 [Redacted].225 [Redacted].226 

4. MERHI was the user of 

140. Between 24 September 2004 and 7 February 2005, MERHI was the user of 

213 

214 

215 

216 

217 

21R 

219 

220 

221 

222 

223 

224 

225 

226 

227 

22R 

229 

230 

. 227 During its attribution period, was active for 23 days.228 

formed part of a closed network with , attributed to the named co-

conspirator BAD RED DINE, 229 and , attributed to AYYASH.230 After a three 

day period of inactivity between 21 and 23 September 2004, communicated 

The Grey Phone was in contact with three known Alfa network related numbers: 442 times with number 
111(21.28%), an Alfa Helpline number; 38 times with number 1456 (1.83%), an Alfa Active Recharge 
number, and; 16 times with 1454 (0.77%), an Alfa Activate Value Added Service number. See also P02144; 
PRH707:P01192, D0483836-91,paras.281-282. 

P02144. 

[Redacted]. 

[Redacted]. 

[Redacted]. 

[Redacted]. 

[Redacted]. 

[Redacted]. 

[Redacted]. 

[Redacted]. 

[Redacted]. 

[Redacted]. 

[Redacted]. 

[Redacted]. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01962.1, paras.180-191; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T377 _37 -47; P01205. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01962.1, para.179. 

P02023.3, paras.303-312. 

P02026.2, paras.433-442. 
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, with the exception of two inbound calls of short duration at 

the commencement of the attribution period. 231 The was acquired using 

-1': d 1 232 . h 1 h "d . f h b h 1rau u ent means, w1t an attempt to concea t e 1 ent1ty o t e uyer. T e 

was used in a restricted manner from October 2004 until the day of the 

assassination. 233 

141. As demonstrated by DONALDSON and confirmed by PHILIPS, a user change occurred 

just prior to the commencement of the period that MERHI is attributed to 234 

The period of use of starts from 26 July 2004235 with a first call to a contact 

other than an Alfa related number on 24 August 2004. 236 It stops on 7 February 2005, 

when it was used for a final occasion at 10:45.237 was subsequently 

deactivated on 23 August 2005. 238 After a three day period of inactivity between 21 and 

23 September 2004, a distinct change in the contact239 and geographical profile240 is 

observable. 

142. The change of geographical profile is clear following the three day period of inactivity 

between 21 and 23 September 2004. 241 Prior to this gap in use, the most frequently used 

cell was ROUEIS3. Following the gap, ROUEIS3 is only used two times, while the two 

most frequently used cell sectors are SFEIR3 and BRAJNE2; cell sectors which were not 

activated prior to the period of inactivity. 242 

231 

232 

233 

234 

235 

236 

237 

238 

239 

240 

241 

242 

P01205, rows.0198-0220. 

P01964;P00397,60144931-63. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, para.680. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T370 _36-39,43-49; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T377 _ 45 -47; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01945; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01962.1, paras.180-191; 
J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :T365 64-66. 

P01205, rows.0001-0002. 

P01205, row.0007. 

P01205, row.0243. 

P00797, D0472165. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T377 _ 45:11-46:15; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T365_64: 1-12. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T377 _ 46:16-47:25; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T365 _64: 17-65:2. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T377 _ 46:16-47:25;J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T365_64:17 -65:2. 

P01945. 
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143. The observed change in the contact and geographical profile led DONALDSON to 

conclude that "around the same time that the profile of contacts change, the pattern of the 

geographic use changes."243 When asked about this change of user on 

24 September 2004, PHILIPS said the following: 

Well, the first thing we have to look at is the contacts, which are Green Phones and belong 
to the Green closed user group. So the calls are retained, I'm just talking generally, within 
that group. It would appear after or from the 24th of the 9th onwards, any restriction in 
calling previously has been tightened up. And the period over which it has been tightened 
up conesponds to the period over which the user of 071 appears to have moved. So there's 
physical movement. And in parallel with that, there's a restriction on the calling. 
Restriction of the calling of certain mobiles but also accompanied by the enabling of calls 
to 023 previously only been in contact on five occasions. So there's changes in calling, 
there's changing in location, and the times minor each other. 244 

144. Both changes in contact and in geographic profile reflect a change in user from 

24 September 2004 onwards. The determination of the change of user and the attribution 

period made analysis of the co-location and the geographic profile possible, which lead to 

the identification of MERHI as its user. 245 

5. Shared Geographical Profile between and the 

145. The MERHI Defence suggested during its cross-examination of DONALDSON that the 

and could have had a single user246 and pointed out these two 

phones presented a similar geographic profile, 247 to which DONALDSON agreed. 

146. In fact, the three phones attributed to MERHI shared similar most frequently activated 

cell towers. 248 The most frequently used cell sector by all three phones is SFEIR3, 

followed by BRAJNE2,249 the latter providing coverage to MERHI's residence. 250 Not 

243 

244 

245 

246 

247 

24R 

249 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T377 47:16-17. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T365 66:1-10. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T405 10:6-11:4. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T404 85:4-12. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T404 85:4-12. 

Based on P02144, the top 5 most frequently used cell sectors are: 1) SFEIR3 (40.92%), 2) BRAJNE2 
(29.03%), 3) ROUEIS3 (3.71 %), 4) ROUEIS2 (3.18%) and 5) MIKAEL2 (2.84%). See 3D00440 for 
geographical profile for the period of 24/09/2004 until 07/02/2005. Due to the different timeframes, the 
statistics are slightly different but the ranking of the cell sectors is the same. For the most frequently used cell 
sectors for Green 071 and Purple 231, see A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01962.1, paras.67-72,198-204; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T375 25:20-22. 

Purple 231 's second most frequently used cell sector during its attribution period is N/A. However, as seen in 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01962.1,para.204, when assessing the top five most frequently used cells by 
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only are these the same cell sectors in the same order of frequency, but the distribution of 

use is similar. In the case of all three phones, SFEIR3 was used 30-50% more frequently 

than BRAJNE2. 251 

147. Moreover, MERHI's father's residence falls within the best predicted cell coverage for 

the third ( ), fourth ( ) and fifth ( ) most frequently used 

cell sector, ROUEIS3. 252 

148. On multiple occasions, and the used the ANQOUN2 cell 

sector, 253 which covers an area including Ain Qana, 254 a village linked to MERHI and 

his family. 255 used the cell sector once on 25 September 2004; a little more 

than two hours after it was used by 256 

6. Single User Analysis between .l... and the 

149. In addition to their shared geographical profile, and the 

250 

251 

252 

253 

254 

255 

256 

are attributed to a single user from 24 September 2004 until 

15 February 2005 based on the following factors: 

Purple 231 during the attribution period of Green 071, BRAJNE2 is at the second rank. See also 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T375 _ 21-22,25:3-19; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T376 _ 48:8-13. 

Annex C.1,row.149; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01962.1, paras.46-55. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01962.1, para.204. 

Annex C.1,row.148; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01962.1, paras.63-66. 

The Grey Phone used ANQOUN2 on 28/03/2004 (see P02144, row.0182), 06/07/2004 (see P02144, 
rows.0813-0814), 04/09/2004 (see P02144, rows.0922-0926) and 27/02/2005 (see P02144, row.1943). Purple 
231 used ANQOUN2 on 29/12/2002 (see P00527, row.0032), 28/02/2003 (see P00527, row.0110), 
15/03/2003 (see P00527, rows.0130-0131), 30/03/2003 (see P00527, row.0136), 26/04/2003 (see P00527, 
rows.0168, 0173), 24/05/2003 (see P00527, rows.0201-0202), 25/05/2003 (see P00527, row.0203), 
26/05/2003 (see P00527, rows.0206-0208), 01/06/2003 (see P00527, rows.0218-0219), 22/06/2003 (see 
P00527, row.0259), 12/07/2003 (see P00527, rows.0300-0302, 0305-0306), 13/07/2003 (see P00527, 
rows.0307-0312), 01/08/2003 (see P00527, row.0366), 02/08/2003 (see P00527, rows.0374-0377, 0379), 
10/08/2003 (see P00527, rows.0401,0403-408), 16/08/2003 (see P00527, rows.0441-0442), 31/08/2003 (see 
P00527, rows.0501, 0503), 27/09/2003 (see P00527, row.0633), 12/04/2004 (see P00527, row.l390), 
01/08/2004 (see P00527, rows.1994-1997, 1999, 2001-2003), 04/09/2004 (see P00527, rows.2318-2321, 
2324-2326), 25/09/2004 (see P00527, rows.2477-2479), 12/10/2004 (see P00527, row.2643). 

Annex C.1, row.12; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01962.1, para.62. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01962.1, paras.59-62;P01051, 60236910; P02007, 60237967. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01962.1, paras.214-217. For its importance in attribution and in co-location 
analysis, see A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T378_10:1-8; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T404_71 :10-72:17. 
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(1) when used close in time, the pairing of two out of the three phones 

predominantly activated the exact same cell sector; 

(2) during the period of common use, there were no inconsistencies; 

(3) was never in contact with nor with the 

and 

(4) with only one exception of one second, there were no overlapping calls 

between the three phones. 258 

257 

150. Expert PHILIPS concluded that between 24 September 2004 and 15 February 2005: 

[T]he calling characteristics of mobiles 3150071, 3575231 and [Redacted] are such that 
they very strongly support the proposition that they could be being used by a single 
person. 259 

151. When used close in time, the pairing of two phones out of and 

257 

258 

259 

260 

261 

the predominantly activated the exact same cell sector or were used within 

time and distance that would not preclude being used by a single user. 260 As established 

by PHILIPS, 168 out of 266 of the pairs of calls involving two or more of the mobile 

phones, occurred within an hour of each other and used the same or overlapping cells, 

such that they "could be co-located".261 The remaining 98 calls were within distances that 

could be travelled within the time separation of the two calls, and therefore "would not 

J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P02120, D0536131. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :P02120, para.8.1.1.4: "This was fmiher supported by no calls occurring between 
the 3 mobile phones and only one exception to the 'no/limited overlapping' in an instance where 2 
calls overlapped by one second, the second call being incoming, which could signify the first call 
was immediately terminated on receipt of the second call." 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P02120, D0536131. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P02120, D0536130. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P02120, D0536130. The distribution is: 8 pairs of calls between Green 071 and Grey 
Phone, 13 pairs of calls between Green 071 and Purple 231, and 14 7 pairs of calls between Purple 231 and 
Grey Phone. See also PO 1935, D0518054. 
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preclude" co-location.262 No pairs of calls "may preclude" or "would preclude" co

location or the phones being used by a single user. 263 As stated by PHILIPS: 

Since these 2 'components' collectively account for 100% of the calls, there are patently no 
exceptions to this where the 3 mobile phones could not be used by a single person. 264 

152. Although the concentration of calls was in the South Beirut area, 

and the travelled outside of Beirut, in particular to South Lebanon. 265 The 

joint travel to South Lebanon further rules out co-location between these three phones 

being purely coincidental.266 When such movements occurred, these phones showed 

common use of cell sectors they would not usually activate, without being dislocated. 267 

153. For example, on 13 February 2005, both the and used the same 

cell, MAROUN3, which is located approximately 26.5km to the South-East of Tyre, 

within 57 minutes of each other. 268 This cell covers Bint Jbeil, a town just north of the 

Israeli border. 269 PHILIPS discussed the significance of this pair of calls as follows: 

[T]o be in the same area at the same time, that has an awful a lot of degree of correlation 
as does any significant movement. And therefore, the term I used was "by chance." If 
these are independent mobiles, independent in the sense that they are being used by two 
separate people, there has got to be the chance of that happening aligned with the chance 
of the other occurrences. The more they are, the more remote that possibility becomes. 
And the more it leans towards the fact that they're, in all probability, there's a single user 
. I d. h h 270 mvo ve m t ose p ones. 

154. During the period of common use, there were no inconsistencies. PHILIPS identified one 

262 

263 

264 

265 

266 

267 

26R 

269 

270 

271 

potential dislocation271 between and the , but advised that the 

dislocation should be discounted as unexpected signal propagation. 272 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P02120, D0536130-31, para.8.1.1.1. The distribution is: 6 pairs of calls between Green 
071 and Grey Phone, 13 pairs of calls between Green 071 and Purple 231, and 79 pairs of calls between 
Purple 231 and Grey Phone. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P02120, D0536130-31. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :P02120, para.8.1.1.3. 

J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :P02120, para.8.1.1.5. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T378 10:15-23. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P02120, paras.7 .1.9 .1-7.1.9.8. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P02120, paras.6.6.20.1,7.1.8.1-7.1.8.9. 

See Annex C.1,row.38. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T413 57:21-58:4. 

For definition of dislocation, J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P02120, para.3.1.2.5,fn.3. 
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155. The geographical profile and co-location with the phone attributed to 

MERHI, through contact and geographical profile analysis and a series of further 

attribution points, 273 are sufficient to demonstrate that MERHI used 

attribution of the strengthens the attribution of both 

.274 The 

and 

to MERHI, reinforcing PHILIPS' conclusion that they were operated by a 
. I 275 smg e user. 

7. Conclusion 

156. As discussed above, the shared geographical profile and co-location between all three 

phones, proves that 

person. 276 

and were held by the same 

157. The user of 

family. 

has a contact profile that includes many members of the MERHI 

158. The user of the 

[Redacted]. [Redacted]. 

has a contact profile dedicated almost exclusively to 

159. The user of was involved in a series of calls with numbers connected with 

[Redacted], a household furniture supply businesses. Documentary evidence and witness 

accounts establish that MERHI purchased and received a delivery of furniture from 

[Redacted]. 

160. The geographic profile analysis of , the and 

272 

273 

274 

275 

276 

demonstrates that the user likely resides within the predicted best coverage of BRAJNE2. 

MERHI's residence is in this area. The user of and the also 

visits locations covered by the cell sector ANQOUN2 in South Lebanon. This cell sector 

covers Ain Qana, a village linked to MERHI and his family. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P02120, D0536131. See also D0536241-42. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01962.1, paras.80-83. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01962.1, paras.170-179. See below, Section VI.F.3, on the single use of both 
Green 071 and Purple 231 by MEHRI being further demonstrated by the hierarchical nature of the call 
patterns of those two phone numbers. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T413 67:11-68:23. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P02120, D0536131. 
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161. The shared geographical profile and the co-location between , the 

and 

evidence attributing 

, the 

, in addition to the witness statements and documentary 

and the , establish MERHI was the user of 

and 

D. ATTRIBUTION- Hussein Hassan ONEISSI 

1. Overview 

162. The evidence that demonstrates that the phone number is attributable to 

ONEISSI, between at least 9 January 2003 and 16 February 2005, consists of: viva voce 

witness testimony, documentary evidence, SMS content, and an analysis of the contact 

and geographic profiles of 

163. This evidence is collated and analysed in the report, Evidence ofTelephone Attribution: 

Hussein Hassan ONEISSJ,277 which was the subject of the examination of 

DONALDSON on 21 and 22 June 2017, and cross-examination on 25 August 2017 and 

18 October 2017. 278 

2. ONEISSI is the user of 

164. is an Alfa phone number attributed to ONEISSI from at least 9 January 2003 

until 16 February 2005. 279 The subscriber name is the same as that registered in the 

subscriber records for ,280 attributed to MERHI, demonstrating a link 

between these two numbers despite them being used by different users with different 

277 

278 

279 

280 

281 

profiles. The use of is conventional in nature as it is used to frequently call 

family members and was regularly provided as a contact number for ONEISSI. These 

are not characteristics of a user who is attempting to hide their phone number. 281 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01949, paras.15-19. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T371,T372,T387,T410; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01950. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01949,paras.15-19; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T371_70-100,T372_6-55. While 
the Alfa Subscriber Record shows that Purple 095 was formally activated for use on 28 December 2002 and 
deactivated on 17 March 2005, the telephone calls made during that subscriber period were made between 9 
January 2003 and 16 February 2005. See P00914; P01223. 

P00914; P00900. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T371 74:14-18. 
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165. is recorded as ONEISSI's282 contact number in seven documents between 

2003 and 2004,283 covering the entirety of the attribution period with the exception of the 

first two months of2005. These documents include five financial documents issued by 

four different financial institutions, 284 a Ministry oflnterior registration,285 and a car sales 

document. 286 

166. The contact profile of demonstrates that during the attribution period, its user 

was in regular and consistent contact with telephone numbers attributed to or subscribed 

by ONEISSI's family members. 287 The most frequent contacts of include 

ONEISSI's mother,288 three brothers, 289 two sisters, 290 two brothers-in-law,291 and his 

father-in-law. 292 The contact between and many members of ONEISSI's 

immediate family and in-law family is consistent with ONEISSI being the user of the 

telephone. 

167. Between January 2003 and 16 February 2005, was in regular and consistent 

contact with Bilal KHAYREDDINE,293 with whom ONEISSI held a joint bank 

account. 294 

168. During the attribution period, one SMS received by is particularly relevant to 

282 

283 

284 

285 

286 

287 

288 

289 

290 

291 

292 

293 

294 

demonstrate that ONEISSI was the user of this phone number. This SMS on 

P01876; The names Hussein Hassan Issa and Hussein Hassan Oneissi could be read interchangeably. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01949, paras.15-19; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T371_93-101, T372_8-9. 

P01878,60172009;P01877,60172014;P00641,60276504;P01880,60171963;P00642, 
60171928,60171933. 

P01883,60173050. 

P01760,60173043. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01949, para.28; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T372_21-24,38-51; P01951. 

Mobile 188, Annex E,row.116; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01949, para.28(a); P01066. 

Mobile 795, Annex E,row.95; Mobile 111, Annex E,row.354; Mobile 555, Annex E,row.l77; Mobile 154, 
Annex E,row.154; Mobile 566, Annex E,row.361; Mobile 322, Annex E,row.355; Mobile 695, Annex 
E,row.179; A.DONALDSON/PRH230: P01949, paras.28(b)(c)(d)(f)(k)(l)(n);P01066; P01067. 

Mobile 728, Annex E, row.IOO; Mobile 837, Annex E, row.165; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01949, 
paras.28(j)(m); POI 066. 

Mobile 727, Annex E,row.338; Mobile 731, Annex E, row.64; Mobile 953, Annex E,row.341; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230: P01949, paras.28(i)(q)(r); P01068; P01069. 

Mobile 376, Annex E,row.163; A.DONALDSON/PRH230: P01949, para.28(o); P01068; P01069. 

Mobile 176, Annex E,row.102; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01949, para.29(b). 

P01879,60171957-58. 
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20 June 2004 addresses the recipient as "Hussein".295 It also mentions persons named 

"Abbas" and "Om Ali",296 which refer to ONEISSI's brother and mother.297 

(a) Geographic Profile of and its relationship to ONEISSI 

169. During the attribution period, the most frequently used cell sectors of further 

support its attribution to ONEISSI, as the top cells cover the vicinities of ONEISSI's 

home address and the address of [Redacted]. 298 

170. The top five most frequently used cell sectors by are SFEIR2, BRAJNE2, 

295 

296 

297 

29R 

299 

300 

301 

302 

303 

304 

SFEIR3, ROUEIS2 and HARA2. 299 The best predicted coverage for SFEIR2 and 

BRAJNE2 covers the residence ofONEISSI during the attribution period?00 ONEISSI's 

residence is also in the vicinity of the best predicted coverage of SFEIR3, ROUEIS2 and 

HARA2. 301 

(b) Further Attribution Point: [Redacted] Appointments for ONEISSI171. 

Further confirmation that ONEISSI was the user of is found in the 

evidence related to his [Redacted] appointments. ONEISSI was registered as [Redacted] 

where PRH067 [Redacted].302 ONEISSI's [Redacted] lists as his contact 

number. 303 It also shows that ONEISSI attended frequent appointments during the 

attribution period of , between January 2003 until August 2004.304 There are 

P01222, row.6. 

P01222, row.6. 

P01066; P01951; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T372_20:12-16. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01949,paras.32-42; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T371_81-89, T372_7-19, 51-55; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01950, slides:9-12,25-31 ,46-48. 

The first rank cell is not available; the top five cells are at rank two to six. A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01949, 
para.36; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T371_99:5-13. 

Annex C.l,row.150; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01949, paras.36-40; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T372 _14-
16. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01949, paras.37-40; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T372_16; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01950, slides:29-31. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01949, paras.43-48; PRH067:P00602; PRH067:T 199 _10-52. 

PRH067 :P00602,60 185465; PRH067 :T199( confidential)_ 26:17-21. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01949, para.45; PRH067:P00602,60185465-66; PRH067:T199 _26. 
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multiple contacts between and three numbers attributed to PRH067 or 

[Redacted] during the attribution period.305 

172. The predicted best server coverage for [Redacted] is [Redacted].306 During the attribution 

period, activated [Redacted] where ONEISSI was scheduled for 

appointments. 307 This accounts for 95% of the use of [Redacted] by 

173. Further, PRH067 recognised the picture of ONEISSI as [Redacted], describing the 

recognition as "obvious" since he remembers him. 308 

3. Conclusion 

174. The user of was in regular contact with numerous members of the ONEISSI 

family. The user was also in regular contact with an individual whose name is listed on a 

banking document alongside ONEISSI. 

175. The user of received an SMS addressed to "Hussein". ONEISSI's first name 

is Hussein. 

176. The geographic profile analysis of demonstrates that the user likely resides 

within the predicted best coverages ofSFEIR2 and BRAJNE2. ONEISSI's residence is 

located in this area. 

177. The user of was, on specific occasions, in contact with some of the numbers 

178. 

179. 

305 

306 

307 

308 

attributed to and geographically located at the address of a [Redacted] PRH067. 

ONEISSI was [Redacted] PRH067 who recognised him as such and the usage of the cell 

[Redacted] coincides with some of the appointments [Redacted]. 

was recorded on seven documents as a contact number for ONEISSI. 

The evidence outlined above demonstrates that ONEISSI was the user of Purple 095. 

Landline 152, Annex E,row.70; Landline 241, Annex E,row.281; Mobile 764, Annex E,row.282; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01949, paras.29(a), 46. 

H.HABRAKEN/PRH3 71 :PO 1154, paras.13 -17, 60314062-63. 

P01223; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01949, paras.45, 47-48; PRH067:P00602, 60185465-66; 
H.HABRAKEN/PRH371:P01154, 60314067-69. 

PRH067:T199_40-41; P00603. 
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1. Overview 

180. The Prosecution attributes to SABRA, and two follow-on phone numbers 

181. 

Mobile 546 and Mobile 657 to SABRA and his wife Hala SALLOUM. DONALDSON 

collated and analysed the attribution evidence of these three phones in the report 

Evidence of Telephone Attribution - Assad Hassan SABRA. 309 DONALDSON's 

attribution evidence was examined during his viva voce testimony. 310 

is attributed to SABRA from 22 November 2001 to 16 February 2005. 

Mobile 546 is attributed to SABRA and SALLOUM from 24 February 2005 to 21 July 

2005. Mobile 657 is attributed to SABRA and SALLOUM from 20 July 2005 to at least 

31 December 2006. 

182. Mobile 546 and Mobile 657 are not linked to the preparation or the commission of the 

assassination of HARIRI. Mobile 546 and Mobile 657 are the two successive phones 

SABRA and SALLOUM used after SABRA stopped using . The similarities 

in the SMS contents, contact profiles and geographic profiles of these two numbers and 

further support the attribution of to SABRA. 

2. SABRA was the user of 

183. SABRA was the user of from 22 November 2001 to 16 February 2005. A 

single user of the phone was assessed based upon the contact and geographic profile. 311 

(a) The contact profile supports the attribution of to SABRA 

184. During the attribution period, was in contact with 17 phone numbers 

attributed to relatives of SABRA or his wife Hal a SALLOUM. 312 These contacts include 

309 

310 

311 

312 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01953.1. Follow-on phone: identifying a subsequent (or prior) phone to aid 
attribution for a relevant user. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T372 _95-99; T373; T374_1-32; T395-T403; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01952; 
P01952.1. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01953 .1, paras.17-54; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T373 _ 48-75. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01953.1, paras.29-33; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T373 _ 65-74; P01959; P01960. 
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SABRA's father313 and his family landline; 314 brothers; 315 brothers-in-law;316 and 

landline of the SALLOUM family. 317 These consistent contacts both with members of 

SABRA's family and ofhis wife's family further support the attribution of 

SABRA. 

to 

185. In addition, was in contact with PRH339, [Redacted], on 28 November 

2003. 318 [Redacted]. 319 

(b) SMS content supports the attribution of to SABRA 

186. The SMS received during the attribution period are consistent with SABRA being the 

313 

314 

315 

316 

317 

31R 

319 

320 

321 

322 

323 

324 

325 

326 

user of On three occasions, Nimr SABRA, SABRA's brother,320 sent 

messages to where he addressed the user as "Assad",321 "Asodi" 

(a diminutive name for Assad), 322 and referred to the user as "you and Hala". 323 As noted 

above, SABRA's wife is named Hala. 324 Another message referred to the user of 

as "Assad"325 whilst another refers to "Sado" as one of the family members 

f h . . 326 o t e rec1p1ent. 

Mobile 934, Annex E,row.101; P01074; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01953.1, para.32(a); P01078. 

Landline 284, Annex E,row.67; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01953 .1, para.32(f); P01078. 

Mobile 144, Annex E,row.124; Mobile 889, Annex E,row.137; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01953.1, 
para.32(e),(h); P01078. 

Mobile 592,Annex E,row.189; Mobile 716,Annex E,row.359; Mobile 037,Annex E,row.120; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01953.1, para.32(b), (g), (i); P01078; P01079; P01084. 

Landline 747, Annex E,row.78; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01953.1, para.32(d); P01082; P01081; P01080. 

Mobile 680,Annex E,row.308; P01221, row.5237. 

PRH339:P01155, D0485201. 

Mobile 889, Annex E,row.l37. 

P00523, row.3; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01953.1, para.28(a); A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01952, slide:27; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T373 59. 

P00523,row.13; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01953 .1, para.28( c); A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T373 _59-60. 

P00523, row.4; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01953.1, para.28(b); A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T373_59. 

P01080. 

P00523, row.18; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:PO 1953.1, para.28( d); A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T3 73 _ 60-61. 

Sado is possibly a nickname for Assad. P01965, rows.14-15; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01953.1, 
para.28(f); P01952, slide:32; T373_64-65. 
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187. Moreover, on 20 January 2005, a phone attributed to SABRA's [Redacted], but 

[Redacted],327sent a message to . Although the identity of the sender is not 

apparent from the message, it referred to the recipient as "[Redacted]", an Arabic 

appellation for [Redacted] ?28 [Redacted]. 329 [Redacted]. 330 

(c) The geographic profile supports the attribution of to SABRA 

188. During the attribution period, the geographic profile based on the most frequently used 

cell sectors of further supports the attribution of the number to SABRA, in 

that the top five most frequently used cell sectors are in the vicinities of SABRA's 

residence, his parents' residence, and his in-law's family's residence. 331 

189. The top five most frequently used cell sectors are SFEIR2, HARA2, ROUEIS2, 

ROUEIS3 and BRAJNE3. 332 The predicted best server coverage ofthe cell sector most 

327 

328 

329 

330 

331 

332 

333 

334 

335 

frequently used by , SFEIR2, covers SABRA's residence where he lived from 

September 2003 and throughout the attribution period of all three phones. 333 The 

residence of SABRA's parents lies within the predicted best server coverage for HARA2, 

the second most frequently used cell sector. 334 The residence of the SALLOUM family is 

within the predicted best server coverage of ROUEIS3, the fourth most frequently used 

cell sector. 335 

[Redacted]. 

[Redacted]. 

[Redacted]. 

[Redacted]. 

P01221; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01953.1, paras.50-53; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01952, slides:l9-25; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T373 50-54. 

With the first rank cell unavailable (N/A), the list starts from rank 2 to 6. A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01953.1, 
para. 50; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T373 _51. 

SABRA's address, Annex C.l, row.l53; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01953.1, paras.39-43, 5l(a); 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T373_11-17; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01952, slides:ll-12,21. The 
property is located at the same real estate number 177 as that of A YY ASH. See below, Section III.F.2(a). 

SABRA's parents' address, Annex C.l ,row.l51; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01953.1, paras.34-38,5l(b); 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T373_17-19,53; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01952, slides:l3,22. 

SALLOUM Family address, Annex C.l,row.l52 A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01953.1, paras.45-49,5l(c); 
T373_21-24,53-54; P01952, slides:l4, 24. Asaad Hamid SALLOUM is the grand-father of SABRA's wife 
Hala SALLOUM. P01082; P01081. 
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3. SABRA and his wife were the users of the follow-on phones Mobile 546 and Mobile 657 

190. The follow-on phones Mobile 546 and Mobile 657 further support the attribution of 

to SABRA. Witness statements and documents support their attribution to 

SABRA and Hala SALLOUM. The consecutive use,336 similar contact profiles337 and 

geographic profiles338 of both the follow-on phones and demonstrate that 

they had a common user. 

(a) SABRA and his wife Hala SALLOUM were the users of Mobile 546 

191. Mobile 546 is an MTC Touch phone number attributed to SABRA and his wife Hala 

SALLOUM from 24 February 2005 to 21 July 2005. The beginning of the attribution 

period is eight days subsequent to the cessation of use of on 

16 February 2005. During this attribution period, the frequent contacts and the frequently 

used cells of Mobile 546 were consistent. 339 

192. Mobile 546 was recorded in the customer database as the contact number for "Hala 

SABRA".340 

193. During the attribution period, fifteen phone numbers in contact with Mobile 546 can be 

attributed to relatives ofSABRAor SALLOUM.341 These regular and consistent contacts 

further support the attribution of Mobile 546 to SABRA and SALLOUM. 

194. Moreover, the SMS received and sent during the attribution period are consistent with 

SABRA and SALLOUM being the users of Mobile 546. SMS were sent to Mobile 546 

identifying the receiver as "Hala",342 or "Lalo", which could be an affectionate term for 

336 

337 

338 

339 

340 

341 

342 

The attribution periods of Purple 018, Mobile 546 and Mobile 657 are consecutive, with only an eight-day gap 
between the use of Purple 018 and Mobile 546. A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01953.1, paras.121-123; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T374 30-31. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01953.1, para.l30. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01953 .1, paras.131-133. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01953 .1, paras.55-82; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T373 _75 -87; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T374 30:24-25. 

Z.YOUNANE/PRH590:P01157, 60308004,60308007. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01953.1, paras.75-79; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T373_84-87. 

P01273, rows. 175; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01953.1, paras.70-71; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T373_80-
82. 
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Hala,343 and sending regards to "Nour" or "Nana".344 SABRA and SALLOUM have 

a daughter named Nour. 345 "Nana" could be a nickname for SABRA's sister-in-law, 

Nadia. 346 

195. During the attribution period, one message sent from Mobile 546 indicates that 

potentially another SALLOUM family member had access to this phone. 347 Two other 

messages sent from Mobile 546 introduced the sender as "Nadia"348 which identifies a 

person using a number which is not hers. 349 SABRA has a sister-in-law named Nadia.350 

196. During the attribution period, the geographic profile based on the most frequently used 

cell sectors of Mobile 546 further supports attribution of the number to SABRA and 

SALLOUM.351 Both SABRA's parents' residence and the SALLOUM family's 

residence lie within the predicted best coverage of Haret_ Hreik _ B, the first most 

frequently used cell sector.352 The SABRA residence lies within the predicted best 

coverage of Hazmiyeh _ 2 _ B, the second most frequently used cell sector. 353 

(b) SABRA and his wife Hala SALLOUM were the users of Mobile 657 

197. Mobile 657 is an MTC Touch phone number attributed to SABRA and his wife Hala 

SALLOUM from 20 July 2005 to at least 31 December 2006, subsequent to the 

343 

344 

345 

346 

347 

34R 

349 

350 

351 

352 

353 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01953.1, para.97; T373_80. 

P01273, rows.84-85; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01953.1, paras.70-71; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T373 80-82. 

P01074. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01953.1, paras.71-72,99-100. 

P01273, row.102; A.DONALDSON/PRH230: P01953.1, para.74; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T373_83-84. 

P01273, rows.114,123; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01953.1, para.72; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T373_83. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T373 83. 

P01080; P01081. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01953.1, paras.80-81; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01952, slides:47-54; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T373 78-80. 

SABRA's parents' address, Annex C.l, row. I 51 ;SALLOUM family address, Annex C. I, row. I 52; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01953.1, para.80-81(a); A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T373_79; 
A. DON ALDSON/PRH230:PO 1952, slide:49. 

SABRA's residence, Annex C. I, row. I 53; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:POI953.1, para.81(b); 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01952, slide:50 A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T373_79. 
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attribution period ofMobile 546. During this period, the most frequent contacts and the 

most frequently used cells were consistent. 354 

198. A bank document dated 18 June 2008 records Mobile 657 as the contact number of 

SABRA.355 Moreover, three witnesses have attributed Mobile 657 to Hala SALLOUM, 

Hala SALLOUM/Assad, and to SABRA respectively.356 

199. During its attribution period, 23 phone numbers in contact with Mobile 657 can be 

attributed to relatives of SABRA or SALLOUM. 357 This regular and consistent contact 

profile further supports the attribution of Mobile 657 to SABRA and SALLOUM. 

200. PRH339, [Redacted], confirmed that Mobile 657 was recorded in [Redacted] the contact 

number for Hala SALLOUM and Nour SABRA. 358 Mobile 657 was in contact with the 

landline of PRH339359 on 27 July 2005 and on 27 January 2006. 360 [Redacted].361 

Mobile 657 was also in contact with [Redacted] on 8 May 2006. 362 [Redacted]. 363 

201. The SMS content is consistent with SABRA and SALLOUM being users of 

Mobile 657. 364 Ninety SMS received or sent by Mobile 657 during the attribution 

period365 contain one or more of the following names to identify the user: Hal a, Lalo, 366 

354 

355 

356 

357 

358 

359 

360 

361 

362 

363 

364 

365 

366 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01953.1, paras.83-120; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T373_88-91; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T374 2-32. 

P01869; P01872. 

PRH106:P01149,60185253; PRH069:P01150, 60185288_TS_D_EN_AR, pp.21-22; PRH024:P02103, 
60185417_TS_D_AR_EN_Ol, p.56. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01953 .1, paras.106-110; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T374_23-32. 

PRH339:P01155, D0485198-201. 

[Redacted]. 

P01274, rows.401, 1295; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01953 .1, paras.117 -118. 

[Redacted]. 

[Redacted]. 

[Redacted]. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01953 .1, paras.96-105; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T374_11-22; P01074. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01953.1, para.96, fn.211a. 

The SMS content suggests that "Hala" and "Lalo" could be the same person. In one SMS, the sender identified 
oneself as "Hala", but signed off as "Lalo and Sado". P01272, row.60; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01953.1, 
para.97; A.DONALDSON/PRH230: T3 74_12. Some SMS show that the sender "Lalo'' or "Hala" passed regards 
from "Assad" and "Nour". P01272, rows.56,65; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01953.1, para.97; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T374_11, 13. Overall, there are ten instances of"Hala" being identified and fomieen 
instances of"Lalo". A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01953.1, para.97. 
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Assad/Asad, Nour,367 Nadia and Nana. 368 SABRA's eldest daughter is named Nour369 

and Hala SALLOUM's sister is Nadia. 370 

202. During the attribution period, the geographic profile based on the most frequently used 

cell sectors of Mobile 657 further supports the attribution of the number to SABRA and 

Hala SALLOUM. 371 SABRA's residence lies within the predicted best coverage for 

Hazimiyeh _ 2 _ B, the first most frequently used cell sector, and Sfeir _A, the third most 

frequently used cell sector. 372 Both SABRA's parents' residence and the SALLOUM 

family residence lie within the predicted best coverage of Haret_ Hreik _ B, the second 

most frequently used cell sector. 373 

203. Moreover, , Mobile 546 and Mobile 657 saw frequently used cells in the Kfar 

367 

368 

369 

370 

371 

372 

373 

374 

Sir area of South Lebanon. This profile further supports that the phones were used 

sequentially by a common user. 374 

The user of Mobile 657 was in a family unit with Assad and Nour as four SMS contained regards sent from or 
to "Assad" and "Nour". P01272, rows.56,329,474,634; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01953.1, para.98; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230: T374_11-14. Six SMS contained regards sent from or to "Asad" and "Nour". 
P01272, rows.149,208,212,225,237,252,303. One SMS only refers to "Asad". P01272, row.305. 

The content of some SMS suggest that, at times, the user of Mobile 657 was an individual named "Nadia" or 
"Nana" or related to someone of that name. PO 1272, rows.4 74,572,575,579; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01953 .1, para.99-1 01; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T374_19-21. 

Hala SALLOUM has a sister called Nadia who was recorded as enrolled at Lebanese University from 2006 to 
2010. P01081; P01022, D0485860; P01022, D0485861;P01016;P01017.The SMS involving "Nadia" and "Nana" 
frequently relate to attendance at university. Various outgoing SMS from "Nadia" or "Nana" activated cell 
Haret_Hreik_B, which provides coverage for the SALLOUM family address. P01272, rows.99,145,458,490; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01953.1, para.99-l 00; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T374_16-19. 

P01074. 

P01081. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01953.1, paras.111-115; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T374_6-11; 
A.FAHEY/PRH263:P00662, paras.122-139,140-151; A.FAHEY/PRH263:P01121. 

SABRA's residence, Annex C.l ,row. I 53; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01953.1, para.lll-112(a); 
A.DONALDSONIPRH230:P01952, slides:75,77; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T374_6-7. 

SABRA's parents' residence, Annex C. I, row. I 51; SALLOUM family residence, Annex C. I ,row. I 52; 
A.DONALDSONIPRH230:P01953 .1, para.112(b); P01952, slide:76; T374_7. 

The fourth most frequently used cell sector for Mobile 657 is Kfarsir _B. The third and fifth most frequently 
used cell sectors for Mobile 546 are Kfarsir_B and Jouaia_A. The predicted best coverage of these two cell 
sectors, and of the Alfa cell KFARSI3 (the seventh most frequently used cell for Purple 018) are located in a 
similar area in south Lebanon. A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01953.1, paras.80-81(c), 111-112; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01952, slide: 54; A.DONALDSON/PRH230: T373 _79-80. 
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4. Conclusion 

204. is attributed to SABRA based on its contact and geographic profile and SMS 

content. The user of has a contact profile which reflects close connections 

between the SABRA and SALLOUM families, and SMS that referred to Assad and 

"Asodi", a nickname for Assad. The geographic profile analysis of 

demonstrates that the user likely resides within the predicted best coverages of SFEIR2 

(Alfa) or Hazimiyeh _ 2 _ B (MTC) which overlap. SABRA resides in this area. The user 

frequently visited locations covered by HARA2 (Alfa) and Haret_ Hreik _ B (MTC). 

SABRA's parents and in-laws live in this area. 

205. As discussed above, the three phones , Mobile 546 and Mobile 657 are linked 

by their sequential use, contacts, geographic use and extracts from SMS contents, with 

only the two follow-on phones displaying signs of multiple users. 

206. Mobile 546 and Mobile 657 also have a contact profile which reflects close connections 

between the SABRA and SALLOUM families. 

207. The SMS contents of Mobile 546 and Mobile 657 are consistent in addressing the users 

as Assad/Sado and Hala/Lalo, and discussing a close family member called Nour. 

SABRA's daughter is called Nour. 

208. The geographic profile analysis of Mobile 546 and Mobile 657 is consistent with that of 

. It demonstrates that the user likely resides within the predicted best 

coverages of SFEIR2 (Alfa) or Hazimiyeh_2_B (MTC), which overlap and where 

SABRA resides. The user frequently visits locations covered by HARA2 (Alfa) and 

Haret_Hreik_B (MTC), where SABRA's parents and in-laws live. 

209. The similarities in the usage of ____ .--- ___ , Mobile 546 and Mobile 657 demonstrate 

that they were used sequentially by a common user. Therefore, the witness statements 

and documentary evidence attributing Mobile 546 and Mobile 657 to SABRA and Hala 

SALLOUM reinforce the attribution of Purple 018 to SABRA. The evidence above 

establishes that SABRA is the user of Purple 018. 
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1. Overview 

210. The evidence demonstrates that the network phone numbers involved in the assassination 

of HARIRI, and , are attributable to 

A YY ASH (the "A YY ASH Network Phones"). The attribution ofthe AYYASH Network 

Phones which are part of covert and closed networks, is primarily achieved through co

location analysis with mobile phone numbers PMP 935, PMP 091 and PMP 170, all of 

which are attributable to A YY ASH. 

211. Additionally, other phones have been attributed to A YY ASH for different purposes. Two 

landline subscriptions, 696 and 851, correspond with and provide evidence of his 

residential addresses in Hadath and Harouf, and assist in the analysis of the geographic 

profile of the mobile phones. The contacts of the landlines allow a comparison with the 

contact profile of the mobile phones. A previous mobile number, PMP 165, was 

provided on multiple documents as contact number for AYYASH and shows 

commonality with the later PMPs. PMP 165 also assists in the attribution of 

a phone number that sees a break in use while AYYASH travelled overseas in January 

2004. This, together with other evidence described below, shows that AYYASH did not 

travel to the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia ("KSA") in January 2005. 

212. The evidence which demonstrates that the four PMPs are attributable to AYYASH 

consists of viva voce witness testimony, documentary evidence, an analysis of their 

contact profiles, geographic profiles, and handset usage. In addition to co-location 

analysis, the evidence that demonstrates that the five Network Phones are attributable to 

A YY ASH consists of a comparison of their geographic profiles with the PMPs, handset 

analysis, and analysis of phone usage at times ofknown life events of AYYASH. 

213. The evidence is collated and analysed in the report Evidence of Telephone Attribution: 

Salim Jamil AYYASH?75 This evidence was the subject of DONALDSON's examination 

375 A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2. 
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on 18, 19,20 July 2017, on 22, 23,24 August 2017, and cross-examination on 3, 5, 6, 16, 

17 and 18 October 2017. 376 

214. The single user analysis of , PMP935, 

PMP 091 and PMP 170 is contained in PHILIP's report Demonstration ofSingle Person 

Use ofMobile Phones using Cell Site Analysis Suspect 1 ?77 PHILIPS also concluded in 

his report Demonstration ofSingle Person Use ofMobile Phones Using Cell Site Analysis 

Suspect 1 With 3067322, 3067324 and 3043585 that, from 18 October 2004 to 

27 December 2004, was consistent with being used by the same user as 

and PMP 935. 378 PHILIPS testified in relation to the mobile 

phones attributed to AYYASH on 21, 24, 25 and 26 April2017. 379 

2. Residential Addresses and Landlines attributable to AYYASH during the relevant period 

215. A YY ASH had two residential addresses; one in Hadath, South Beirut, and one in Harouf, 

South Lebanon. Each address had a landline subscribed in AYYASH's name. The 

evidence in relation to these landlines assists in the attribution of the relevant mobile 

phones numbers to A YY ASH. These addresses are located in areas covered by the most 

commonly used cells of AYYASH's mobile phones. These landline numbers were also in 

contact with phones numbers attributable to family members, acquaintances and 

associates of AYYASH, allowing a comparison with the most frequent contacts of the 

mobile phones used openly to contact these individuals. 380 

(a) AYYASH's residence in Hadath and Landline 696 

216. AYYASH's residence in Hadath is established through a number of documents including 

the land registry document. 381 Landline 696 was subscribed on 14 April 2003 under the 

name Salim Jamil AYYASH, for the address Beirut, El-Hadath, Jammous-Tabaja 

376 

377 

37R 

379 

380 

381 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T382-T387, T405-T410; P02025; P02025.1; P02025.4. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01111. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01936, D0374476. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T359_24-119, T360 1-89, T361, T362_1-98; P01935, slides :218-516. 

P01978; P01979; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, paras.26-67; T382_12-31; P02025, slides :7-11. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, para.18; P00637; P00638; P02113; P00639; P00640; P01636; P01531; 
P01532; P01533. 
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B 'ld' 3rd f1 382 V · d 383 d · 384 m mg - own property, oor. anous ocuments an a witness statement 

attribute Landline 696 to A YY ASH and his family. 

217. During this attribution period, Landline 696 had amongst its most frequent contacts, 

phone numbers attributable to AYYASH's family members and associates. 385 

(b) AYYASH's residence in Harouf and Landline 851 

218. AYYASH's residence in Harouf is established through a number of documents? 86 

Landline 851 was subscribed on 19 June 1992 under the name of Salim Jamil AYYASH, 

for the address Nabatieyeh, Zebdeen Qaleet Al-Marj, Jamil AYYASH building. 387 

Multiple documents388 and a witness statement389 further attribute Landline 851 to 

AYYASH and his family. 

219. During this attribution period, Landline 851 had amongst its most frequent contacts, 

phone numbers attributable to AYYASH's family members and associates. 390 

220. The predicted best cell tower coverage of the Harouf residence by the MTC Touch 

network initially appeared to be the cell sector Nabatieh _D. However, analysis shows 

that in reality, the best serving cell sector for the Harouf residence was Nabatieh _C. 391 

Nabatieh _ C was one of the three most frequently used cell towers of the MTC Touch 

phones attributable to AYYASH: PMP 165, PMP 091, PMP 170 and . The 

other two most frequently used cell towers were located in the area of the Hadath 

residence. 

382 

383 

384 

385 

386 

387 

388 

389 

390 

391 

P01636. 

P01636;P02087; P01531; P01532. 

PRH078:P00707, 60305706-07. 

P01636;P02087; P01531; P01532. 

P00633;P01027,60145454;P01159,60178464;P01510;P01749;P01627;P01631;P00635,60248544. 

P01631. 

P01631;P01159,60178464;P01027,60145436,60145454;P01672;P01749. 

[Redacted] PRH050:P00697, 60302453-54. 

A. DON ALDSON/PRH230:P02026 .2, paras.57 -59. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2,paras.103-107; T382_57-59; P00826.15; PRH520:P01867; P01260; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T359_59-61; T360_84; T361_64-75. 
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3. Phone numbers leading to the attribution ofNetwork Phones to AYYASH: AYYASH was 

the user ofPMPs 165, 091, 935, and 170 

(a) PMP 165 

221. AYYASH was the user of PMP 165 from 23 April 2002 to 18 April 2004. 392 This is 

demonstrated by a collection of documents providing this number for AYYASH or his 

family, including bank customer details, 393 the application for the AYYASH's 

Landline 696 in Hadath,394 a passport application for AYYASH's son,395 and [Redacted] 

for the AYYASH family. 396 

222. A YY ASH owned a BMW between 2002 and 2004. 397 The BMW was equipped with an 

integrated handset, with IMEI 44666207202575.398 PMP 165 was used with that handset 

on three different days while AYYASH was the owner of the BMW.399 

223. The contacts of PMP 165 during the attribution period include some of AYYASH's 

family members, associates and acquaintances, employer and service providers. 400 

Additionally, Landline 851, A YY ASH's phone number for his residence in Harouf, was 

the top landline contact for PMP 165.401 

224. PMP 165 also used three IMEis that were used at various times by Yellow phones. 402 

392 

393 

394 

395 

396 

397 

39R 

399 

400 

401 

402 

403 

A YY ASH has close ties to the , as shown by his use of 

P01254; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, paras.73-119; T382_31-60. 

P01026,601405041-42;P01027,60145436,60145454. 

P01636,60143671. 

P01530. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, paras.108-109,73-119; T382_31-60; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02025, slides:20-52. PRH078:P00707, 60305706-07; P01030, 60259347; 
P02084,60305537. 

P01396;P01397;P01398;P01399;P01400; P01401;P01402;P01403;P01404. 

P01405, at D0173431, D0173436, D0173446 D0173454; T.SMITH/PRH550:P01407; 
M.KARROUM/PRH304:P01406, para.10, 60312314, para.12, 60312321, para.22, 60312322; N.AL
KHARRAT/PRH034:P01411, 60318028, para.8. IMEI:Intemational Mobile Equipment Identity. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, para.83; P01102, D0470532. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, paras.90-92; T382_39-45, 49-51; P01954; P01955. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, para.91(c). 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, paras.84-86. 

See below, Section III.F.4(f). 
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. 404 PMP 165 was in contact 110 times with nine different Yell ow phone 

225. A change in PMP 165's most frequently used cell towers occurred around 

February 2003. While the exact circumstances are unknown, this change appears to 

correspond to the acquisition of the Hadath residence in March 2002 and the 

commencement of electricity and landline services there a year after in April 2003.406 

From this point onwards, the most frequently used cell towers were located in the area of 

the Hadath residence.407 

226. Further attribution points can be seen by calls and cell activations around appointment 

dates for two service providers. PMP 165 was recorded as a contact number for 

A YY ASH, his wife, and his daughter in the database of service provider PRH095,408 and 

as contact number for his wife in the database of service provider PRH078. 409 PMP 165 

made calls to the service providers' phone numbers and activated cell towers adjacent to 

the offices of the service providers, including on days where an appointment was 

recorded for AYYASH's family members.410 

(b) PMP 935 

227. AYYASH usedPMP 935 from 31 May 2004 to 13 January 2005.411 This is demonstrated 

by two groups of documents, one set pertaining to the purchase and sale of a BMW 

owned by A YY ASH, and a second set resulting from an accident when he crashed that 

404 

405 

406 

407 

40R 

409 

410 

411 

BMW. 

See below, Section III .F .5( c )(ii). 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, para.93; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T382_ 45-48. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, paras.99-102; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T382_53-57. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, para.102; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T382_56:2-4. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, para.591; P01030. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, para.597; PRH078:P00707, 60305706-07. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, paras.108-109, 591-595, 597-601. 

P01261; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, paras.l20-163; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T382_78-82, T383_5-
33; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02025, slides: 69-98. 
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228. In the bill of sale dated 20 December 2004, through which AYYASH sold the BMW, 

PMP 935 is provided as AYYASH's contact number. 412 The bill of sale dated 

12 December 2002, also contains a reference to PMP 935. Although it appears to have 

been added, as it is written in a different ink colour and is not written directly under 

AYYASH's name, it provides additional attribution evidence of this number to 

AYYASH when viewed in context.413 

229. AYYASH had an accident with his BMW on 20 November 2004. AYYASH's BMW 

was insured with the Arab Lebanese Insurance Group company ("ALIG"). 414 Because of 

this, PMP 935 appeared in AUG's Car Accident Declaration form,415 the accompanying 

Accident Expert Report,416 and the records of towing company Auto Club du Liban 

("ACL").417 

230. Moreover, as with the previOus PMP 165, PMP 935 was used with the BMW's 

integrated handset418 on three different days while AYYASH was the owner of the 

BMW.419 

231. The contacts of PMP 935 during the attribution period include some of A YY ASH's 

family members, associates and acquaintances, employer and service providers. 420 

Landline 696, AYYASH's phone number for his residence in Hadath, was the top 

landline contact for PMP 935.421 

412 

413 

414 

415 

416 

417 

41R 

419 

420 

421 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, para.l4lb; P01403. 

P01396; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T383 _5-7. 

P00604.14. 

P00604.1. 

P00604.1. 

P00690. 

See above, Section III.F.3(a). 

P01261, rows.1522-1527,1734-1736; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, para.136(b). 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, paras.l42-146; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T383_15-30; P01954; 
P01955. 

See above, Section III.F.2(a); A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, para.143(a). 
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232. The cell towers most frequently used by PMP 935 were located in the vicinity of 

AYYASH's residences in Hadath and Harouf. 422 

(c) PMP 091 

233. On the day that he stopped using PMP 935, 13 January 2005, AYYASH started using a 

new personal mobile phone number, PMP 091. AYYASH was the user of PMP 091 

until 6 March 2005. 423 

234. The fact that AYYASH directly transitioned from PMP 935 to PMP 091 is clearly 

illustrated by the use of the same handset for both phone numbers. IMEI 

35250500226958 was the main handset for PMP 935 for its attribution period. PMP 935 

last used this handset on 13 January 2005 at 14:42.424 At 16:43 on the same day, 

PMP 091 started its use with the same handset, providing further evidence that 

A YY ASH was the user of both phone numbers. 425 

235. The cell towers most frequently used by PMP 091 were located in the vicinity of 

AYYASH's residences in Hadath and Harouf. 426 

236. The contacts of PMP 091 during the attribution period include some of AYYASH's 

family members, associates and acquaintances. 427 Landline 696, AYYASH's phone 

number for his residence in Hadath, was the top landline contact for PMP 091.428 

237. PMP 091 also had contact with the phone number of[Redacted] (PRH078), a [Redacted] 

service provider whose [Redacted] is located [Redacted].429 FatimaAL-HAJJ, the wife of 

AYYASH, was registered [Redacted], with phone numbers PMP 165 and 

Landline 696. 430 On 13 February 2005, recorded as an appointment day for Fatima AL-

422 

423 

424 

425 

426 

427 

42R 

429 

430 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, paras.147-148; T383_30-33. 

P01256; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026 .2, paras.164-206i, A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T385 _18 -34. 

P01261, row.2908. 

P01256, row. I; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, para.180. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, paras.193-194; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T385_20-21. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, paras.188-191; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T385_22. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, paras.l89(c), 192. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, para.l9l(a). 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, para.597; PRH078:P00707, 60305706-07. 
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HAJJ, PMP 091 contacted PRH078's phone number. PMP 170 also activated a cell 

tower in the area ofPRH078's [Redacted] on this day.431 

23 8. PMP 091 was also provided as AYY ASH's contact number on a Bill of Lading for the 

export of a 1999 Dodge Durango from a company located in the United States of 

America to AYYASH.432 Although the Bill of Lading is dated 15 March 2005, 7 days 

after the end of the attribution period, it is still relevant to demonstrate that A YY ASH 

was the user ofPMP 091. 

(d) PMP 170 

239. AYYASH was the user ofPMP 170 from 7 January 2005 to 26 November 2005. 433 

240. PMP 170 was used as a Yellow Phone until 7 January 2005 by someone other than 

A YY ASH, as he was the user of . From 7 January 2005, PMP 170 showed 

a change in profile indicating that it is attributable to A YY ASH from that date. 434 

241. From 7 January 2005, PMP 170 was used with IMEI 35252200022555, a handset that 

had been previously used with another phone attributed to A YY ASH, 435 

242. During the period that PMP 170 was used by AYYASH, the cell towers most frequently 

used by this number were located in the vicinity of AYYASH' s residences in Hadath and 

Harouf.436 

243. In contrast to PMP 935 and PMP 091, many of the contacts ofPMP 170 were covert in 

nature or could not be identified. Of the 30 top contacts of PMP 170, 13 were 

anonymous or unattributed. 437 This provides evidence that PMP 170 had a distinct 

purpose compared to AYYASH's other PMPs.438 PMP 170 had amongst its contacts 

431 

432 

433 

434 

435 

436 

437 

438 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, para.602; PRH078:P00707.1, 60137993. 

A.DONALDSONIPRH230:P02026.2, para.187; P01395. 

P01262; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026 .2, paras.207 -248; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T385 _ 80-85, 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T386 17-27. 

A. DON ALDSONIPRH230:P02026 .2, paras.21 0-211. 

A.DONALDSONIPRH230:P02026.2, paras.219-220; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T385_82-83. 

A. DON ALDSONIPRH230:P02026 .2, paras.232-233; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T386 _ 23-24. 

A. DON ALDSONIPRH230:T386 _ 20:3 -6; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02025, slide:20 1. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T386 21:2-23. 
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and two numbers previously used as Yellow Phones.439 The number two 

contact 1s attributed to Hussein ZAAROUR, a relative and car trade associate of 

AYYASH.440 Number three and seven contacts are two landlines subscribed to the 

company Protel, which were also contacts of AYYASH's PMP 935, PMP 165, 

and other phone numbers in the and Networks. 441 The 

151h contact is attributed to Abdallah SAFIEDDINE, a relative of AYYASH and 

Hezbollah's envoy in Iran. 442 The 22nd contact is attributable to Wafik SAFA, the Head 

ofHezbollah Co-ordination and Liaison.443 

244. Additionally, the use of PMP 170 during the attribution period can be linked to known 

events in AYYASH's life. 

245. On 25 May 2005, a Toyota Camry LE insured by AYYASH with ALIG was involved in 

an accident. 444 The documentation related to the insurance claim for the accident includes 

a copy of the registration document for this vehicle, at the back of which the phone 

number PMP 170 is handwritten.445 On 27 May 2005, PMP 170 called [Redacted] 446 the 

owner (PRH385) of the garage responsible for repairing the Toyota Camry owned by 

AYYASH.447 

246. PMP 170 also made calls to two different Iranian phone numbers during a period when 

AYYASH's daughter was recorded to have travelled to Iran in 2005. 448 Landline 696 

439 

440 

441 

442 

443 

444 

445 

446 

447 

44R 

A. DON ALDSON/PRH230:P02026 .2, para.229. 

Mobile 333, Annex E,row.143; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, paras.37(a), 228(a); P01034, 60144982, 
60144983,60144966; PRH535:P01863, 60307938; PRH028:P02126, 60140591_TS_AR_EN_02, pp.27-28. 

Landline 361, Annex E,row.347; Landline 362, Annex E,row.349; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, 
paras.254,335; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T386_18:3-17; P02025, slide:198; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T334_70:14-17; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, paras.784, 954, 1102. 

Mobile 894, Annex E,row.156; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, paras.92(g), 228(b); 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02025, slide:200; P01034, 60144978, 60144986-87; P01032, 60254171; 
PRH045:P01107,60180580, para.72. 

Mobile 505, Annex E,row.96; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, para.231. rank 22; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02025, slide:200; P02091; PRH045:P01107,para.75. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, paras.628-631; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T386 _ 26-27; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02025, slides:211-213. 

P00689,60294966-67. 

[Redacted]. 

Mobile 445, Annex E,row.145; P01262, row.651; N.AOUN/PRH385:P01408, 60308017; 
M.NASSEREDDINE/PRH112: P01409, 60307140-41,60307157-58. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, paras.683-686; P01262, rows.1237-1238, 1242-1243; P01023; P01024. 
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presented a similar pattern in 2004, when it was in contact with Iranian numbers during a 

period where some of A YY ASH's family members had travelled to Iran. 449 

247. PMP 170 also activated a cell tower in the area of [Redacted] (PRH078) on 

13 February 2005 and 29 June 2005, both recorded as appointment days for AYYASH's 

wife. 450 

4. Attribution of the Network Phones to AYYASH 

248. Co-location analysis of AYYASH's PMPs and the Network Phones shows that they all 

had a single user during the relevant period. 

249. Single user analysis from PHILIPS and DONALDSON demonstrate that 

, PMP 091, PMP 935 and PMP 170 had a single user 

during the attribution periods. 451 Additionally, DONALDSON found that PMP 165 and 

co-located in the earlier period. 452 

(a) Single user analysis 

250. PHILIPS examined call sequences where calls occurred within a one-hour period, to 

determine if they activated cell sectors separated by a distance that could be travelled in 

the time interval between these calls.453 

251. PHILIPS emphasised that, as was the case in relation to AYYASH'smobiles phones, the 

greater the period and frequency of calls, and the more the mobile phones showed 

movement, the less likely that the continuing consistency of co-location might be 

explained by chance, therefore indicating a single user. 454 The common movement of 

449 

450 

451 

452 

453 

454 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, paras.677-681; P01978, rows.2-4, 7-13,21,46-53, 55-59; P01025. 

A.DONALDSONIPRH230:P02026.2, paras.602-604; P00707.1, 60137993. 

A.DONALDSONIPRH230:P02026.2, paras.343-362, 397-419, 466-508, 550-580; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T383 _ 44-58; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T384_59-66; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T385 _5 -17, 76-77; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T386 _36-80; 
A.DONALDSONIPRH230:T387 _14-77; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01111; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T359 _24-
119; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T360_1-89; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T361; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T362_1-98. 

A.DONALDSONIPRH230:P02026.2, paras.297-310; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T382_75-77. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01111, paras.3.1.1.1-3.1.1.10; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T357 _94-96. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T357 _98-99; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01935, slide:14. 
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phones attributable to A YY ASH to various areas in Lebanon was abundantly illustrated 

with the numerous mapped examples shown during PHILIPS' testimony. 455 

252. As overall statistics of his analysis, PHILIPS concluded that in 40% of the sequences 

examined, the phones co-located, meaning they used the same cell sector. In a further 

56% of sequences, the calls did not preclude co-location. Only in 1% of the sequences, 

the calls may have precluded co-location, and in 3% he found that they precluded co

location. 456 This 3% is explained below in section (b). 

253. PHILIPS concluded that the way the and phones operated further 

reduced the chances of adjacent calls happening by chance, as calls made within these 

networks only occurred in specific patterns and not randomly. 457 

254. PHILIPS' conclusions are supported by the analysis ofDONALDSON in relation to the 

mobile phones attributable to AYYASH. 

255. DONALDSON analysed every pair of calls involving two of AYYASH's mobile phones 

in the course of their relevant attribution period. He provided calculations of time and 

distances between cell towers for each and every call to examine whether the calls could 

have been made by a single user. He also calculated statistics for each Network Phone, 

examining them against the other phones attributable to AYYASH at that time.458 His 

statistical findings are included in the discussions below in relation to each of 

AYYASH's Network Phones. 

455 

456 

457 

45R 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:PO 1935, slides:218-516. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T360 _ 81: 19-22; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01935, slide:513. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T360 88:1-11. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, paras.297-310, 343-362, 397-419, 466-508, 550-580; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T382_75-77; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T383_ 44-58; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T384_59-66; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T385_5-17, 76-77; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T386_36-80; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T387 _14-77; 
A. DON ALDSON/PRH230:P02025, slides: 107-117,242-244,251-267 ,271-273; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02025.1. 
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(b) Days of exceptions to the single user assessment 

256. The only apparent exceptions to co-location identified by both PHILIPS and 

DONALDSON were for three separate days: 4 January 2005, 2 February 2005 and 

28 January 2005. 459 These can be explained as follows: 

459 

460 

461 

462 

463 

464 

a) On 4 January 2005, the initial setup of the was done in Tripoli, including 

for , while the other mobile phones attributable to A YY ASH were located in 

h B . 460 t e euut area; 

b) On 2 February 2005, the , including , were brought to Tripoli to 

be topped up, while the other mobile phones attributable to AYY ASH remained in 

h B . 461 t e euut area; 

c) On 28 January 2005, PMP 091 showed separation in movement from the group of 

other phones attributable to AYYASH which were used on that day (PMP 170, 

and ).462 The phones were initially grouped together in 

South Beirut. 463 PMP 091 then moved to the Beirut International Airport ("Airport"), 

where it remained stationary for a certain period, while the remaining phones showed 

movement towards the north. During that period of separation, there were four calls 

between PMP 091 and PMP 170. This is the only time when calls occurred between 

mobile phones attributable to A YY ASH, and demonstrates the unusual circumstances 

of this day.464 Later on the same day, PMP 091 re-joined the other phones in South 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01111, paras.7.23.1-7.23.1.3, 7.47.1-7 .47.3.1, 7.42.1-7.42.8.2. 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01935, slide:516; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, paras.557-564; 
P02025, slides:254-267; T387 _16-25. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T360_26-29; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01935, slides:429-433; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, paras.557(a). 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T360_30-32; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01935, slides:435-440; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, paras.557(b); A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T387 _19:11-25, 24-25; 
A. DON ALDSON/PRH230:P02025, slides:263 -267. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T360_36-39,47-62; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01935, slides:441-493; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, paras.558-564. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01111, paras.7.42.1-7.42.3.1; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T360_37 -38,56; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01935, slides:444-454; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, para.559. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:PO 1111, paras.? .42.4-7 .42.7.3; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T360 _ 48-60; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01935, slides:454-482; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, paras.560-563; 
A. DON ALDSON/PRH230:T387 _ 20-24; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02025, slides:254-262. 
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Beirut. 465 This evidence is consistent with A YY ASH lending PMP 091 to an 

individual who would have been asked to pick-up relatives of AYYASH who were 

travelling back from KSA on that day. 466 

(c) 

257. AYYASHwastheuserof from 14 January 2005 to 14 February 2005.467 It was 

part of a closed, covert network in which all phone numbers were acquired through the 

fraudulent use of identification documents. The named subscriber, whose identification 

document was used to purchase , never purchased this phone number. She 

indicated that the application form contained incorrect details and a signature that she did 
. 468 not recogmse. 

258. was the most covert of all the Network Phones used by AYYASH, and it was 

never used in the area of A YY ASH's residences. It nevertheless shows strong similarities 

with the contact profile of , in that certain cell towers near the crime scene and 

its surrounding area appear high on the list of frequently used cells.469 Cell sectors ranked 

3rd (MRAICI2), 4th (PORT2) and 6th (RIMAL1) for were respectively ranked 

, thereby providing additional evidence that both these phone 

numbers had a single user. 470 

259. DONALDSON examined the instances when was used within ten minutes 

465 

466 

467 

46R 

469 

470 

471 

before or after another phone attributable to AYYASH. He observed that 33% of those 

were used on the exact same cell sector, 31% of those were on cell towers less than 

1 ,OOOm apart, and 15% of those were on cell towers less than 2,000m apart. 471 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:PO 1111, paras.7 .42.8-7 .42.8.2; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T360 _ 61; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435: PO 1935, slides:483 -486. 

J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :T360 _ 61-62; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, para.564; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T387 24:5-14. 

P01197; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, paras.517-587; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T386_72-80; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T387 14-25. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, paras.526-527; F.RFAIEH/PRH118:P00375, 60287824-26; Tl14_9; 
J.AHMAD/PRH010:P00370, 60287785-86. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, paras.545-548; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T386_76-80. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, paras.546-547. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, para.554; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T387 _14-25; 
A. DON ALDSON/PRH230:P02025, slides:252-267. 
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260. AYYASH was the user of , an Alfa mobile phone number, from 

30 September 2004 to 14 February 2005. 472 The name under which it was subscribed 

does not exist in Lebanon.473 

261. The most frequently used cell tower of , SFEIR2, provides the predicted best 

server coverage for AYYASH's residence in Hadath,474 and is identical to the top cell 

tower of PMP 935 and , two other Alfa phones numbers used by 

A YY ASH. 475 DONALDSON further pointed out the divide in time regarding cell usage. 

The cell towers near the residence in South Beirut were used at night, whereas the cell 

towers in north Beirut that are in common with 

time. 476 

were used only during the day 

262. Although operated as a highly covert phone similar to 

472 

473 

474 

475 

476 

477 

478 

was used for a longer time period; 43 days across four and a half months. 477 On all of 

these days, moved in concert with other phones attributable to A YY ASH, 

apart from the previously mentioned exception of 28 January 2005. DONALDSON 

examined all instances where was used within ten minutes of another phone 

attributable to AYYASH. He observed that 30% of those were used on the same cell 

sector, 40% of those were on cell towers less than 1,000m apart, and 10% of those were 

on cell towers less than 2,000m apart. 478 

P01207; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, paras.433-516; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T386_64-74. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, para.443; P00405, 60105088-95; P01964, 60185080-83; P00397, 
60144933. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, para.515. 

A. DON ALDSON/PRH230:P02026 .2, para.463. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, para.462; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T386_69; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02025, slide:240. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, para.466. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, para.474. 
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263. AYYASH was the user of , an MTC Touch phone number, from 10 January 

2005 to 21 September 2005. 479 The individual whose identification document was used 

for its subscription did not recognise as his phone number, nor did he recognise 

the handwriting on the application form. 480 

264. During the attribution period to AYYASH, 

97% of its contact was with 17 other 

was part of a closed network and 

, with the following two exceptions: 

received one call from a landline subscribed to the Al-Hayat Hospital and made 

two calls to Mobile 401.481 Mobile 401 was also in contact with Landline 696, PMP 935 

and PMP 165.482 It is particularly relevant to note that in two of the three instances where 

was used outside of the , it called a phone number that was also 

in contact with three other phones attributed to A YY ASH. 

265. The cell towers frequently used by were located in the vicinity of AYYASH's 

residences in Hadath and Harouf. The top five most frequently used cell towers are 

identical to those of PMP 091.483 also activated the cell tower located in the 

vicinity of [Redacted] on 29 June 2005 (PMP 170 activated this cell tower on the same 

day) and 23 July 2005, both of which are recorded as appointment days for AYYASH's 

wife [Redacted].484 

266. was used for a nine month period, and on 145 of those days at least one other 

479 

480 

481 

482 

483 

484 

485 

PMP was also used. DONALDSON found that on at least 142 days, moved in 

concert with other phones attributable to AYYASH.485 He also observed that of all the 

times that was used within ten minutes of another of AYYASH's phone, 

51% were on the same cell sector or on a cell tower likely located on the same building 

P01238; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026 .2, paras.379-432; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T386 _ 27-64. 

P00467, SI-0001713; PRH702:P00574, paras.9-15. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, paras.391-392; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T386_28-31. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, para.392; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02025, slide:217. 

A. DON ALDSON/PRH230:P02026 .2, para.395. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, paras.604-605; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02025, slide:224. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230: T386_36-39; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02025, slide:225. 
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or position. Fourteen percent were used less than 1,000m apart, and 17% were used less 

than 2, OOOm apart. 486 

(f) 

267. AYYASH was the user of from 29 May 2004 to 7 January 2005. 487 

268. During the attribution period, was in contact with 13 other Yell ow Phones, 

accounting for 85% of all calls involving .488 Number four and ten top 

contacts are two landlines subscribed to the company Protel, which were also contacts of 

AYYASH's PMP 935, PMP 165, PMP 170and other phone numbers of the and 

Networks. 489 

269. The cell towers frequently used by 

AYYASH's residences in Hadath and Harouf. 490 

were located m the vicinity of 

270. and PMP 935 share 137 days of common use, and in at least 135 of those 

they moved in concert. Of all the times that the two phones were used within ten minutes 

of each other, 52% of the calls activated the same cell sector, 16% activated cell towers 

less than l,OOOm apart, and a further 16% were on cell towers less than 2,000m apart.491 

271. The pattern of use of and PMP 935 also shows a striking correspondence to 

486 

487 

488 

489 

490 

491 

two known events in A YY ASH's life: 1) his work transfer from the Markaba to the Al

Doueir Civil Defence station on 1 November 2004, and 2) his involvement in a car 

accident on 20 November 2004. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T386_39; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P2025, slide:226. 

P01240; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026 .2, paras.321-378; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T383 _33 -44. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, para.334. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026 .2, para.336; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T383 _34 -39; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02025, slide: 101. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, paras.339-341. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, paras.348-351; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02025, slides:106-107. 
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(i) AYYASH's transfer from Markaba to Al-Doueir station on 1 November 2004 

272. AYYASH commenced duty with the Civil Defence on 5 May 1986,492 and was appointed 

Chief ofMarkaba station on 30 August 2002.493 On 1 November 2004, he was transferred 

from Markaba to the Al-Doueir station. 494 

273. During the time that AYYASH was employed at the Markaba station, his personal 

phones PMP 165 and subsequently PMP 935, as well as his and 

subsequently , all activated the cell towers that provide predicted coverage to 

Markaba. The last time these were activated was 30 October 2004. From 

1 November 2004, the date of his transfer to the Al-Doueir station, neither PMP 935 nor 

, or in fact any other phone attributable to AYYASH, ever used those cells 
. 495 a gam. 

274. This cessation in the use of the cell tower in the area ofMarkaba correlates with the day 

of AYYASH's transfer, thus further supporting the evidence that he was the user of 

PMP 935 and 

(ii) AYYASH's car accident on 20 November 2004 

275. On 20 November 2004, AYYASH was involved in an accident while driving his BMW 

in Al-Rmeileh, South Lebanon.496 

276. Between 22:17 and 23:02 on that day, while he was still present in the area of the 

accident, AYYASH used PMP 935 to make and receive a series of calls in relation to 

this incident [Redacted] .497 

277. PMP 935 was provided as the phone number for AYYASH in the AUG's Car Accident 

Declaration form, 498 the Accident Expert Report, 499 and the towing company ACL. 500 

492 

493 

494 

495 

496 

497 

P01159. 

P01160. 

P01162. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, paras.637-642; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T383_59-61; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02025, slides: 118-121. 

P00604.11. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, paras.610-613. 
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278. On 23 November 2004, ALIG made a request to Garage [Redacted] for an estimate of the 

damages to the BMW resulting from the accident, providing PMP 935 to Garage 

[Redacted] as the contact number for AYYASH. 501 On 20 December 2004, Garage 

[Redacted] provided an invoice to ALIG for the repairs made on the BMW owned by 

AYYASH. 502 Between 23 November 2004 and 30 December 2004, which essentially 

coincides with the period during which repairs were made on the BMW, PMP 935 was in 

contact 13 times with the phone number of the owner of Garage [Redacted] (PRH385).503 

Additionally, during that same period[Redacted] used their personal mobile phone 

numbers with the handset integrated in AYYASH's BMW.504 

279. On the day of the accident (20 November 2004), AYYASH also used to 

make a call to (S6), 505 and to make and receive a series of calls to 

(S21 ). 506 These calls were interposed in time between the various calls made 

and received by PMP 935 in relation to the accident. 507 

280. was located in the area of the accident508 when it made its first call to 

at 22:20, which was located in South Beirut. 509 The cells used subsequently 

showed the user headed south, moving towards the area of the accident. 

activated a cell tower located near the area of the BMW 

49R 

499 

500 

501 

502 

503 

504 

505 

506 

507 

50R 

509 

510 

511 

by 

At 23:43, 

accident. 510 At 00:35 on 21 November 2004, was back in South Beirut,511 

P00604.1. 

P00604.11. 

P00690. 

P00604.4. 

P00604.5; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02025, slide:138. 

PO 1261, rows.2402,2404,2405 ,2414,2525,2528,257 5,257 6,25 88,2592,2664,2671 ,2799; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02025, slide:139. 

P01255, rows.l0-32; [Redacted]/PRH385:P01408, 60308030-31; [Redacted]/PRH112:P01409, 
60307140; PRH258:P01410, 60307465. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, paras.621,627. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, paras.620,623-627. 

A.DONALDSONIPRH230:P02026.2, paras.618-627. 

P01240, row.l428. 

P01243, row.l416. 

P01243, row.l419; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, paras.620-627. 

P01243, row.1422. 
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while activated a cell in Khalde. 512 The premises of the towing company 

ACL was in Khalde, south ofBeirut. 513 This evidence strongly suggests that AYYASH 

contacted an associate (S21) after the accident to get assistance. 

5. AYYASH did not travel to the KSA in January 2005 

281. There is evidence that suggests an individual using the name 'Salim Jamil A YY ASH' 

travelled to the KSA during the period of 15 to 28 January 2005, to perform the Hajj 

pilgrimage (the '2005 Hajj Period'). 514 AlthoughAYYASH initially intended to travel to 

the KSA during the 2005 Hajj Period, he later cancelled his travel plans and remained in 

Lebanon. 

282. As highlighted by DONALDSON during his testimony, 515 the Hajj pilgrimage issue was 

important to the attribution of the relevant phone numbers to A YY ASH, since A YY ASH 

could not have continued the normal use in Lebanon of the mobiles phones attributed to 

him had he travelled to the KSA in January 2005. However, as the evidence described 

below clearly shows, AYYASH did not travel abroad during that period. 

(a) AYYASH cancelled his leave and was present at his work in Lebanon 

during the 2005 Hajj Period 

283. On 12 October 2004,516 AYYASH applied to attend the pilgrimage during the 

2005 Hajj Period. 517 For the Hajj 1425 season, which was to take place between 6 

January and 19 February 2005,518 the application period was between 14 August and 

512 

513 

514 

515 

516 

517 

518 

P01240, row.1433. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, para.626; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02025, slide: 136; 
PRH086:P00698, para.11. 

This evidence includes: 1D00295; 1D00297, 60138075, row.232; 1D00299, 60138089; 1D00301, 
60129625,60129969, row.40; 1D00302. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T385 34:25-36:12. 

Although the translation of the date on I D00293 canies the mention "illegible", Counsel and the witness 
agree that it is 12 October 2004, as per 1D00294: T317 _60,65. 

1D00293,60130902. 

PRH395:P01667, 60128971. 
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13 October 2004. 519 AYYASH was sponsored by the Loyalty to the Resistance Bloc to 

attend the Hajj in 2005 520 and was issued a Hajj passport. 521 

284. On 11 January 2005, he requested leave from work to perform the pilgrimage from 

16 January "until and including" 25 January 2005. 522 On 14 January 2005, AYY ASH's 

ten days leave request was granted, 523 period for which he received his basic salary, 

without the emergency allowance and without the commute compensation. 524 

285. Sometime between 11 January 2005, when he requested his leave, and 15 January 2005, 

his intended date of departure for Hajj, AYYASH cancelled his leave to attend the 

Hajj. 525 The reason provided by AYYASH for this cancellation was that he had not been 

granted a visa to KSA. This justification was untruthful, as a KSA visa had indeed been 

issued in AYYASH's name.526 

286. 

287. 

288. 

519 

520 

521 

522 

523 

524 

525 

526 

527 

528 

529 

530 

531 

532 

533 

[Redacted]. 527 [Redacted]. 528 [Redacted], 529 [Redacted]. [Redacted]. 530 [Redacted]. 531 

AYYASH received a reimbursement for the commute compensation that was initially 

deducted from his pay when his leave was granted. 532 

[Redacted]. 533 [Redacted]. 

PRH395:P01667, para.13; PRH395:T317_37. 

P01673,60255966-69. 

1D00293,60130903. 

P01163. 

P01164. 

PRH588:P01912, 60255328_TS_D_EN_AR_01, p.34. 

P01165; P01166. 

1D00302, 60277223. 

[Redacted]. 

[Redacted]. 

[Redacted]. 

[Redacted]. 

[Redacted]. 

[Redacted]. 

[Redacted]. 
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(b) Another individual could have used AYYASH's Hajj passport to travel to 

the KSA in 2005 

289. In 2005, the limitations on the controls applicable to the pilgrims travelling to the KSA to 

perform the Hajj would have allowed for a person to make such a trip using A YY ASH's 

Hajj passport. The evidence therefore shows that the Hajj passport issued in AYYASH's 

name could have been used for travel to the KSA in January 2005 while AYYASH 

remained in Lebanon. 

290. Ibrahim IT ANI testified as the Religious Affairs Co-ordinator of the Hajj Committee 

("Committee"), which organises the Hajj pilgrimage for Lebanese pilgrims. 534 The 

Committee is responsible for the selection of pilgrims, 535 and recording all applications in 

a database regardless of whether the application is rejected or granted. 536 

291. IT ANI explained that the quota imposed by the KSA for Lebanese citizens allowed to 

travel for the Hajj is 6000.537 As a courtesy to HARIRI, the quota was increased, 538 and 

went up to 17000 in 2005. 539 

292. In 2005, only the Hajj passport was used to travel for the pilgrimage, as travellers were 

not required to use their regular passport. 540 Hajj passports could be manipulated, such as 

individuals changing the pictures in the passports. 541 IT ANI indicated that " ... it is 

possible for someone to use the Hajj travel document of someone who would look 

similar. "542 

293. Amongst the various procedures taking place at the Airport during the Hajj period, 

the internal securitl43 verifies if the pilgrim has a Hajj passport, without checking the 

534 I.ITANI/PRH395:P01667, para.8. 
535 I.ITANI/PRH395:P01667, para.8. 

536 I.ITANI/PRH395:P01667, para.18. 
537 I.ITANI/PRH395:P01667, para.9. 
538 I.ITANI/PRH395:P01667, para.10. 
539 I.IT ANI/PRH395:T317 _69:21-25,83:2-7. 
540 I.ITANI/PRH395 :T317 48. 
541 I.IT ANI/PRH395:P01667, para.34. 
542 I.IT ANI/PRH395:P01667, para.35. 
543 I.ITANI/PRH395 :T317 45. 
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details. 544 The S urete Generale stamps the passport and checks at the gate that the pilgrim 

has the exit stamp. 545 The Hajj passports are handed to the airline counter as a bundle and 

boarding passes are issued for the group. 546 

294. The personnel at the entry/exit points did not have time to study every face carefully. It 

was common practice that the group leader presented the Hajj passports collectively at 

checkpoints leading to the Surete Generale performing headcount. 547 IT ANI noted: 

"Sometimes because of the pressure, the people at the Security General don't match 

photos and names ... They are Hajjis and they don't mind if they pass fast. To make the 

process go fast, sometimes they just let it go. They'll check the passport as fast as they 

can, stamp it, and go ahead. "548 

295. Upon return from the Hajj, pilgrims had to hand in their Hajj passports to the Surete 

Generale at the Airport, which then forwards them to the Hajj Committee.549 The original 

hard copies of the Hajj passports are destroyed after one year. 550 In the event a passport is 

not returned-either because a pilgrim did not in fact travel or that the pilgrim failed to 

hand it back at the Airport-the remark "has travelled" is entered in the database.551 This 

remark is entered for future applications, 552 since the first criterion for selection is that a 

pilgrim has not travelled previously. 553 

296. AYYASH's wife, FatimaAL-HAJJ, travelled to perform the Hajj in 2005.554 As a female 

pilgrim under the age of 45 years old, 555 she should have normally been accompanied by 

a male relative. 556 

544 

545 

546 

547 

54R 

549 

550 

551 

552 

553 

554 

555 

I.ITANI/PRH395 :T317 45. 

I.IT ANI/PRH395 :T317 45. 

I.ITANI/PRH395:T317 44. 

I.ITANI/PRH395:P01667, para.35. 

I.ITANI/PRH395:T317 44. 

I.ITANI/PRH395:P01667, para.28; T317 _ 47,82. 

I.ITANI/PRH395:P01667, para.31; T317 _ 47-48. 

I.ITANI/PRH395:P01667, para.38. 

I.ITANI/PRH395:T318 9. 

I.ITANI/PRH395:T317_ 40,82. 

1D00294; 1D00296. 

1D00294. 
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297. IT ANI clarified that this practice is not applied all the time, stating: "sometimes [ ... ] 

a woman can use her husband's passport and travel without him. And on the visa it would 

say that she's with her husband, but if she's travelling with somebody else [ ... ] it's not 

definite that [ ... ] she travelled with a blood relative."557 Whether Ms. AL-HAJJ used 

AYYASH's passport to travel with someone other than AYYASH would have been 

known by the Committee only if A YY ASH had made a formal complaint. 558 

298. Moreover, the flight manifests do not prove either that AYYASH was onboard flight 

Middle East Airways ME2302 on 15 January 2005 from Beirut to Jeddah, 559 or that 

AYYASH was on the return flight ME3015 on 28 January 2005 from Medina to 

Beirut. 560 All the flight manifests demonstrate is that an individual checked-in using a 

booking made under the name "Salim Ayyash". 

299. No automated flight manifests exist for the flight ME3015 on 28 January 2005 from 

Medina to Beirut. Rather, it is referred to as a passenger flight status, 561 since the 

passengers' names were "retrieved from the flight coupons"562 and does not indicate any 

seat allocation. Given the high volume of passengers, as well as the increased number of 

flights to and from KSA during the Hajj period, it was impossible to generate automated 

flight manifests for all flights as per normal check-in procedure. 563 

(c) The comparison of AYYASH's phone activity between the Hajj periods of 

2004 and 2005 confirms that he did not travel for the 2005 Hajj Period 

300. Evidence shows that AYY ASH travelled to the KSA to attend the Hajj pilgrimage from 

28 January 2004 to 8 February 2004 (the "2004 Hajj Period"). During the 

2004 Hajj Period, AYYASH was the user of at least two mobile phones, PMP 165 and 

. This allows for a comparison of call patterns between the 2004 Hajj Period, 

556 

557 

558 

559 

560 

561 

562 

563 

I.IT ANI/PRH395:P01667, para.20; I.IT ANI/PRH395:P01672, para.37; T317 _55. 

I.ITANI/PRH395:T317 60-61. 

I.ITANI/PRH395:T317 62. 

1D00297, 60138075. 

1D00299, 60138089. 

1D00299; 1D00303, paras.3,6-7. 

1D00303, para.3. 

1D00303, paras.6-7. 
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where AYYASH's mobile phones show drastic changes in use, and the 2005 Hajj Period, 

where AYYASH' s mobile phone use does not vary, save for an increase in the volume of 

calls. This absence of variation in patterns of use for AYYASH's phones during the 

2005 Hajj Period further demonstrates that A YY ASH did not travel to the KSA in 

January 2005. 

(i) AYYASH travelled to the KSA during the 2004 Hajj Period 

301. AYYASH and his wife are shown in a list of applicants from the Hajj Committee in 

Lebanon as being "selected" and travelled in 2004.564 The Entry-Exit database records 

AYYASH exiting Lebanon on 28 January 2004 and returning on 8 February 2004,565 but 

has no record for AYYASH's wife. 566 

302. A YY ASH was granted leave from his work at the Civil Defence starting on 

25 January 2004. 567 After taking his leave, AYYASH resumed work on 

10 February 2004. 568 

303. A YY ASH's presence in the KSA during the 2004 Hajj Period is further demonstrated by 

two withdrawals from AYYASH's bank account that took place on 29 and 

31 January 2004 at A TMs located in Mekka, KSA. 569 

(ii) AYYASH was the user of PMP 165 and Yellow 669 during the 2004 Hajj Period 

304. As discussed above, AYYASH was the user of PMP 165 surrounding the 

2004 Hajj Period. 570AYYASH was also the user of during that period, 

specifically from 23 December 2003 to at least 18 April 2004,571 which encompassed that 

period. 

564 

565 

566 

567 

56R 

569 

570 

571 

P01672,60255954-56. 

P02083,60265990. 

P02083,60265989. 

P01890,60243704-05. 

P01890,60243702. 

P01027,60145410;P02114,60258937-38. 

See above, Section III.F.3(a). 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, paras.261-320; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T382 _ 60-77, T383 _3-4. 
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305. One of the handsets used for , IMEI 35252200022555, was later used by 

AYYASH's PMP 170 from 7 January 2005. 572 

306. Of all 77 contacts of , 40 are common to one or more of AYYASH's 

PMPs. 573 All of the top ten contacts of are common to at least one of 

AYYASH's PMPs.574 was also in contact with phone numbers of individuals 

closely linked to AYYASH, for example, one of his car trade associates575 and 

an individual who bought vehicles from A YY ASH. 576 

307. The most frequently used cell sectors of 

AYYASH's residences in Hadath and Harouf. 577 

were located in the vicinity of 

308. During its attribution period, showed consistent co-location with 

PMP 165. 578 In all instances when the two phones were used within ten minutes of each 

other, 54% of those calls activated cell towers less than l,OOOm apart, and 31% activated 

cell towers less than 2,000m apart. 579 

other. 580 

and PMP 165 never contacted each 

(iii) Comparison of the activity of phones attributable to AYYASH in January 2004 

and January 2005 

309. If AYYASH had travelled abroad for approximately two weeks in January 2005, his 

absence from the country would have been reflected by a substantial change of pattern in 

his mobile phones' activity. Such a substantial change can indeed be seen in the activity 

of AYYASH's mobile phones during the 2004 Hajj Period, when he did travel abroad. 

By contrast, the fact that the pattern of use for AYYASH's mobile phones remained 

572 

573 

574 

575 

576 

577 

57R 

579 

580 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, paras.219-220. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, para.288. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, para.289; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T382_65:18-19. 

Mobile 333, Annex E,row.141; P02025, slide:60; P02025.4. 

Mobile 515, Annex E,row.122; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T382_69:6-21; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02025, slide:60; P02025.4. 

Annex E,rows.146-147; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, para.293. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, paras.297-310; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T382_75-77. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, para.302. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, para.299. 
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constant during the 2005 Hajj Periods further demonstrates that A YY ASH did not travel 

to the KSA to perform the Hajj in January 2005. 

a. The patterns in the usage of AYYASH's mobile phones substantially 

changed during the 2004 Hajj Period 

310. During the 2004 Hajj Period, AYYASH's mobile phones, PMP 165 and 

showed the following changes in use: 

1. The overall volume of calls for both phone numbers significantly declined 

when compared to the periods before and after the 2004 Hajj Period;581 

2. After the recorded time of AYYASH exiting Lebanon, 582 PMP 165 started 

using a different IMEI, then resuming use of its regular IMEI583 less than 

an hour after the recorded time of AYYASH's return to Lebanon; 584 

3. One third of the contacts ofPMP 165 during the 2004 Hajj Period were not 

contacted before or after that period, 585 and 

4. PMP 165 and were relatively static in the area of AYYASH's 

residence in Hadath when compared with the periods before and after the 

2004 Hajj Period. 586 

311. All of this evidences a change in user during the 2004 Hajj Period, which could be 

explained by AYYASH leaving his two mobile phones to associates or family members 

while travelling to the KSA. 587 

b. The patterns in the usage of AYYASH's mobile phones did not 

substantially change during the 2005 Hajj Period 

581 

582 

583 

584 

585 

586 

587 

The number of calls for PMP 165 dropped approximately to one third of the equivalent periods before and 
after the 2004 Hajj Period. Yellow 669 only made four calls during that period, all to an Alfa's 
service number. A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, Annex A,paras.B-14,30-36. 

P02083,60265990. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, Annex A,paras.17-22. 

P02083,60265990. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, Annex A,para.16. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, Annex A,paras.23-29,31-36. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, Annex A,paras.39-40. 
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312. During the 2005 Hajj Period, the use of AYYASH's mobile phones 

, PMP 091 and PMP 170 remained constant. More particularly: 

1. The overall volume of calls for these five phone actually increased, with a 

notable increase of activity of the Network phones; 588 

2. There was no change in the direction and duration of calls made or received 

by these five phone; 589 

3. None of these five phone changed IMEI during the 2005 Hajj Period;590 

4. The most frequently used cells did not change during the 2005 Hajj Period;591 

5. Frequent contacts of these five phone continued to be in contact during the 

2005 Hajj Period, 592 and 

6. Co-location between these five phones remained constant during the 

2005 Hajj Period. 593 

313. The unchanged pattern of use of all of AYYASH' s phones before, during and after the 

2005 Hajj Period, especially when compared to the 2004 Hajj Period, further demonstrate 

that AYYASH did not travel to the KSA in January 2005, but remained in Lebanon 

where he maintained regular use of all his mobile phones. 

314. Additionally, AYYASH's phone activity on 28 January 2005 is consistent with him 

lending PMP 091 to an individual charged with meeting his family members at the 

Airport on their return from the KSA. 594 

588 

589 

590 

591 

592 

593 

594 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, Annex B,paras.17-20. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, Annex B,paras.21-23. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, Annex B,para.28. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, Annex B,paras.29-35. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, Annex B,paras.36-42. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, Annex B,paras.43-45. 

See above, Section III.F .4(b ). 
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6. Conclusion 

315. , PMP 935, PMP 091 and PMP 170 had 

a single user. To conclude that anyone else other than AYYASH could have been the 

user of these mobile phones numbers, one would have to accept all of the following 

propositions in relation to that user, namely that the user would have: 

1) had a residence in the same areas as AYYASH in Hadath, south of Beirut, and in the 

Nabatiyeh area, south of Lebanon; and 

2) moved from the area where A YY ASH used to live in Haret Hreik to Hadath, and at 

the same period A YY ASH moved there himself; and 

3) been in contact with AYYASH's family members, acquaintances and car trade 

associates, and landlines at AYYASH's residences and workplace; and 

4) regularly used cell sectors providing coverage in the area of AYYASH's workplace 

in Markaba, and completely stopped using those cell sectors at the time A YY ASH 

was transferred from the Markaba to the Al-Doueir station; and 

5) been in contact with two professionals providing services to AYYASH and his 

family, and used cells towers located in the area of their offices on days coinciding 

with AYYASH family appointments; and 

6) contacted Iranian phone numbers when AYYASH's family members were travelling 

in Iran; and 

7) had access to the BMW owned by A YY ASH and used its integrated handset for two 

of his phone numbers on six separate occasions; and 

8) been in the area where AYYASH had an accident with his BMW on 

20 November 2004, and then contacted AYYASH's insurance broker, the accident 

expert, the tow truck driver and the garage, all in relation to that accident; and 

9) contacted A YY ASH's insurance broker and the garage in relation to another accident 

that occurred on 23 February 2005, involving the Toyota Camry owned by 

AYYASH; and 
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10) drastically changed the usage of his phones during the exact period when AYYASH 

travelled to the KSA in 2004, but kept the same patterns of use when AYYASH 

would have travelled to KSA in 2005; and 

11) lent his mobile phone PMP 091 to a person who went to the Airport on the exact day 

that AYYASH' s family members travelled back from the KSA in January 2005, and 

12) provided his phone numbers as a contact number for AYYASH on a plethora of 

documents, from at least 2003 to 2005. 

316. Such a position would self-evidently be unsustainable. All of the above elements, taken 

as a whole, match AYYASH's life and known events to such a high degree that they 

cannot reasonably be considered as the result of a mere coincidence. The only reasonable 

inference to be drawn from the entirety of the evidence is that AYYASH had the 

continued use of his mobile phones, including during the 2005 Hajj Period. 
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IV. RELATIONSHIP OF ACCUSED & BADREDDINE WITH 

HEZBOLLAH 

A. The Commander of the Network co-ordinating the Preparation for and Attack on 

Hariri, Mustapha BAD RED DINE was a Hezhollah Military Commander 

317. BADREDDINE was a senior military commander of vast experience and importance in 

Hezbollah and the history of the Resistance movement. 595 Despite the arrest warrant 

against him issued on 28 June 2011, 596 BADREDDINE remained at large, until his death 

in Syria was announced by Hezbollah on 13 May 2016. 597 

318. BADREDDINE was lauded by the Secretary General of Hezbollah, Hassan 

NASRALLAH as being one ofHezbollah's "best leaders". BADREDDINE had been a 

member of and involved in the Resistance from its "first moments and hours". 598 

319. NASRALLAH recognised BADREDDINE's involvement during the first years and 

months in forming, training, transferring expertise, equipping and directing jihadi groups; 

as having been involved with military operations for over thirty years, and in particular 

since the confrontation at Khaldeh; as having assumed the "leadership of the Military 

Central Command in Hezbollah" in 1995; as having been a military leader in July 2006; 

as having assumed several responsibilities after Imad MUGHNIYEH died in 2008,599 and 

by 2016 commanding Hezbollah forces in Syria. 600 There is no dispute that 

BADREDDINE was a member ofHezbollah, engaged in Hezbollah activity continuously 

until his death at which time he was "in charge of leading and commanding the 

Hezbollah military and security units inside Syrian territories."601 

595 

596 

597 

59R 

599 

600 

601 

P01989, 51 :06-01:00:45; P01989,60317985_D _EN,pp.l-2. 

F0020, International Warrant to Arrest Mr Mustafa Amine Badreddine Including Transfer and Detention 
Request, 8 July 2011. See also Fl501, International Warrants of Arrest (Corrected Versions Annexed), 17 
April2014, Annex D. 

P01982. 

P01989, 51:06-01 :00:45; P01989,60317985_D _EN,pp.l-2. 

P01039,60230121. 

P01989, 51:06-01 :00:45; P01989,60317985_D _EN,pp.l-2. 

P01989,60317985_D_EN,p. 3. 
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320. Further, NASRALLAH acknowledged the practice that after martyrdom, Hezbollah 

almost always goes back to using the real names of its members. In other words, it is 

upon his death that his true identity as Mustapha BAD RED DINE is openly used. 602 As a 

result, following the announcement of BADREDDINE's death, eight witnesses 

recognised photographs ofBADREDDINE as being the person they knew as Sami ISSA 

and/or Safi. 603 

321. BADREDDINE was an experienced operative with the necessary skills, knowledge and 

ability to train and to lead others in the sophisticated preparation and execution of the 

Attack. His affiliation with Hezbollah explains how he was able to operate using a phone 

network belonging to Hezbollah. The fact that BADREDDINE was a confirmed senior 

Hezbollah commander and he was the attributed user of a phone 

corroborates the fact that the was a Hezbollah network. 

B. AYYASH, SABRA, ONEISSI and BADREDDINE were acknowledged by the 

Secretary General of Hezbollah as "brothers in the resistance" 

322. Prior to the Prosecution's completion of the Indictment against the four Accused, 

NASRALLAH stated on 11 November 2010, in relation to the STL, that "Mistaken is he 

who believes that we will allow the arrest or detention of any of our mujahedeen. The 

hand that attempts to reach them will be cut off'". 604 This statement is an indication that 

NASRALLAH would stand up on behalf ofHezbollah members. 

323. On 2 July 2011, NASRALLAH responded to the Indictment in theAyyash et al. case, in 

which he stated that the Indictment had been issued "against brothers in the 

resistance. "605 

602 

603 

604 

605 

P01989, 51:06-01 :00:45; P01989,60317985_D _EN,pp.l-2. 

PRH416:PO 1414,6031920 1-60319212;PRH416:T220 _36; PRH416:T222 _ 42,45,45-47;PRH306:PO 1660, 
60319057-68; PRH306:T224_92-93; PRH306:T225_7,65-66,72-73; PRH264:P01659, 60319021-32; 
PRH264:T227 _19-2189-91; PRH605:P01664, 60314116-219, 60314175-77, 60319311-22; PRH338:P01663, 
60306043-112,60318998-9008,60318073-136,60318074,60318078;PRH470:P01658,60309962-10210, 
60309998,60310198,60310199, 60310042-45,60310053-55; 60319009-9020; 60315197-204; PRH423:P01661, 
60305133-94, 60305168-69,60305175 60319189-200, 60315239-45; PRH369:PO 1662, 60305195-208, 
60305202-04;60319069-60319079,60318012-17;P01982,D0498819;P00724;P00725. 

P02090, D0506211. 

See the entirety ofNASRALLAH's Press Conference in response to the STL's Indictment at P00458 and the 
booklet with the script of the press conference at P00458.1, 60223025 for the precise quote. 
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324. On 17 August 2011, during a speech NASRALLAH referred to the then four Accused

A YY ASH, SABRA, ONEISSI and BAD RED DINE- as "honourable resistance men". 606 

These two statements were a clear indication that the Accused persons were part of the 

resistance, which is a reference to Hezbollah. 

C. AYYASH, MERHI and BADREDDINE used a covert Hezbollah telephone 

network to co-ordinate preparation and execution of the Attack 

325. NASRALLAH accepted that the (comprising & 

), which emanated from a wider group of 18 , belonged to 

Hezbollah and were operated by Hezbollah operatives engaged on a covert mission 

during the relevant time. 607 

326. The operatives who used the , acknowledged to be a Hezbollah network, 

were AYYASH, MERHI and BADREDDINE. 

D. AYYASH'S presence in Haret Hreik before and during the meeting between 

Nasrallah and HARIRI demonstrates knowledge of confidential meeting with 

H ezbollah leader 

327. The users ofthe and covert networks had prior knowledge of the 

meeting between HARIRI and NASRALLAH on the night of 21 December 2004 and of 

its location within Haret Hreik. 608 The precise location of the meeting was unknown to 

HARIRI, his security personnel and Mustafa NASSER.609 

328. This assertion is supported by: (a) the location of AYYASH's and 

606 

607 

60R 

609 

610 

phones, prior to and during the meeting, in the same area ofHaret Hreik610 

where the meeting took place, the same area where the phones of Hussein KHALIL, 

Mustafa NASSER and HARIRI's security personnel were also located during the 

P02095,60236173, p.5. 

P02122, pp.86-87; P02098, p.3, D0277627. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T327_64-95; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides:35-64, Annex B,rows.30084-30165. See 
also PO 1782, paras.318,322-331. 

M.NASSER/PRH476:Tl37 68-70. 

The cell sectors Haret_Hreik-II (MTC) and BIRABD (Alfa) are providing coverage for the area. P01794. 
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phones on the same area before the 

meeting; 612 and (c) the close alignment in movement between and phones 

with those of HARIRI's security personnel on the return to Quraitem Palace613 after 

midnight. 614 

329. Mustapha NASSER, whose principal role as advisor to HARIRI was to act as an 

intermediary between particular leaders in Hezbollah and HARIRI, most notably 

Secretary-General Hassan NASRALLAH and his assistant Hussein KHALIL, 615 testified 

to the arrangements when HARIRI would meet NASRALLAH. When travelling from 

Quraitem Palace to the location of the meeting, only the driver of the Hezbollah vehicle 

leading the HARIRI vehicle knew the location of the meeting. The route was planned, in 

terms of security, by the driver of the Hezbollah vehicle. 616 

330. The location of the meeting was at one of the headquarters ofHezbollah and was under 

heavy guard and surveillance by Hezbollah. 617 

331. The fact of the meeting was known only to those in the tightest inner circles of the former 

Prime Minister ("PM") and Hezbollah. 618 The precise location ofthe meeting between 

HARIRI and NASRALLAH in Haret Hreik on the night of 21 December 2004 was 

unknown to HARIRI, his security personnel and Mustapha NASSER. 619 Despite this, 

611 

612 

613 

614 

615 

616 

617 

61R 

619 

AYYASH( I I ) and other members of the Assassination 

Unit were able to position themselves in order to conduct surveillance and follow 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T327 _84-86,88-92; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides:41-43,47-48,51,53-54, Annex 
B,rows.30113-30114,30127,30132,30134,30137. See also P01782, paras.318,322-324. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T327 _87 -88,96-97; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides:31-34,41-43,49-54,57-63, Annex 
B,rows.30076-30083,30100-30104,30115-30138,30150-30164; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.2. 
See PO 1782, paras.326-328. 

Annex C.1,row.116. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T327 _98-101; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides:44-46,64-67, Annex B,rows.30105-
30107,30165-30173; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.2. See also P01782, paras.328-329. 

M.NASSER/PRH476:Tl37 6-8. 

M.NASSER/PRH476:Tl37 68-70. 

M.NASSER/PRH476:Tl38 7-8. 

F.SINIORA/PRH108:Tl34_78-79; M.NASSER/PRH476:Tl37 _ 41-42; G.PLATT/PRH 147 :T327 _57-65,68-69,72-
88,90-93; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides:13-54, Annex B, rows.30033-30138; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01794; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:PO 1783, paras.240-243,245-259 ,tables.23-25,maps.18-19. See PO 1782, paras.317 -331. 

M.NASSER/PRH476:Tl37 68:18-69:18. 
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HARIRI back to Quraitem Palace after the meeting. 620 This provides a clear indication 

that they had advance knowledge of the fact that the meeting would occur and its 

location. 

332. In light of all the evidence, the clear inference is that A YY ASH and the Assassination 

Unit as affiliates of Hezbollah had access to and prior knowledge of the fact and location 

of the meeting, and conducted surveillance ofHARIRI and his security prior to, during, 

and on the return journey from that meeting. 

E. Further evidence of Links between the Accused and BADREDDINE and 

Hezbollah 

333. In 2003, AYYASH was nominated by the Loyalty to the Resistance Bloc621 to 

accompany one of their Hezbollah-affiliated Members of Parliament ("MPs") on the Hajj 

Pilgrimage. 622 AYYASH' s name was listed in the contact details on insurance policy 

belonging to Abdallah Ali SAFIEDDINE, 623 Hezbollah 's representative in Iran, 624 with 

whom A YY ASH has family ties. 625 

334. Moreover, the two most senior Accused in the conspiracy and BADREDDINE had 

contacts with high ranking Hezbollah officials on their non-network phones. A YY ASH 

had contacts with Wafik SAFA,626 head of the Central Unit for Liaison and Co

Ordination in Hezbollah, 627 and with Abdallah Ali SAFIEDDINE, 628 Hezbollah's 

representative in Iran. 629 MERHI also had contacts with the senior Hezbollah official, 

620 

621 

622 

623 

624 

625 

626 

627 

62R 

629 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T327 _64-95; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides:35-64, Annex B,rows.30084-30165. 
See alsoP01782, paras.318,322-331. Assassination Unit: AYYASH, Subjects 5,6, 7, 8 and 9, also known as 
the Principal Six or Core Six who used their Red Phones (Red, 636,946, 741, 678, 893,652) on 14 February to 
co-ordinate the assassination. 

I.ITANI/PRH395:P01672, 60255942,paras.40-41, 60255943, paras.47-48, 60255954_D_EN. 

P01673, 60255963, 60255968; I.ITANI/PRH395:P01672, 60255943, paras.47-50. 

G.N.SAAB/PRH081: P00693,60302632. 

PRH045:P01107, 60180580, para.72. 

Mobile [Redacted]894, Annex E, row.156; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, D0537214, para.92(g); 
P01034,60144978,60144986-87;P01032,60254171;P01034,60144966. 

Mobile [Redacted]505, Annex E,row.96; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, D0537258, para.231, 
D0537266, para.254, D0537277, para.290. 

P02091, 60177667-68, 6017767_D_EN. 

Mobile [Redacted]894, Annex E,row.156; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, para.92(g). 

PRH045:P01107,60180580,para.72. 
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Ali AMMAR. 630 BAD RED DINE had contact with Hezbollah officials, SAF A, AMMAR 

and SHERR!. 631 

335. Three of the Accused have familial relations with Hezbollah members. MERHI's 

brother, Youssef Habib MERHI, 632 was declared a martyr upon his death and his 

memorial services were attended by Hezbollah officials, including AMMAR and on one 

occasion, by NASRALLAH. 633 SABRA's brother, Moussa Hassan SABRA,634 was 

declared a 'mujahid', upon his death. His memorial services were attended by Hezbollah 

officials, including AMMAR and SHERRI, former deputy Mohammed EL-BIRJAWI, 

Mahmoud QOMA TE, member of the Political Council of Hezbollah and the 

representative of the Secretary General of Hezbollah, Sheik Ali JABER. 635 Ahmed 

Hassan ONEISSI and Ali Ahmed ONEISSI, the younger brother and nephew of 

ONEISSI,636 were declared 'martyrs' by Hezbollah upon their deaths. 637 

F. The Relationship between Accused and areas of commonality 

336. AYYASH is the brother-in-law of BADREDDINE's brother, Mohammed Amine 

BADREDDINE, through their wives who are sisters. 638 AYYASH is a long-term 

associate of Y ahya BEYDOUN, 639 the brother-in-law ofMERHI. 640 All the Accused and 

BADREDDINE are of Muslim Shiite confession. 641 

630 

631 

632 

633 

634 

635 

636 

637 

63R 

639 

640 

641 

Mobile [Redacted]725, Annex E, row.155; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T377_22:19-25; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01962.1, para.43. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02023.3, paras.101-104,270, Mobile 505, Annex E,row.96; paras.97-98,269, 
Mobile 725, Annex E,row.155;.paras.99-100,199,271, Mobile 000, Annex E,row.157. 

P01051, 60236910. 

P02100, P02097. 

P01078,60210589. 

P02094. 

P01066;P02092,D0506197. 

P02092, D0506197; P02096. 

P01034,60144968;P01036,60252255-57;P01034,60144966. 

PRH028:P02126, 60140591_TS_AR_EN_02,pp.25-29; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, para.92e. 

P01062,60236929;P01051,60236910. 

P00691,D0328293;P00683,D0187746;P01040,60242738;P01066;P01078. 
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337. At the relevant time, all the Accused resided in the same general area of Dahyieh, 

Beirut, 642 an area strongly associated with Hezbollah. 643 Both AYYASH and SABRA 

resided in the same plot in Hadath. 644 There are no records of property owned by 

BADREDDINE. 645 However, the analysis of the top MTC and Alfa cell sectors used by 

all of BADREDDINE's personal phones show that the primary residence of 

BADREDDINE would have been located in the area covered by cell sectors Bir El 

Abed_A and Roueis3, the most frequently used cell towers from February 2004. 646 The 

best predicted cell coverage for both are within the Dahyieh area.647 When comparing the 

geographic profiles of the Accused and BAD RED DINE, it can be observed that the most 

frequently used cell sectors648 between the five individual individuals are in or around the 

D h . h 649 a y1e area. 

G. Resources Used by the Accused 

338. Objectively, the assassination of HARIRI could not have been carried out without 

operational support, expertise, skill and a commonality of purpose. Certainly 

BADREDDINE due to his role and seniority in Hezbollah had the capacity to provide 

leadership, expertise and skill. It required months of preparation, including through 

covert observations and surveillance. The Accused, supporters of Hezbollah, were 

available and carried out such actions during these months. 

642 

643 

644 

645 

646 

647 

64R 

649 

Annex C.l, rows.l46,149,150,153. 

M.NASSER/PRH476:T138_7,137_33-34; B.EL-SABEH/PRH042:T128_13; G.EL-YOUSSEF/PRH265:T125_39-
40; A.FAHEY/PRH263:P01131. 

P00662, paras.ll-28,136-139; Annex C.l, rows.l46;153. 

P02075,60243975. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T379:47:13-15; A.DONALDSON/PRH230: P02022, slide:37. 

Annex C.1, rows.146; 149; 150; 153. SeeM.NASSER/PRH476:T137_33-34; B.EL-SABEH/PRH042:T128_13; 
G.EL-YOUSSEF/PRH265:T125_39-40; A.FAHEY /PRH263:P01131. 

The recurrent cell sectors include: SFEIR_A, SFEIR_B, SFEIR2, SFEIR3, ROUEIS2, ROUEIS3, 
BRAJNE2 and HARA2. A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02026.2, paras.98-107,147-148,193-194, 232-233, 
255-260; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01962.1, paras.67-72,198-204; P02144; 3D00440; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01953.1, paras.50-53; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02023.3, paras.136-137, 
203-206, 281; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01949, paras.32-42. For BADREDDINE, the top cell sector 
for the period two is ROUEIS3 (SMP 944) and Bir El Abed_A (PMP 354 and PMP 663). 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02023 .3, paras.136,203,205,281. 

Annex C.l,rows.l46,149,150,153. See M.NASSER/PRH476:Tl37 _33-34; B.EL-SABEH/PRH042:Tl28 13; 
G.EL-YOUSSEF/PRH265:Tl25 _39-40; A.FAHEY/PRH263:P01131. 
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339. It required covert communication networks to operate and avoid detection. One of those 

networks, the used by AYYASH, MERHI and BADREDDINE was 

a Hezbollah network. The and Networks, like the controlling 

were assessed as being particularly covert Mission Phone Networks with a high degree of 

organization, co-ordination and discipline. 650 AYYASH, a member of the acknowledged 

Hezbollah network, also carried out operations on the and covert Networks. 

MERHI, also a user, carried out operations as the co-ordinator of the 

340. It required, at a minimum, 40 paid phones used by a minimum of 18 operatives over 

months. It required access to military grade explosives and the expertise to put the 

VBIED in place. It is important to recall that the operational activity necessary to 

assassinate HARIRI could not, and was not, done by just the Accused. The number of 

phone users operating throughout the conspiracy demonstrates that there was a team of 

operatives who worked with the Accused to carry out the assassination. 

H. Conclusion 

341. The Accused and BADREDDINE's support of or membership in Hezbollah provides 

a common bond between them at times material to the Indictment.651 It also explains how 

AYYASH and MERHI, with their co-conspirator BADREDDINE were able to operate 

using a covert telephone network acknowledged by the Secretary General ofHezbollah 

as belonging to Hezbollah. It explains how A YY ASH was able to be present in the same 

area in Haret Hriek when HARIRI met with NASRALLAH, despite the secrecy of the 

location and the security involved. It explains why a senior Hezbollah commander, 

executing a hugely important and sophisticated mission would include as members of the 

650 

651 

co-ordination team the Accused A YYASH and MERHI. It explains 

how the person leading the operation at the apex of the ureen J'lerworK, 

BADREDDINE, had the capabilities to carry out such a carefully orchestrated plan. 

Mission Phone: a phone selected to be used uniquely to very specific activity(ies). 

T423 33. 
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342. It also shows how the Accused were able to carry out the crime. A criminal operation of 

this magnitude requires communications networks, persons with expertise, continuous 

funding of the networks, and trusted personnel. Though unnecessary for a conviction, a 

finding that they were Hezbollah supporters, if not members, allows the court also to 

draw the inference as to how they were able to access resources such as the 

, to carry out the crime. 
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V. PREPARATION & EXECUTION OF THE ATTACK: THE 

COVERT TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORKS 

A. The Four telephone networks co-existing prior to the Attack shared characteristics 

that mirrored the exceptional & sophisticated nature of the Attack 

343. In the months preceding the Attack, four telephone networks ( and 

) shared common characteristics of covertness, organization, discipline and 

generous resourcing to a lesser or greater degree. A YY ASH, as the co-ordinator of the 

assassination, was the only conspirator to be a member of all four. 

344. Three of those networks ( and ) were exceptional by any standards. 652 

They conveyed such a high degree of covertness, cohesion and focus that they have been 

classified as Mission Phone groups-a rare phenomenon associated with senous, 

complex and sophisticated criminal activity. 653 

345. The characteristics ofthe Mission Phone groups mirror the qualities required to prepare 

for, co-ordinate and execute an attack of the complexity, magnitude and sophistication 

that took place on 14 February 2005. 

1. 

346. The consisted of eight phones: 654 six principal phones used by the 

Assassination Unit (AYYASH and Subjects 5, 6, 7, 8 & 9)655 and two reserve phones.656 

652 

653 

654 

655 

656 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:17,25,31; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285 _27 -28,50,65,79,91-92; 
PHILIPS describes these phones as "Mission Phones because of the way they operate, and that's highly 
unusual [ ... ] They're extremely rare, this type of operation. This closed user group, the constraints that 
are put on them, they are extremely unusual in terms of phones". J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :T287 _ 25-26. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:9-12; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285 _13-14; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T287 25. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, paras.482-483; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slides:97-98. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:15; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, 
para.4.1.2.5; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285_ 44-46; G.PLATT/PRH147:T254_55-56; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, paras.482-483; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide:98. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:15; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.6.7; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285 _ 44-46; G.PLATT/PRH147:T254_55-56; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, 
paras.483,489. 
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Those phones were used to contact each other within a 100% closed network, 657 between 

14 January 2005 and 14 February 2005. 658 

347. The network was used to co-ordinate the Attack on 14 February 2005 to ensure that the 

suicide VBIED was in place moments before HARIRI' s convoy passed by St. Georges's 

Marina on his way to Quraitem Palace from the Lebanese Parliament ("Parliament").659 

348. The synchronization and intensity of their use in the moments before HARIRI left 

Parliament rendered their discovery by the investigating authorities inevitable ("High 

Forensic Visibility"). 660 This fact made the need for the users of the 

remain anonymous of the utmost importance. 661 

to 

349. The was the most covert of the four networks. Expert PHILIPS described 

657 

658 

659 

660 

661 

662 

the phones concerned as "classic Mission Phones". 662 A series of measures requiring 

a high degree of discipline and focus were adopted to ensure their user's anonymity that 

included, but also extended well beyond those ordinarily deployed for criminal or covert 

activity, such as: 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:16-17; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.5.2.2; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285_116-118; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T282 _8-9; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, paras.496-497G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, 
slide:ll6. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:42; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, para.6.2.5; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.5.2.5; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285 _ 46-49,116-117; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T282_7-11; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, paras.484-486; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, 
slide:97. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PR435:P01118, slides: 125-129,164; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T287 _56-57; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288 _76-77,80-88,91-92; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :T289 _ 86-87; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.5.4.7, 5.4.8.15-5.4.8.18, 5.5.2.6-5.5.2.7, 5.6.2.4, 5.6.2.13, 
fig.05, paras.5.6.2.19, 5.6.2.21-5.6.2.23, 5.7.1.4-5.7.1.5, 5.7.1.10-5.7.1.11, 5.8.1.6-5.8.1.8, 5.8.1.11, 5.8.1.42, 
5.8.1.44-5.8.1.45, 5.8.1.47-5.8.1.48, 6.11; P00297. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, para.7.3,subpara.21,D0346237; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.6.1.5.3; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:127; 
J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :T288 _77 -79,81-82. High forensic visibility: High risk that the call activity will be 
associated with the crime (or "mission") by forensic analysis after the event (e.g. by the proximity of calls 
to the time and location of its execution). 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.5.7.1.4,5.8.1.2-5.8.1.3; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285 _50-54; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288 78-79. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:PO 1117, para.5.8.1.1; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:PO 1118, slide: 127; 
J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :T288 78. 
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• Pre-paid subscriptions with no (or incorrect) subscriber details; 663 

• Untraceable cash only transactions; 664 

• Phone administration (purchase, set-up, repair and top-up) occurred in Tripoli, 665 

a location remote from the phones' areas of use and their users' base area in 

D h . h 666 a y1e ; 

• No SMS were sent; 667 

• No call forward/voicemail facility option was used;668 

• All calls were made within the network; 669 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:l7; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285_50; G.PLATT/PRH147:T254_82; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T282_5-6 ;G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, paras.492-495,509-511; PRH553:Tl91_ 40-
44, 51-52,65-72,74:7-25,76-77,88:1-7; PRH553:Tl93_34-35,42-43, 65-72; P00484; 
Y.ABDO/PRH004:P00376, 60288162,paras.l3-16; M.HAMAWI/PRH077:P00372, 60289099,parasll-13; 
F.RFAIEH/PRH118:P00375, 60287825-26, paras.l6-18; J.AHMAD/PRH010:P00370, 60287786,paras.l4-
16; A.SROUR/PRH093:P00464 60129576,paras.l4-15; Z.OBEID/PRH114:P00554,60293394,paras.l7-22; 
M.YAKHANI/PRH113: P00373 60288203, para.l3-15; A.EL-ABDALLAH/PRH02l:P00371, 60287630, 
paras.l3-14; M.HAMCHO/PRH117:P00374, 60288270, paras.l3-14; P00404. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:l7; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285_54-54; G.PLATT/PRH147:T282_6-7; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795,slide:ll5. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:l8,134; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, paras.6.3.15.21-6.3.15.22; 
J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.5.2.19.12, 5.8.1.3, 6.1.2.1-6.1.2.3, 6.1.4.1; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285_66, 116; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 _19-23; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T254_56-57, 71, 73-74; G.PLATT/PRH147:T282_108-109; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, paras.485-487,509-511; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slides: 101-109, see 
P01782,. See P01782, paras.468-470, 832-834,478; S.EL-AJOUZ/PRH032:Tl87 _12-14 ,34-36,41-42; 
S.EL-AJOUZ/PRH032:P00568; PRH553:Tl91_18, 23-24,39,46-50,51-52,54-55,57,66-67, 72-73; 
P00792, rows.l-6,27, 39 and columns marked "dealer" and "delivery time", which coincide with Red 
NetworkiMSI numbers; P00785; PRH707:P01192; P00484, 60048383,60048391; P00789; P00575; 
P00787; PRH707:P01194, 60315784,para.l8; Purchase of Handsets: A.MOGHRABI/PRH560:P00559, 
paras 10,14,16; P00403;PRH292:P00565; P00401; H.JAMALIPRH38l:P00557; P00402; 
M.IZMIRIAN:PRH415:P00556; R.AWAYDA/PRH686:P00561, 60303122-23; P01285; 
N.DONA/PRH249:P00465; F.TALIB/PRH580:P00560; P01280. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:21,131-132; P01118.3; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, 
paras.6.1.4, 6.1.5.4, map.02A; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, para.6.3.15.23; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285_67-
73; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 _9-16. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:l7; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, paras.6.3.15.32-6.3.15.33 but see 
para.6.3.15.18; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.5.2.6.8; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285_51-52; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, para.501; H.ZAAROUR PRH696:P00956, paras20-23. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:l7; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, para.6.3.15.37; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.5.2.6.8; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285 52-53. 

Except for three misdials. J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:PO 1114, para.6.3.15.18; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide: 17, J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.5.8.1.10; 
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• Calls were principally restricted to daytime hours (10.00-19:00) and none occurred 

overnight between 22:00 and 07:00, 670 thereby insulating the locations of the users' 

residence from association with the phones;671 

• Calls were prohibited from use in the vicinity of the users' base area in the heart of 

Dahyieh, 672 except when following HARIRI to that location on 31 January (Higher 

Shiite Council)673 and 12 February 2005 (funerals at Sacre Coeur and 

Mar Michael); 674 

• Phones were switched off when not required; 675 and 

• Co-ordinated disposal of phones (SIMs and handsets) following execution of their 

purpose (12:53, 14 February 2005). 676 

350. A number of elements677 in the behaviour of the reflecting a strong degree 

670 

671 

672 

673 

674 

675 

676 

677 

of co-ordination, cohesion and focus also point firmly to the 

overseen and operated by an organised, well-resourced entity, such as: 

being 

• The eight phones were purchased, set-up and topped up together, 678 consistent with 

h . d . . . 679 t e1r a mm1strat10n as a group; 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T282_8-9; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, paras.496-500,508;G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide: 116; 
PRH088:P02135, 60008425-26. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:18-19; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, para.6.3.15.1; 
J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :P01117, paras.5.2.1.1, 5.4.1.4, 5.8.1.3-5.8.1.4, 5.8.1.1 0-5.8.1.11, 6.1.3.1-
6.1.3.1 O,table.01A,fig.O 1A,para.6.1.5.2; J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285 _54-55. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.6.1.3.8-6.1.3.12. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:18, 20-21,125, 131-133; P01118.3; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.5.4.8.12, 6.1.4; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 _9-16. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 _10. See also P01782, paras.800-805; P00303, D0004956-57, P00299, 
60142161; PRH019:P00358, 60296063,para.35; P00359; P00303, D0004956-57; P00303, D0004951-55. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 _10. See also P01782, paras.978-982. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T254_72-73,80-81. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides: 163-164; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, para.6.2.6; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.5.2.5.3-5.2.5.4, 5.2.19.11, 5.7.1.5; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T287_56-57; G.PLATT/PRH147:T254_70-71; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, para.488; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide:126. See also P01782, 
para.1041. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, para.6.3.16. 
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• Handset swapping in the first days ofuse, indicating that SIMs and Handsets were 

gathered, separated, and redistributed after use, 680 also suggests a central point of 

d . . . 681 
a mm1strat10n as a group; 

• Notwithstanding that the phones were used as a network on only 11 days over a 

period of one month, 682 a minimum of US$1150-1334 was spent on their use; they 

were disposed of with a combined call credit of US$495 .18; 683 

• The principal six phones only ever contacted each other as a group on limited specific 

days: 11 out of a possible 42;684 

• The principal six phones operated as a group with a highly specific focus in limited 

areas685 (almost exclusively West/686 Central Beirut and Faraya/ Mosbeh area687); 

• Their behaviour was marked by frequent, short, co-ordinated calls intensely focused 

into limited blocks of time, 688 and 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:l34; G.PLATT/PRH147:T254_55-60,67; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, 
paras.492-495,509-511; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slides:101-109. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T254 64:16-22. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, paras.6.2.2-6.2.3, 6.2.6; G.PLATT/PRH147:T254_79-81; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, paras.512-517; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slides:112-113; 
PRH377:P01967); P00790, D0162833-36; P00580; P01282; P00581, 60265878; P01285; P01197; 
P01198;P01199; P01200;P01200; P01201;P01202; P01203;P01204;P01285,D0173965. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T254_79-80; 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, para.6.3.15.41. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, 
para.7.3,subpara.23(D0346238); G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, paras.522-526; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slides: 110-111; P00789;P00787; PRH707:P01194, 60315784,para.18 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:19,49; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, para.6.3, note: on two further 
days the phones made contact with Alfa to be initialised and topped up with credit; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.5.2.1.1, 5.2.1.3, 5.2.5.1-5.2.5.2, 5.2.6.1, 5.2.6.5,graph.01, 
paras.5.3.1.3.,5.4.1.1-5.4.1.3,fig.01A, paras.5.8.1.7,6.1.2.1-6.1.3.2,fig.01A, paras.6.1.3.6-6.1.3.7. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, paras.518-519;G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide:120. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.5.4.3.3, 5.4.4.3,map.23A; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, para.519; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slides:121-123; P00795.1. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:20,55; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, para.6.3.15.23; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.5.2.1.3,map.03A, paras.5.2.6.3-5.2.6.4, 5.2.19.10, 5.3.2.2,map.03A, 
paras.5.8.1.3-5.8.1.4, 5.8.1.6, 5.8.1.8, 5.8.1.10-5.8.1.11, 5.8.1.47,6.1.5.4; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285_54-55,67-73; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T286_ 40; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, para.518; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide:125; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T282 63-67. 
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• The final day of use, 14 February 2005, conveyed a particularly high degree of 

synchronicity689 and a co-ordinated shut down of the network. 690 

351. The consisted of three phones that operated from 30 September 2004 

(the date of AYYASH's first use) to 14 February 2005.691 

352. Those three phones emerged from a larger closed user group of eight 

which in turn were part of eighteen all set up and maintained from 

August-September 2004. 692 With the exception of three short incoming calls and two 

misdials to (AYYASH), this of three phones was exclusive 

from the joinder of AYYASH, on 30 September 2004. 693 

353. From 13 October 2004, shortly before the began, security was further 

688 

689 

690 

691 

692 

693 

694 

tightened as the Network became fully closed and formed an open triangle structure: 694 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides: 19,42,104,127,136; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.5.2.6, 5.2.19.8; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288_80-81; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide:119. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:42,127 -129; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.5.2.5.3, 5.8.1.45; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T287 _56-57; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288 _ 81-89,91-92. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:93,127 -129,162-164; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, 
para.7.3,subpara.21(D0346237); J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.5.2.5.3-5.2.5.4, 5.3.4.1, 6.1.2.5, 
6.1 0.2.1 ,table.26A; J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T287 _56-57; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :T288 _ 82-89; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T254_70-71; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, paras.520-521; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795,slide: 106; P01205; P01207;P01211. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285_75; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:23-24; 
J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :P01116, D0455634, paras.5.1.1.1-5.1.1.11,7 .4.1.1-7.4.4.7, 7.5.1.1; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.5.2.11,6.2.1.1-6.2.2.4; G.PLATT/PRH147:T252_58-59; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, paras.678-681; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slides:28,40,42. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285_75,81-82; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01116, paras.5.1.1.1-5.1.1.8; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T252_77-80; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slides:36-42. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285_76-79; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:24-25,34; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01116, paras.7.5.1.17-7.5.1.20, 7.5.7,graph.02; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, 
para.5.2.8.1,fig.02, paras.5.2.8.2-5.2.8.3, 5.2.19.13, 5.8.1.29, 6.2.2.3. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:102; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.5.5.1.3,fig.04; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T287 _76-78. Open triangle: from 13 October 2004, the Green Network became 
fully closed and formed an open triangle structure in which Green 300 had exclusive contact with Green 
023; and Green 071 had exclusive contact with Green 023. 
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(BADREDDINE); and 
695 

354. The was the communication hub used to command and oversee the 

preparation of each limb of the plot, including the Attack and the delivery and publication 

of the false claim. 696 However, its very limited direct association with the Attack itself

only one call on 14 February an hour before the Attack occurred- did not demand quite 

the same rigorous operating measures as those deployed by the 

Forensic Visibility"). 697 

("Lower 

355. Nevertheless, a high degree of covertness, discipline and focus was adopted to ensure that 

the users' anonymity was protected, such as: 

695 

696 

697 

69R 

699 

700 

• All 18 phones within the 

subscribers were fictitious; 698 

group of phones used post-paid contracts whose 

• All calls were made within the Network; 699 

• No SMS texts were exchanged; 700 

• T . "d. h 701 ransactwns were pal m cas ; 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285_75-76; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:102; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 _ 46-47,53,74; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:24-25,149,156; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:PO 1116, paras.7 .5.1.1, 7 .5.1.11-7 .5.1.13, 7 .5.1.17-7.5.1.20, 7 .5.7,fig.O 1,graph.02; 
J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :P01117, paras.5.2.8.1-5.2.8.3, 5.12.1, 5.2.19.13, 5.2.19.19, 5.5.1.1-5.5.1.6, 5.6.2.6, 
5.6.2.16-5.6.2.18, 5.8.1.29-5.8.1.30, 5.8.1.40-5.8.1.41, 6.2.2.3,fig.02,04,05; G.PLATT/PRH147:T253 _34; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, paras.689; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slides:50. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T287 _72-80; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:101-102,156,159; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, fig.04, paras.5.5.1.5, 5.6.2.16-5.6.2.18. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285_79-80; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T287 _57 -59,76,81; 
J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :T288 _ 80; J .E.PHILIPS/PRH43 5 :T289 _ 82,84-87; J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :PO 1118, 
slides:26,94, 101,104,163. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.5.2.9.2; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:25; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285_79:10; G.PLATT/PRH147:T252_58,63-64,71-75; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, paras.684-687,691; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slides:43-46; P00405; 
P00397;P0079~D0472171;P00485,60138455-57. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01116, graph.02; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:24-25; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.5.2.8,fig.02; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285 _79:9-10; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, paras.678-680); G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slides:49-50. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01116, paras.7.5.1.17-7.5.1.18; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:25; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285_79:10-11; G.PLATT/PRH147:T252_80:10-19; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, 
paras.706, 723, 7 40. 
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• Phones were switched off when not required; 702 and 

• Co-ordinated disposal of phones (SIMs and Handsets) occurred after execution of 

their purpose (7-14 February 2005). 703 

356. Like the , a number of elements in the behaviour of the 

701 

702 

703 

704 

705 

706 

707 

reflected a strong degree of co-ordination, cohesion and focus pointing firmly to an 

organised, well-resourced entity, such as: 

• The group of phones were reduced to a network of three phones in a staged, 

organised manner from the original closed sub-network of eight (6- 19 September 

2004) and then five phones (24-30 September 2004) respectively; 704 

• The open triangle formation of contact, and the call flow, is strongly indicative of a 

d. . 1" d d 705 1sc1p me comman structure; 

• The contact on both limbs of the network triangle was marked by a restricted number 

of short, and sometimes co-ordinated, calls; 706 

• The h d . d" d 707 was s ut own m a co-or mate manner; 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.5.2.9.2; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:25; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285_79:11-12; G.PLATT/PRH147:T252_81-83, 88-91; G.PLATT/PRH147:T253 19; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, paras.684-687, 696; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slides:43-46; 
PRH707:P01194, P01194.1; P00486; P00791, D0163047-48; PRH707:P01192,para.260; 
PRH707 :PO 1194,para.21. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T253_39-44;G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide:52. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.5.8.1.46; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01116, para.7.5.6.8; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T253_20; G.PLATT/PRH147:T253_20,70-71; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, 
paras.693-696. See also P01782, paras.903,905,1041; C.CARNUS/PRH377:P01967, 60289522-31; P00790, 
D0162889, D0162871, D0162833-36. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01116, paras.7.2.3,7.4.1.1; G.PLATT/PRH147:T252_58-61,77-80; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T253_31-33; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, paras.673-681; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slides:36-42. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:101-102,149; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.5.5.1.3-5.5.1.6, 
fig.04; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01116, paras.7.5.1.11-7.5.1.13,fig.Ol; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T287 _ 46,72-78; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T253 _34; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide:50. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01116,para.7.5.7, see bullet-points 6-8; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.5.2.7.4, 
5.2.12.3, 6.2.4.3; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T287 _74:11-17. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01116, paras.7.7 -7.8; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.5.2.11.3; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T252_80-81; G.PLATT/PRH147:T253_20,70-71; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, 
paras.695-696; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slides:60-61. 
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• 18 SIM cards were purchased in July and August 2004 from shops in Dahyieh; 708 

• Of the 14 phones set up for use, all did so in the same area of Haret Hreik using the 

ROUEIS cell site (12 of them-ROUEIS3) over seven days in July and 

August 2004; 709 

• Payments for the nine invoices of the 18 were made collectively at the 

same time and on a monthly basis consistent with a single administrator; 710 

• Each subscription was associated with a false identity document 711 indicative of 

access to sophisticated resource; and 

• Despite limited use, or no use at all, of the 18 phones over the ten operational months, 

the average monthly bill that continued to be paid to May 2005 was ~US$600 in 

addition to the unknown cost of the 18 handsets, and US$1140 for the SIM cards, 

consistent with funding by a well-resourced entity. 712 

357. The consisted of 15 phones713 which operated from 18 October 2004 

708 

709 

710 

711 

712 

713 

714 

through to 14 February 2005 and beyond. 714 It was ultimately shut down m a co

ordinated manner, ceasing by 1 October 2005. 715 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01116, para.8.1,subpara.3; G.PLATT/PRH147:T252_57: 13-23, 63; P00405; 
P00792; P00797 ; P00486; S.EL-AJOUZ/PRH032:T 187 _73 -76; 
J.EL-TANNIR/PRH105:Tl89_28:1-14 34-35, 38-41; P00571; P00485, 60138455-57,60138458-60, 
60134561-66,60138315-17,60138318-21,60138330-32. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01116, para.8.1,subpara.7; G.PLATT/PRH147:T252_75-77; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slides:34-35. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01116, para.8.1.1; G.PLATT/PRH147:T252_81-83,88-91; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T253_17-18; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, paras.684-687, 696; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slides:43-46. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T252_62-63,71-75; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, para.691. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01116, para.8.1,subpara.6, para.8.1.1; G.PLATT/PRH147:T252_81-84; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T253 _17-18; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, 
paras.684-687;G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slides:43-46. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:28; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, D0368635,D0368651; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285_82-85; G.PLATT/PRH147:T253_80:17-18; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, 
paras.749-750; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slides:64-65. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:28;J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285_85; G.PLATT/PRH147:T253_80; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, paras.751-761; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide:64. 
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358. Operating within the from 12 January 2005, like the , were 

six principal phones (the Principal Six, Core Six-the Assassination Unit) that formed 

h . b 716 t e1r own su -group. 

359. The was used to co-ordinate preparations for the Attack, 717 including 

surveillance (the Assassination Unit only), from the outset. Any forensic association of 

the with the Attack itself, or the preceding weeks of surveillance, was 

remote and intentionally concealed by the heavy use of the for that very 

purpose. 718 The 's relatively low forensic visibility719 thereby enabled the 

adoption of less ngorous operating measures as compared to those of the 
720 

360. Nevertheless, a high degree of covertness and discipline was adopted to ensure that the 

users' anonymity remained protected, such as: 

715 

716 

717 

718 

719 

720 

721 

• All 15 phones used pre-paid subscriptions whose subscribers were either false, 

counterfeit, not recorded or untraced; 721 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:28; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285 _ 85,100; G.PLATT/PRH147:T254_ 24-
25; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, para.760;G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide:82. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:28,30,36-38; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, D0457447(ih bullet 
point),D0457448(211d and 3rd bullet points),paras.5.2.18.8, 5.4.1.6, table.20A, 5.3.3.4-5.3.3.5, 5.6.2.3, 
5.6.2.13, 5.8.1.13, 6.6.4, 6.6.5, 6.6.6, 6.6.7, 6.6.8, 6.6.9, table.18A, table.19A, paras.6.6.11.4; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285 89. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.5.6.2.11. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.5.6.2.4,5.8.1.27-5.8.1.29; G.PLATT/PRH147:T353 _58-59. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:95; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.6.10.2-6.10.3,table.26A; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T353_57-60. Low risk that the call activity will be associated with the crime (or 
"mission") by forensic analysis after the event (e.g. the proximity of calls to the time and location of its 
execution). 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:32,95; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285 _16-17,34,100; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.5.6.2.4; G.PLATT/PRH147:T353 _58-59. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:31; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285_91-92, see in particular 91:18-19; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.5.2.15; G.PLATT/PRH147:T254_30-32; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, paras.762, 807-811, 825-828, 844-848, 864-867, 883-885,901-903,919-
922,940-943,961-963,981-985, 1003-1005, 1023-1025, 1041-1044, 1060-1063, 1081-1084,791; 
PRH707:P01192, 00483836-91-COR, paras.268-272; 
PRH705:P00826, 00481354-426-COR, paras.309-318; P01101, D0470537-38; P00792; 
P02137, D0146720; Blue 233 (Ayyash) P00467, SI-0001713; PRH702:P00574, D0470927-36, para.10; 
Blue 585(S5),P00467, SI-0001711; P00399 (60137279-60137279); P00400, 60195734-36; 
Blue 610(S6), P00467, 60131626-31; P00398, 60188526-48, p.5 Blue 324(S7), P00467, SI-0001712; 
P00567, 60289108-24, p. 8, paras.10-13; Blue 817(S8), PRH707:P01193, 60315591-99-COR, para.22; 
P00797, D0472164-70; Blue 864(S9),P01193, 60315591-60315599-COR, para 22; P00797, D0472164-
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• 98% of all calls722 were made within the Network, the remainder did not risk 

identifying the users; 723 

• Only two SMS texts out of 1799 calls 724 were exchanged which did not risk 

identifying the users; 725 and 

• The network users left no identifiable financial trail. 726 

361. Like the and the networks, a number of elements in the behaviour of the 

722 

723 

724 

725 

726 

727 

convey a strong degree of co-ordination, cohesion and focus pointing 

firmly to an organised, well-resourced entity, such as: 

• Co-ordinated purchase of SIM cards in three groups: 727 

(i) Seven Alfa SIMs were purchased in December 2003 and maintained with monthly 

credit until ready for use in December 2004; 

70; Blue 235(12), P00467, SI-0001704; Blue 501(S13), P01101, D0470537-38,MTC Touch did not 
possess subscriber information or a mobile phone contract; Blue 322(S14), P00467, SI-0001710. Note, 
although the name on the subscription was spelled Ihab Mohammed HAFF AL, the ID used to subscribe 
the phone was in the name oflhab Mohammed JAFFAL; P00573, 60287639-07, paras.10-15. 
Blue 428 (Sl8), P00467, 60131819-23; P00398, 60188526-48, p.5; 
Blue 742(S19) P00797, D0472164-70, PRH493:P00566, 60289075-83_U_EN_Ol, pp.l,5-6; 
Blue 967, POllOI (D0470537-38); PRH705:P01094, 60316084-90, paras.l2-15; 
Blue 813, PRH707:P01193, 60315591-99-COR, para.22; P00797, D0472164-70; P00467, 60131890-92, 
Blue 940,P00792, D0472171; P00797, D0472164-70 P00566,60289075-83_U_EN_01, pp.1, 5-6; 
Blue 965, P00467, SI-0001705; PRH083:P00555, 60304055-65, paras.6-ll. 

18 October 2004 to 14 February 2005; G.PLATT/PRH147:T254_38; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide:85; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, para.780. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:29; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.5.2.14.3,fig.03; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285_85-89; G.PLATT/PRH147:T254_39-42; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, 
slide:86. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.5.2.18.13; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.10; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285_92: 1-3; G.PLATT/PRH147:T254_38:7 -8,13 ; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.l,paras.813, 832, 852, 871, 889,907,926-927, 947,967, 989, 1009,1029, 
1048, 1067, 1088; P01230, D0379249-308; P01231, D0379309-71; P01232, D0379372-98; P01234, 
D0379399-418(P01235, D0048851-69; P01236, D0049014-48; P01237, D0379419-62; P01226, 
D0048989-9013; P01229, D0049079-110; P01238, D0058495-526. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:31; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285_91-92. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:31; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.5.2.15; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T254_37-38; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, paras.762-779, see in particular para.762; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slides:76-81; PRH707:P01192, D0483836-D0483891-COR, p.47,paras.268-
272; PRH705 :P00826, D0481354-D0481426-COR,paras.309-318. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T253_82-84; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide:69; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.l,paras.751-753; P00792, D047217l;P01101, D0470537-38, P00785, 
D0162914-48; P00786, D0345668-69; PRH472:P00558. 
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(ii) Three MTC Touch SIMs were purchased in October 2004; and 

(iii) Five MTC Touch SIMs were purchased in December 2004/ January 2005; 

• Co-ordinated set-up of the Network in the same areas of Dahyieh, 728 principally 

(10 phones) using the SPEIR or Sfeir cell sites, with 12 of the 15 phones being set-up 

. . . 1' d h c: d 729 or 1mtm 1se on t e same 10ur ays; 

• Co-ordinated and phased expansion of the network from three phones on 

18 October 2004, to six on 23 December 2004, and further extended to 15 phones 

between 7 and 14 January 2005; 730 

• Co-ordinated addition of credit in the same areas ofDahyieh using sequential scratch 

cards; 731 

• Co-ordinated shut down of the network by the beginning of October 2005; 732 

• At the heart of the Network was a dominant, cohesive core of six phones 733 

("Principal Six" or "Core Six") that predominantly had contact with each other; 734 

• Co-ordinated patterns of call intensity, including a significant increase and 

corresponding decrease in call frequency in the Principal Six and Balance of Nine 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T253_86-88; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1,paras.768-776,792-793; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide:70. 

17 & 25 December 2003, 18 October 2004 & 10 January 2005. G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide:70; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T253 86-88. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:35; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285_82-83; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, 
paras.6.3.1.5,6.3.3.1, 6.4.1.1; G.PLATT/PRH147:T253 _ 89-90; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slides:71-74; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1,paras.751-761. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T253 _94-95; G.PLATT/PRH147:T254_3,4,6-19; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, paras.762-
779; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slides:77-80; P00785, D0162914-48(; ); P00786, D0345668-69 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:35; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.5.8.1.16; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T254_24-25; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, para.760,794-798; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide:82. 

~73% of all Blue calls 14 January-14 February 2005. J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:30; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285 89-91. 

~90% of Principal Six calls were with each other. J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:30; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, graph.03A,paras.6.3.3.3,6.3.4.1,graph.01A. 
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phones respectively occurred from 27 January until 14 February 2005, after which 

there was an immediate, further and dramatic overall decrease in network calls; 735 

• Cohesive patterns of call location, including a high concentration of overall network 

calls in the same specific area of Dahyieh until 14 February 2005 736 (top 3 cells: 

SFEIR2, Sfeir A/B 737), as well as a sudden concentration of Principal Six calls in the 

area around Quraitem Palace from 27 January that lasted only to 14 February 2005;738 

• Like the and networks, calls were marked by their short 

duration (96% of 1799 calls were under two minutes), 739 and 

• Resourcing of the network was unusually generous: the seven Alfa phones were 

maintained throughout 2004 with US$25 monthly credit when barely used, and no 

attempt was made to regain the US$5157 credit remaining on the 

it was shut down. 740 

after 

362. The , existing since 2002, consisted of 13 between 

735 

736 

737 

73R 

739 

740 

741 

1 September 2004 and its cessation by 7 January 2005. 741 Amongst its most dominant 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:36,39; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, graph.01A,graph.03.A, 
paras.6.3.1.6, 6.3 .3.1, 6.3 .3 .3, 6.3.3. 9, 6.3 .3 .22, 6.3.4.1-6.3.4.2, 6.3 .4.3; J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :T285 _1 01-
104,107-108; G.PLATT/PRH147:T254_ 44. Balance of Nine: A sub-group of the Blue Network, consisting 
of nine phones (Blue 322, 813, 940, 235, 965,428, 742, 967, 501). 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:61-62; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.6.3.3.10; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T286_56-60; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slides:91-92. 

Blue Base area. J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :PO 1118, slide:64; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :T286 _ 64-68; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slides:91-92. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.774,776, 784-786,788,796-799,802-803,805-806,812,817-821,826, 
831,833-834,836-837,840,846,852,863-865,868,871,875-878,880,883,890-893,895,906-907,911, 
913-914, 919, 921-923, 929-931, 935-944, 959, 961, 967, 972-974, 978-982, 988-993, 1004, 1006-100~ 
1009-1020, 1029-1031, 1033-1034, 1036, 1038, 1040, 1048, 1049, 1051, 1062, 1064, 1067, 1073-1074, 1076-
1079,1093,1097-1103,1106,1109-1111,1114-1118,1156,1161. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T254_ 45-46; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide:89. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.5.2.15.6; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.12; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T254_22-24,46; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, paras.799-803; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide:81; P01093.7, D0484924; P00789, D0304736; P00788, D0344538; 
P00787, D0344542; P00785, D0162914-48, P00786, D0345668-69. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T252_29:10-20; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, para.1112; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide:6. See also P01782, para.493. 
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members were four of the "Principal Six" network users (the Assassination Unit): 

AYYASH, S6, S8 and 89.742 

363. Those four users deployed the Network at the end of December 2004/ early January 2005 

to co-ordinate early preparations for the Attack, including the purchase and set-up of the 

and surveillance around Faqra. 743 Given its limited role and the fact that 

the Network had shut down in early January 2005, any forensic association with the 

Attack was very remote, and consequently the need for high covertness correspondingly 

low. 

364. Nevertheless, the retained significant elements of covertness, albeit not 

742 

743 

744 

745 

746 

747 

to the same level as the three other networks. Accordingly, it has been classified as 

"semi-covert".744 The following features ensured that the users of the Network remained 

unidentifiable by their use alone: 

• All 13 phones retained pre-paid subscriptions whose subscribers were either 

unrecorded, false, or untraceable; 745 

• ~80% of all calls 746 were made within the Network, and the remainder did not risk 

identifying the users; 

• Only two SMS texts out of 143 7 calls 747 were exchanged, which did not risk 

identifying the users; and 

• The network users left no identifiable financial trail. 748 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, para.1103. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.387-388, 392-393, 494-507, 514-515, 517-524; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide:25. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T252 36-38. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T252_36-37; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, para.1100-1104, 1125; 
Yellow 294 (Ayyash), P00797, D0472164-70; 
Yellow 457 (S6), P00467, 60138223-25; P00797, D0472164-70; P00397, 60144931-63, at p. 3;PRH100 
P00562; Yellow 933(S8), P01101, D0470537-38; Yellow 024(S9), P01101, D0470537-38; 
PRH107:P00564; PRH090:P00573; PRH094:P00567; PRH493:P00566. 

1 February 2004 to 12 January 2005. G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, paras.1110, 1113; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide:16. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T252_37:17-21; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, para.1114, 1134,1156,1176-1177,1198; 
P00797, D0472164-70; P01247, D0049330-89. 
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365. Whilst not characterised as a Mission Phone network, the behaviour of the 

conveys unusual elements of co-ordination, cohesion and focus 

indicative of an organised entity, such as: 

• Co-ordinated addition of Alfa credit using sequential or near sequential scratch cards 

over a ten month period until October 2004; 749 

• Co-ordinated shut down of the network in the first week of January 2005; 750 

• Cohesive patterns of call location, including high concentration of network calls in 

the same specific area of Dahyieh (top 3 cells: SFEIR2, Sfeir A/B 751 ) until the 

network's disbandment in 7 January 2005; thereby mirroring the concentration of 

calls; 

• High concentration of calls amongst the four members of the Principal Six using the 

: AYYASH, S6, S8 & S9;752 

• Unusual focus of call activity in the Anjar area and then West Beirut between 

of AYYASH, S8 and S9 on 28 and 29 September 2004, 753 and 

• Unusual focus of network call activity in the Zouk-Mosbeh and Faraya areas over the 

last week of December 2004. 754 

B. The Four networks were operated by the same sophisticated, single entity 

366. In addition to sharing a high degree of covertness (in the case of the three mission phone 

groups-an exceptional level) and well-resourced organization, several other common 

74R 

749 

750 

751 

752 

753 

754 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T252 33:2-22. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T252_33-34; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, paras.1104-1106,766,769,775,778; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide:ll; P00785, D0162914-48. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T252_34,36; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, para.llll, 1126; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide:13. 

Same as the Blue Network in the Blue Base area; G.PLATT/PRH147:T252_50-52; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slides:20-22. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, para.1103. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T323_104-110,T324_6-15; G.PLATT/PRH147: P01784, slides:71-74,88-98; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T252_ 49; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide:20. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T252_53-54; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide:25; P00630. 
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features amongst the four networks support the conclusion that they belong to one and 

h . 755 t e same entity. 

367. The nature and number of those features render them inexplicable on the basis of 

coincidence. 

1. Common Financing & Administration 

(a) Purchase, Repair, Set-Up & Top-Up 

368. The connection between cell use by certain and phones in Tripoli, and the 

purchase, repair, set-up and top-up of the ,756 provides very strong support 

for the finding that all three networks belong to the same organizing hand. 757 

369. Five handsets were purchased on 30 December 2004 from the Echo Cell 

shop in Central Tripoli. 758 One of those handsets was returned to the Echo shop for repair 

on 5 January 2005 just before midday by the same man who purchased them six days 

before. 759 On both dates, one or two 

Shop; also on both dates the 

used cells in the vicinity of the Echo 

of S8 was active in the vicinity. 760 

370. It was rare for any to use a cell in the Tripoli area during the period to 

755 

756 

757 

75R 

759 

760 

761 

762 

14 February 2005 (~0.5% of calls). 761 The date of purchase was the first time that S8 

( ) had done so in the indictment period. 762 These factors militate heavily 

against coincidence. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795,slides:129-150. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T252_52-53, G.PLATT/PRH147:T282_69-73; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, paras.22-25,487,491. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T282_35-36; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, paras.22-25; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide:129. 

D.NAWAR/PRH249:P00465,40005821-22; G.PLATT/PRH147:T254_56; G.PLATT/PRH147:T282_53-54; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slides:102,140. See also P01782, para.415. 

D.NA W AR/PRH249:P00465, 40005822-40005823;G.PLATT/PRH147:T254_ 68-70; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide:105. See also P01782, para.478. 

Yellow 933(S8)/Yellow 024 (S9) phones were used; G.PLATT/PRH147:T282_53-54,57-58; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slides:140, 142. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T252_52-53; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slides:20,24. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T282_53; G.PLATT/PRH147:T252_52-53; P01247,rows.1702-1703. 
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371. Between 24 December 2004 and 4 January 2005, eight SIM cards were purchased 

from PRH553 at the Nejmeh phone shop in Central Tripoli. 763 On 28 December 2004, 

S9 ( ) and S6 ( and ) also used cells in the vicinity of that 

shop. 764 One of those calls was to his leader, AYYASH ( 

immediately called to update his superior, BADREDDINE ( 

) who, in tum, 

).765 

372. On 4 January 2005 from 14.15 to 14.43, the 

Alfa network in the general Tripoli area. 766 S9 ( 

were set-up for use with the 

) and S6 ( and 

) were in the same general area shortly before and after those initialisations. 767 

373. The above dates, the only days that concerned the purchase and administration of the 

, were also the only days from 1 September 2004 that: 

• the used cells in Tripoli until its cessation on 7 January 2005,768 and 

• the had used cells in Tripoli up to 12 January 2005. 769 

374. Furthermore, on 2 February 2005, 18.41-19.25, credit was added to the m 

763 

764 

765 

766 

767 

76R 

769 

770 

the same area. 770 Shortly afterwards, S 8 used to call S6 from the Tripoli area.771 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T254_56-57,67; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slides:97,102,139; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, para.509. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.9, 6.9.9.9-6.9.9.12, table.54; G.PLATT/PRH147:T282_53; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide:139; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, paras.103-105; P01244, rows.1056-1058; P01252, rows.1889-1892; 
P01227, rows.86-87. See also P01782, para.396. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slide:268, Annex B,rows.30620-30621,30623-30624. See also P01782, para.397. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T282_54-57; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, para.485;G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, 
slide:141. See also P01782, paras.468-470. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.17,6.9.17.8; G.PLATT/PRH147:T282_54-57; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, paras.129-134; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide:141; 
P01244, row.1066-1067; P01227, row.143; P01252, rows.1925-1926. See also P01782, paras.471-472. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T282_53; G.PLATT/PRH147:T252_52-53; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slides:137-
143; P01244, rows.675-1079, see in particular rows.1056-1058,1066-1067; 
P01252, rows.1247-1944, see in particular rows.1889-1892,1925-1926. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.25,6.9.25.12,table.85; G.PLATT/PRH147:T282_53; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T254_ 46-47; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slides:l37-139,141,143. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, paras.24,487; G.PLATT/PRH147:T282_61-62; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, 
slide: 143; G .PLA TT/PRH 14 7 :PO 1902, slides:327 -328, Annex B,rows.60877 -60884. See also PO 1782, 
para.832. 
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375. Further connectivity in the financial administration of the networks is found in the use of 

scratch cards with sequential bar codes for the addition of credit to several and 

throughout 2004. 772 Additionally, in the latter part of 2004, there was an 

alignment in the recharge patterns (date, time and location) of five and one 

Phone.773 Finally, the named subscriber of is recorded as having 

applied for a replacement SIM of 774 

(b) Handset Sharing 

376. Four Phones used handsets that were subsequently supplied to the 

for use in 2005. 775 In particular, a handset used by (a top 

contact of AYYASH- ) at the cessation of the was passed 

onto (Blue Base phone) for its first day of use 5 days later. 776 

2. Common Contacts & Inter-Contact 

377. The also shared common contacts with the including 

landlines attributed to Al Rassoul Al Aazam Hospital (Great Prophet Hospital) and Protel 

Company. 777 

3 78. Those landlines were regularly contacted by Yell ow Phones in 2004, including 

771 

772 

773 

774 

775 

776 

777 

AYYASH( & PMP 935), and, upon the shutdown of the m 

early 2005, were contacted by (Blue Base phone) and shortly after the 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.47,6.9.47.10; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide: 143; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T341_36; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, slide:334, Annex B, rows.60922-60923. 
See also PO 1782, para.832. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T282_39-42; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slides:131-132G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, 
paras.11 04-1106. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, paras.768-772. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, paras.1044,1131. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T282_ 46-47; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, paras.788-790,1123-1124; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide: 135. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T282_ 46-47; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, paras.1123-1124; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide: 135. Blue Base phone: Blue 501: the last phone to join the Blue 
Network that was characterised by the weight of its handset, its external antenna, its predominant use of 
one cell in Dahyieh and the volume of contact with the Core Six Blue phones during the Mission Set-Up 
Phase. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T282_ 45-46; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, paras.784-785,1102,1119-1120; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide:134; P01606; P02136; P01630; P01635. 
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. 778 Other significant numbers also contacting those 

landlines were SMP 944 (BADREDDINE), PMP 170 and PMP 091 (AYYASH), and 

(MERHI), thereby reinforcing the connection between the covert networks, 

the senior conspirators/ Accused and Hezbollah. 779 

3 79. Contact between (prior to it joining the ) and and 

in May 2004 further reinforces the commonality of the entity behind both 

networks. 780 

3. Common Areas ofUse 

380. Further reinforcement for the assertion that a single entity lies behind the four networks 

emanates from the high concentration of calls in the same area, as well as a common, 

simultaneous focus in areas rarely used by the networks. 

(a) The Base Area, Dahyieh 

381. The analysis ofthe and networks reveals that the majority, and a 

remarkably high and similar concentration, of their cell use occurred not merely in South 

Beirut, but within a tightly defined radius therein. 781 Examination of their overnight cell 

use in the same area782 reinforces the assertion that they were all based within that same 

specific area. 

382. A more refined analysis of the respective networks' administration, including their top 

778 

779 

780 

781 

782 

783 

three cells, and the significant, co-ordinating role played by the "static" 

provides strong support for the following conclusions: 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T282_ 45-46; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, paras,784-785,1102,1119-1120. 

783 

E.g. G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slide: 8, Annex B,row.80018(PMP 170's contacts); G.PLATT/PRH147: 
P01902, slides: 48, 51, 204, Annex B,rows.60120,60134,60490(SMP 944's contacts); 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01907, slides:l22, Annex B,row.70438(Purple 23l's contacts); 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, slides 10, Annex B,rows.60016,(PMP 091). See above, Sections III.F.3; 
III.F.4; VII.K.5. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T282_ 45; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide:l34. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:60-64; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T286_ 45-50, 55-60, 63-
68;G.PLATT/PRH147:T282_48-49; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slides:21-22, 55-56,70,91-92,136. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.6.5. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:65-66; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.19; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T286 68-85. 
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The Sfeir area ofDahyieh being the focal point and base of the 

networks; 784 

and 

(ii) The Haret Hreik/ El-Roueis area being the focal point of the leadership behind the 

commanding .785 and 
' 

(iii) The Sfeir area being a location where the interests and focus of all three 

Networks, led by AYYASH, overlapped (in fact SFEIR2 was the No.1 & No.2 

cell of the I networks and . 1 ) 786 respect1ve y . 

383. Such is the high forensic visibility and exceptional covertness of the ' it 

would be expected that if it were to form part ofthe same single entity it would not use 

cells in the base areas of the other networks (unless to do so would form part of its trail). 

That is precisely how the behaved. 787 

(b) Zouk-Mosbeh/ Faraya & Tripoli 

384. Aside from Tripoli, 788 other areas where cells were used by the covert networks at the 

same times and over the same period was Zouk Mosbeh, Faraya/ Faqra and the route 

between ["the Mosbeh-Faraya corridor"]. 789 

385. It was rare for the and Networks to use cells in the Mosbeh-Faraya corridor. 

They both did so for the first time on 25 December 2004. 790 The used 

784 

785 

786 

787 

788 

789 

790 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:37 -38,61-62,64; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, table.06A,table.07 A,table.08A,table.09A, para.6.5.1.13; 
J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :P01115, para.6.19.5,table.216,map.51; J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :T286 _56-60,64-68; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T252_50-51; G.PLATT/PRH147:T254_ 49;G .PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slides:21,91. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:63; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117; paras.5.2.7.7 -5.2.7.10, 6.2.3.1; 
J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :PO 1116, paras.7 .2.1.3, 7 .2.4,table.02; J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :T286 _ 63 -64. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:60-61,64-65; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T286_55-61,66-82, see in 
particular 66. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:l31-133; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.5.4.6.1,6.1.4; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 9-16. 

See above, Section V.B.1(a). 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T282_63-66; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slides:l44-145. 

Since 1 September 2004. J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.6,table.48; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T282_64-65); G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, paras.88-93; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide:l46. See also P01782, paras.361-362; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slides:20,90. 
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those cells on only three further days (26-27 December and 31 December 2004) before it 

disbanded; 791 the was also active there on those days. 792 

386. It was rare for the and Networks to use cells in the Mosbeh-Faraya corridor. 

The only occasions that they did so coincided on the same days, 28 January 2005 793 and 

12 February 2005,794 and at the same times. The was also used there on 

28 January during the same period. 795 

387. This common, simultaneous focus in an unusual area for the network phones, particularly 

by reference to other common features and behaviour, could not be coincidence. It 

represents further strong evidence that the four networks were controlled by the same 

entity and, based on this particular example, shared a common purpose. 

4. Common Users 

388. Single User Analysis of the Principal Six phones in the and Networks, four 

phones in the , and one in the , also provides cogent 

support for finding that the covert networks were operated by the same organization. 

389. In fact, further analysis, additional to the co-location based approach to Single User 

Analysis, removes any possible doubt that: 

791 

792 

793 

794 

795 

796 

(i) The and Networks have a core of six common users, 796 four of whom 

were members of the .797 and 
' 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T252:53-54; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slides: 144-145. See also P01782, paras.370, 
372,376,383-384,386-387, 391-392,430-431. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, paras.6.9.7,table.50, para.6.9.8,table.52, para.6.9.12,table.60; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T282_63-64; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, para.94-102,115-120; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slides:144-145. See also P01782, paras.370, 372,376,383-384,386-387, 
391-392, 430-431. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:139; P01118.2; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 _27-30; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, table.10; G.PLATT/PRH147:T282_64-66; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide:147. See also P01782, paras.768,770-773. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:142; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 _ 41-43; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, table.24; G.PLATT/PRH147:T282_64; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slides:144-145. See also P01782, paras.976-977,980-981. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.41,table.117. 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T282_64-66;G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide:147. See also P01782, para.778. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:70-75; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T286_103-106,113-114; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, para.2; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.5.3.3, table.20A; 
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(AYYASH), who was also a 

390. The of 15 phones consisted of a covert, highly disciplined core sub-group 

of six sharing many close behavioural traits with the six covert, core 

In particular: 

users. 

(i) the sudden, marked escalation of contact frequency, co-ordination, synchronicity and 

mobility outside of Dahyieh in the conduct of the six phones confined to 

27 January 2005-14 February 2005, that reflected the resumption of mobile 

"11 799 d surve1 ance; an 

(ii) the sudden resumption of cell use in the vicinity of Quraitem Palace, also on 

27 January 2005 after an absence of three weeks, 800 and also ceasing abruptly on 

14 February 2005 that reflected the resumption of static surveillance. 

These behavioural traits mirror the behaviour of the 

period801 until its synchronised cessation. 

activity over the same 

391. As PHILIPS confirmed, the strength of these patterns shared by two different groups of 

six Mission Phones, in addition to the compelling results of the co-location based single 

user analysis, cannot be coincidence and lead inexorably to the conclusion that the Core 

797 

79R 

799 

ROO 

ROl 

R02 

Six users are the same as the Six users. 802 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.7.2; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01112,D0345944-49; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01111, D0429237-39; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01936, D0374475-78. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, para.1103. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide: 152; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.5.3.3.4,table.20A; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 _55-61; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01111, D0429237-39. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, graph.01A,graph.03,paras.6.3.3.1, 6.3.3.3, 6.3.4.1-6.3.4.2. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.40; J.E.PHILIPSIPRH435, P01118; slides:28,35-36,43; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285:83-85; G.PLATT/PRH147:T339 _11-15,29-30; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides: 197,209-216,225-226, 
Annex B, rows.50668,50689-50697,50727-50736; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.767,772-774,776. 

28 January 2005 to 14 Febmary 2005 ("Primary Red Phase"). J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, paras.6.3.5-
6.3.14; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:43; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH147:T285_118-119; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T339_11-14; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:197-198, Annex B,rows.50668-50669. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:71 in particular; also 72, 74; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, 
paras.5.3.3, 5.6.2.13; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:Tl84_77-79; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T286_90-91. Core Six: 
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392. Equally the recurrent pattern of call flows ("hierarchical call flow") between the 

( ) and and m 

distinct, ordered phases is a recurring pattern that independently confirms the existence of 

a single, controlling thread (or single user) pervading the four covert networks. 803 

C. The Green, Red & Blue Networks led by BADREDDINE & co-ordinated by 

AYYASH were dedicated to a common purpose heavily focused on the movements of 

HARIRI 

393. An array of other compelling behavioural features arising out of PHILIPS' expert 

analysis conducted independently from the facts, further collectively demonstrate that the 

covert networks were not merely controlled by a single entity but were engaged in 

a common purpose. 804 

394. An analysis of the factual context unknown to him, and now imported into his findings, 

not only reinforces and confirms them, but also the conclusion that their common 

purpose, led by AYYASH, was inextricably linked with the movements ofHARIRI and, 

ultimately, his assassination. 

1. Common & Complementary Phases 

395. PHILIPS identified that the three Mission Phone groups were not only exceptional in 

nature, and that they all co-existed, but significantly in also that their life span was 

essentially co-terminous, and their patterns of use and fluctuations in call intensity tended 

to mirror and complement each other. 805 

803 

804 

805 

AYYASH, Subjects 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9, also known as the Principal Six, and the Assassination Unit, who 
used the core six Blue Phones (Blue 585, 324, 864,610, 817, 233) within the Blue Network of 15 phones. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.5.8.1.37-5.8.1.39. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T287 _56-68; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:92-97; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:PO 1117, para.5.8. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:43,47,145; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.5.3 -5.4; 
J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :T286 _3 -5; J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288 _ 44-46. 
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396. Prior to 11 January 2005, when the Green Primary Phase began, and the and 

phones formed into their fully fledged networks, there were broad but clear parallels 

between and Network activity and inactivity: 806 

(i) 13 October 2004-12 November 2004 

397. 13 October 2004 was the first day of the 

network of three phones. 807 The (including 

operating as an exclusive 

being used by 

AYYASH) began as its own exclusive network of three phones only four days later, 

on 18 October 2004, as the phones ofS5 and S7, monitored by AYYASH started 

their initial surveillance on Quraitem Palace two days later. 808 The proximity between 

these events is not coincidental. This parallel nexus between the 

recurred at times throughout the conspiracy. 

and network 

398. Limited activity took place within the until 10 November 2004. 

Similarly, whilst activity was initially regular, it was also relatively low-level in 

volume until 12 November 2004.809 Thereafter, the was entirely inactive 

until 20 December 2004; in parallel there were very few 

21 December 2004. 810 

calls until 

399. Until 20 December 2004, the only day of several calls occurred on 

806 

807 

808 

809 

810 

811 

20 October 2004. Following the last two of those calls, the phones of A YY ASH 

and BAD RED DINE converged consistent with them meeting.811 This day also coincided 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:52; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.5.3, graph.02, graph.03; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T286_28-35. Green Primary Phase: a period of Green Network activity from 11 
January 2005 to 14 February 2005. 

See above, Section V.A.2. 

See above, Section V.A.3; VII.E.3. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:52; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T286_29; P01236; P01229; P01225. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH5435:P01118, slide:52; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH5435:P01115, para.6.9.2; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide:88. See also P01782, para.321. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.86,93, table.3; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slides:49-57, Annex B,rows.20127-
20128,20137-20143,20146-20147,20151-20154; G.PLATT/PRH147:T325 _14-21; See P01782, paras.118-119. 
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surveillance around 

400. This nexus between the behaviour of and phones is not coincidental and is 

explained by the common link between them: AYYASH. 

(ii) 13 November 2004-19 December 2004 

40 1. This alignment between and Network patterns is significantly reinforced by 

their absence of call activity over the five week period leading up to and just after the 

Second Bristol Group meeting. 

402. A YY ASH and BAD RED DINE saw no apparent need for any activity at 

all over this period, whilst A YY ASH's phone had a total of only four calls. 813 The 

wider activity was also characterised by the same extended period of 

inactivitl14 and, like the , suddenly became very limited. It had only 29 

inter- calls over the 36 days (whereas in the previous 31 days it had exchanged 96 

such calls). 815 The network also used cells around Quraitem Palace on only six of those 

37 days. 816 

403. This marked lull in Green and Blue activity over these five weeks not only ran parallel 

with the behaviour of each other, it also mirrored the absence of HARIRI from Lebanon 

for the majority of that time. 817 This reflects the common purpose of AYYASH and the 

covert network users and their close connection with the movement of HARIRI. 

812 

813 

814 

815 

816 

817 

See below, Section VII.E.3; III.F .I. 

P01259. 

E.g. ten consecutive days from 12-22 Nov. 2004. J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:52; 
J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :T286 _31 :2-1 0; G.PLATT/PRH147:T326 _ 60:5-13; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide:88. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slides:212, 218,224,228,234,248,253,280,286, 
Annex B, rows.20480-20484, 20495-20496, 20505-20506, 20511-20512, 20520-20521, 20542-20544, 
20550-20552, 20596-20598,20610-20612. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.199,201-203, table.18, map.13,212, table.19, map.14,218-221, table.20, 
map.15,224,226-228, table.21, map.16,233,236, table.22, map.17. 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slides:216-221,223-225,227-231,233-237,247-249,279-282, 
Annex B,rows.20495-20502, 20505-20508, 20511-20517, 20520-20527, 20541-20546,20596-20603. 
See P01782, paras.214,216,218,220,229,289. 

P00346, 60004134-35; P00348, 60141009-14 P00536, 60242319; See below, Section VII.E.l. 
See PO 1782, paras.193-212. 
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404. The resumption of regular activity (after approximately five weeks 

without intra-contact), principally involving AYYASH and BADREDDINE, occurred 

over this period of two weeks. The duration of this re-activity was once again co-

terrninous with a significant and much higher level of 

expanded from three to six phones. 818 

activity as that network 

405. This two week period was marked by the first surveillance ofHARIRI by the entire unit 

of Principal Six network users led by AYYASH (the future Assassination Unit), whereas 

previously only two had been engaged. 819 Their ongoing nexus is reflected by the 

beginning of surveillance the day after the resumption of Green activity. This 

surveillance, over these two weeks, was marked by a sustained focus at, around or en-

route to and from the Faqra area by both and phones. 

406. Once again, the nexus was not merely between the networks but also coincided with 

HARIRI's return to Lebanon and his travel to and from his residence in Faqra ("Faqra 

Villa"). 820 

(b) Post-11 January 2005: Green, Blue & Red Primary Phases 

(i) 11 January 2005-14 February 2005 

407. On 11 January 2005 the Green Primary Phase began. This was an almost uninterrupted 

phase of regular and far more frequent activity between A YY ASH and 

BADREDDINE extending to and only ceasing, permanently, one hour before the 

explosion. 821 This represented the most significant acceleration in covert network activity 

of the entire conspiracy and triggered, once again, parallel activity in ordered stages. 

408. Shortly after the beginning of the Green Primary Phase, the Blue Primary Phase-a 

period of sustained, high frequency Blue Network activity led by AYYASH-began on 

818 

819 

820 

821 

See below, Section VII.E.2. J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:52. 

See below, Section VII.F .1 (c). 

See below, Section VII.F.1(c). 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:34,43; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285 _97,119: 1-7. See 
also PO 1782, paras.529-532. 
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Networks, only ceased shortly before 

409. This Blue Primary Phase, beginning after the had finally expanded and 

integrated as a full network of 15 phones, was split into two distinct parts: the first part 

("Mission Set-Up Phase")824 and the final part ("Mission Execution Phase") in which 

they played a supporting role to the . . p . Ph s2s m Its nmary ase. 

410. The alignment between the behaviour of the three Mission Phone Networks 1s 

remarkably ordered and partitioned; the Blue Primary Phase was co-terminous with the 

Green Primary Phase,826 and the final part of the Blue Primary Phase ran in parallel and 

co-terminously with the Red Primary Phase. 827 

411. This alignment of common and complementary phases of behaviour, identified by 

PHILIPS, reflects the organisation, co-ordination and discipline characteristics of the 

Mission Phone Networks- a phenomenon which pervaded the nature of the Attack. This 

alignment, the inter-connectivity of the phases of behaviour, and their timing has 

particular significance to the context leading up to the Attack. 

412. A deeper understanding of these phases is gained by their intimate connection with the 

timing ofkey events such as GHAZALEH's meeting with HARIRI on 9 January 2005, 

822 

823 

824 

825 

826 

827 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:35-37,41; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.5.2.18.1-5.2.18.4; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285_101. See also P01782, paras.644-7(pp.198-199). 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:35-36,38-41; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.5.2.19.6; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.31; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285 _101. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:35-37,41,43,47; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117,graph.03, 
graph.01A,6.4.2.5; J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285 _1 01. Mission Set-Up Phase: the period extending from 
18 January 2005 to the early hours of 27 January 2005, in which preparatory activity for the attack 
undertaken by the Blue Network users took place (also known as the Attack Set-Up Phase). 

Hence PHILIPS'term Blue Mission Support for the period 27 January to 14 February 2005; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:35-36,38,41,43,47; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:PO 1117,graph .03, graph.O 1A, 6.4.2.6; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285 _1 02. Mission 
Execution Phase: the period from 28 January 2005 to 14 February 2005 in which the Red Network began to 
be used regularly and frequently until they ceased use immediately before the Attack (also known as the Red 
Primary Phase). 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:47,145; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T286_3 -5,T289 _ 44-46. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:43; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285_118-119. Blue Primary Phase: the 
period of sustained, high frequency Blue Network activity from 18 January 2005 until 14 February 2005. Red 
Primary Phase: A period extending from 28 January to 14 February 2005 in which the Red Network began to 
be used regularly and frequently until they ceased use immediately before the attack (also known as Mission 
Execution Phase). 
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and AYYASH's cancellation of travel to the Hajj in the days thereafter (Green and Blue 

Primary Phases began 11-18 January 2005). 

2. Common Areas ofFocus 

413. The principal areas of focus common to the covert networks are Tripoli, the area around 

and the route between Zouk Mosbeh and Faraya ("Mosbeh/ Faraya corridor"), the area 

around Quraitem Palace, the Parliament and the Crime Scene, and the coastal road that 

connects all three locations ("Coastal Route"). 828 The recurrent simultaneity of this 

common focus, combined with the overlapping and complementary phases ofbehaviour, 

point strongly to a common purpose. 

414. All of the following locations of commonality, and the associated events of relevance to 

the conspiracy, further link their common purpose to the Attack itself. 

(a) Tripoli: The Purchase and Set-Up of the 

the Mitsubishi Canter Van 

& The Purchase of 

415. Although a mere fraction of Green, Red, Blue and Yell ow call activity occurred using 

cells in the Tripoli area over the relevant period, a significant proportion of it either 

coincided on the same day and/or on the same cells. Those days and cells have a direct 

association with key events in the conspiracy. 829 

(i) Purchase, Repair, Set-Up & Top-Up of : Blue, Yellow & Red Network 

416. The and phones were both active in Tripoli on 28 December 2004 830 and 

828 

829 

830 

831 

4 January 2005. 831 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:PO 1118, slide:58; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.5.3.2,map.03A,map.07 A,map.10A,map.14A; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T286_ 42-45; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slides:137-148; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T282 49-68. 

See above, Sections V.B.1 (a); V.C.2. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.9,see in particular 6.9.9.9,table.54; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, 
slide:139; G.PLATT/PRH147:T282_53; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, paras.103-106. See also P01782, 
para.395. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115,paras.6.9.17,see in particular 6.9.17.8; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide:141; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T282_54-57; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, paras.129-134. See also P01782, para.471. 
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417. The and phones used cells on 28 December 2004 in the immediate vicinity 

of the shop in Tripoli from which the Red SIM cards were sold. 832 One of those Yell ow 

calls was to AYYASH ( 

BADREDDINE ( 

) who immediately used to update 

). 833 This hierarchical call pattern up the chain of command, 

particularly when understood within the context of this case in which it is recurrent, is 

strongly indicative of a significant event. The Red SIM cards were purchased on an 

unknown date between 24 December 2004 and 4 January 2005, most likely on this day, 

28 December 2004. 834 

418. The and phones were active in Tripoli on 4 January 2005 when the 

were initialised or set-up in the Tripoli area. 835 The connection between the 

and the initial administration of the is reinforced by the 

presence of in the vicinity of the Echo cell phone shop in Tripoli on the 

dates when the Red handsets were purchased (30 December 2004)836 and repaired 

(5 January 2005), 837 respectively. 

419. were also active in Tripoli on 2 February 2005. 838 This was the date and 

832 

833 

834 

835 

836 

837 

838 

839 

location of the only credit top-up of the 839 

See above, Section V.B.l(a). 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.365-366,371, table.41; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides:268-269, 
Annex B,rows.30620-30627. 

See above, Section V.B.l(a). 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:134; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, para.6.3.2; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, paras.6.9.17, see in particular 6.9.17.8; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, 
paras.6.1.2.2, 6.1.4.1; J. E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :T289 _19-23; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T282_54-57;G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide:141. See also P01782, paras.468-470. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T282_53-54; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide:140; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH43 5:P01117, para.6.1.2.1. See also P01872, para.415. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T282_57-58; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide:142, see also P01782, para.478. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:134; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, paras.6.9.47, see in particular 
6.9.47.10; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.5.2.19.12,6.1.2.3,6.1.4.1; G.PLATT/PRH147:T282_61-
62;G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide:143. See also P01782, para.832. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:134; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, paras.6.3.7.1,6.3.7.4-6.3.7.7; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.5.2.19.12, 6.1.2.3; 
J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :T289 _19-23. See P01782, paras.833-834. 
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(ii) AYYASH co-ordinated the Purchase of the Mitsubishi Canter Van: and 

Network 

420. The and Networks did not use cells in Tripoli on the same day. In fact, the 

Network only ever used cells in Tripoli on one day: 11 January 2005. 840 

421. However, on 11 January 2005, two calls were made by (AYYASH) using 

cells in the immediate vicinity of the dealership from which the Van used as the VBIED 

was purchased. 841 

422. This, once again, triggered a pattern in the in which on 12,842 14,843 15,844 

and 22 January 2005, 845 (S8) used cells in Tripoli. On two ofthose four days, 

also used cells in the vicinity of the dealership, and on three of these four days 

it made calls to (S6) from Tripoli. 846 

423. On 25 January 2005, the Van was purchased from the Tripoli dealership. 847 Around the 

840 

841 

842 

843 

844 

845 

846 

847 

848 

time of purchase, (S6) used cells in Tripoli, 848 including in the vicinity of that 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01116, para.7.5.5.36; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide:58; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T253_67. See also P01782, para.534. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T333_76-84; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:261-264, Annex B,rows.40577-40580. 
See also P01782, paras.533-534. See below, Section VII.I.7. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.25, but see in particular 6.9.25.12,table.85; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, 
slides:281-285, Annex B,rows.40637,40642-40644. See also P01782, para.549. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.27, but see in particular 6.9.27.10,table.89; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, 
slides:345-347, Annex B,rows.40855-40856. See also P01782, para.570. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.28, see in particular 6.9.28.9-6.9.28.10, table.91; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:361-369, Annex B, rows.40905, 40911-40912,40924,40927. 
See also PO 1782, paras.591-594. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:PO 1115, para.6.9.35, see in particular 6.9.35.1 0, table.1 05; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:118-121, Annex B,rows.50413,50416-50417. See also P01782, 
paras.696-697. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.600,603 -604,table.76,map .60, paras.629,636-637 ,652-653, table.82; 
P01239, rows.121-123,131-133,134-137. See below, Section VII.I.7. 

See below, Section VII.I.7 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115,para.6.9.38, see in particular 6.9.38.10, table.l11; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, 
slides:161-174, Annex B, rows.50567, 50575, 50581, 50584,50591,50595,50597, 50603. See also P01782, 
paras.726-729. 
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(AYYASH). Shortly after one of those calls, AYYASH 

( ) contacted BADREDDINE ( 

424. The connection between the and Networks to Tripoli between 11 and 

25 January 2005 is another important indication of a common focus and purpose, co

ordinated by AYYASH through his leadership of the Assassination Unit (the Principal 

Six). The recurrence of the pattern of a hierarchical call flow from AYYASH to 

BADREDDINE, further tied to another significant event in the conspiracy, also points 

firmly to the nature of their common purpose: the assassination. 

(b) The Mosbeh/ Faraya Corridor: A YY ASH leads surveillance of HARIRI 

and his Security travelling between Quraitem Palace & Faqra Villa via Zouk 

Mosbeh 

425. Another area of common, simultaneous focus, which was otherwise an unusual location 

for the networks to use cells, was the Mosbeh-Faraya area and corridor as outlined 

above. 850 

426. The common focus of the and Networks was over four days (25-27 and 

849 

850 

851 

852 

853 

854 

30 December 2004). 851 On each of those days HARIRI was resident at his Faqra Villa in 

the same area. 852 Indeed, on 27853 and 30 December 2004,854 the movement of those 

networks mirrored that ofHARIRI's security convoy as he travelled between Faqra and 

Quraitem Palace. The intimate alignment in the movements of the phones is inexplicable 

on the basis of coincidence. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:162-164, Annex B,rows.50567-50578; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.755,757 -758,table.97,map.70. 

See above, Section V.B.3(b). 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T282_63-64; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slides:144-145. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.310,324,336,385P00336, 60295697; P01186, para.17. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.8; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides:219-259, 
Annex B rows.30521-30608. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.11; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides:326-368, 
Annex B,rows.30767-30862. 
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427. The common focus ofthe and Networks co-ordinated by A YYASH 

was on 28 January 2005 855 and, on 12 February 2005,856 during which time the 

and used cells in the Mosbeh-Faraya area. 857 Although HARIRI was not 

present at, and did not travel to, Faqra on those two days, both were weekend days during 

which he tended to stay there as a retreat from Beirut. 858 The concentrated, lengthy use of 

cells at Zouk Mosbeh by AYYASH using his phone near the turn-off to 

Faraya/ Faqra on both days, as well as the nature of that tum-off which severely restricted 

the speed of driving, suggest that this was being considered as an alternative location for 

the assassination. 859 

(c) The Meeting between NASRALLAH & HARIRI in Haret Hreik on 

21 December 2004: AYYASH leads surveillance of HARIRI and his Security 

during the Meeting and his return journey to Quraitem Palace 

428. Aside from the generally high volume use of cells in their base area within Dahyieh 

throughout the relevant period, the and covert Networks had a clear 

common focus on the location within Haret Hreik, known only to the inner circles of 

Hezbollah, where HARIRI met NASRALLAH on the night of 21 December 2004. 860 

429. This assertion of common focus is supported by: (a) the use of AYYASH's 

855 

856 

857 

858 

859 

860 

861 

862 

and in the same two cells in Haret Hreik, prior to and during the meeting, as 

cells used by Hussein KHALIL's phone and HARIRI's security personnel respectively 

during that meeting; 861 (b) the convergence of on the same area shortly 

before and during the meeting; 862 and (c) the close alignment in movement between 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:PO 1114, table.1 0; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :PO 1115, para.6.9 .41; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T282_64-66; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide:147. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T345 _57 -65;G.PLATT/PRH14 7:P01916, slides:265-277, Annex B,rows.81013-81069. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, table.10. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T339 _52:10-14; G.PLATT/PRH147:T345_57 -65. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T345 _57 -59; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T339 _56:12-18; P00630;G.PLATT/PRH147:T339 _60-61. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T327_64-95; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides:35-64, Annex B,rows.30084-30165. See 
also P01782, paras.318,322-331; M.NASSER/PRH476:T137_52-56; P00413. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T327 _84-86,88-92; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides:41-43,47-48,51,53-54, Annex 
B,rows.30 100-30104,30108-30114,30127,30132,30134,30137. See also PO 1782, paras.318,322-324. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T327 _87-88; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides:31-34,41-43,49-54, Annex B,rows.30076-
30083,30100-301 04,30115-30138; J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.2. See also PO 1782, paras.326-328. 
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and phones with those of the security personnel on HARIRI' s return to Quraitem 

Palace after midnight. 863 

430. The clear and compelling inference from the call patterns of the covert network phones 

and HARIRI's security detail's phones is that the common purpose of the 

and Networks was to surveil, and gather intelligence on, HARIRI and his security 

convoy during the meeting and as they travelled to return to Quraitem Palace afterwards. 

(d) Quraitem Palace, the Parliament, and the Crime Scene: AYYASH leads 

Surveillance of HARIRI and Planning the Execution of the Attack 

(i) Quraitem Palace in late December 2004: Blue & Yellow Networks 

431. and phones shared a focus using cells in the Quraitem Palace area 

863 

864 

865 

866 

867 

868 

on 21,864 24,865 30866 and 31 December 2004. 867 HARIRI was present there on all four 

days. On 21 December he also visited NASRALLAH in Haret Hreik, 868 and on the other 

days also either travelled to or returned from Faqra Villa. The coincident timing and 

movement of the network activity on those days tended to mirror those of HARIRI's 

security convoy. Like the other areas of common focus, this further provides a strong 

basis for determining that their common focus was HARIRI. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T327 _98-101; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides:44-46,64-67. Annex B,rows.30105-
30107,30165-30173; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.2. See also P01782, paras.328-329. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.2; G.PLATT/PRH147:T327 _64-66,73,98-
101G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides:25-30,64-72, Annex B,rows.30059-30075,30165-30193; 
G.PLA TT /PRH14 7 :PO 1783, paras.241 ,244-255, 260-261 ,tables.24-25,maps.19-20. See also PO 1782, 
paras.325-329. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.5; G.PLATT/PRH147:T328_50-51; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, 
slides: 142-144, Annex B,rows.30329-30334; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.296,298-301,table.31,map.24. See also P01782, para.354. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.11; G.PLATT/PRH147:T330_74; 
G.PLATT /PRH14 7 :PO 1793, slides:3 57-3 58, Annex B,rows.3083 8-30841. See also PO 1782, paras.417 -421. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.12; G.PLATT/PRH147:T330_99-110; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, 
slides:384-391, Annex B,rows.30884-30910; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.407,410-419, table.49, 
map.39. See P01782, paras.428-429. 

See above, Section V.C.2(c). 
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(ii) Quraitem Palace from January to 14 February 2005: Blue, Red & 

Green Networks 

432. The and Networks also retained a clear, common focus on the cells in the 

vicinity of Quraitem Palace from the time that the began to be used 

1 1 28 J 2005 h d f h . 14 F b 869 (M. . regu ar y on anuary to t e en o t e1r use on e ruary 1sswn 

Execution Phase). 

433. The strong connection between the , the cells around Quraitem Palace and 

HARIRI, continued from December into early January 2005, prior to its full expansion 

from six to fifteen phones. After HARIRI's absence from Lebanon for the first seven 

days of January 2005, activity resumed around Quraitem Palace 

coinciding with his return to residence on 7870 and 8 January 2005 871 before being 

suspended once again. 

434. It was not until27 January 2005, 872 following completion of the false claim and Mission 

Set-Up phases, 873 that Blue activity resumed in that area. It did so frequently and 

regularll74 (on at least 14 days) until 14 February 2005, and suddenly ceased 

869 

870 

871 

872 

873 

874 

875 

876 

thereafter. 875 The mirrored this pattern during the Red Primary phase876 

(also known as Mission Execution Phase), running from 28 January to 14 February 

J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :PO 1118, slides:55,57 -58; J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :P01114, paras.6.3 .5 -6.3 .14; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T286_ 40,41-45; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.41. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.20. See also P01782, paras.494-496. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.21; See P01782, para.503. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:38; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285_106-107; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.774-777; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slide:197, Annex B,row.50668, slides:225-226, Annex B, rows.50727-50736; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T339 30:5-23. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:l45; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.40; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01781, slide:43. 

J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :P01118, slide:38. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:40; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.5.2.18.1. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:42; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, graph.01; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285 116-118. 
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operated, it also used cells in the 

435. There were six common days878 during which both and phones used cells in the 

vicinity of Quraitem Palace. 879 One of those days, 31 January 2005, was one of only two 

days880 that the was active in the same area. 881 

436. HARIRI was in residence at Quraitem Palace on each ofthose six days. On 31 January 

2005, he made a return journey between Quraitem Palace and the Higher Shiite 

Council. 882 An examination of the cell use of the and Networks during the 

return journey to Quraitem Palace provides the clearest possible connection between their 

purpose and the movement ofHARIRI's security convoy. 

(iii) Parliament/ Coastal Route/ Crime Scene: Green, Red & Blue Networks 

437. Prior to HARIRI's presence at the Parliament on 14 February 2005, which coincided with 

intense activity, the cells in that area and the nearby Coastal Route/ Port 

area had been used by at least one of the Mission Phone Networks on four previous 

days.883 

438. The and Networks had a common focus in that area on 18 884 and 31 January 

2005 885 due, on both days, to the common use of BADREDDINE ( ) and 

877 

878 

879 

880 

881 

882 

883 

884 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:43; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114,paras.6.3.5-6.3.14; 
J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :T285 118-119. 

31 January, 8-12 February 2005. G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1264, 846, 852, 864-868,871,tables.104, 
106-108, paras.988-991, 993, 1004, 1006-1007, 1009-1020, tables.130,136-139, paras.1026-1031,1033-1034, 
1036, 1038, 1040,tables.140-143, paras.1048-1 051, tables.145-146, paras.1 062-1064,1067,1070,1073-1074, 
1076, 1079,tables.147-149, paras.1093,1097-1099, 1101-1103,1105-1106,1110-1111,1114-1118,table.151-
154. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114,paras.6.3.6, 6.3.9-6.3.13; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, paras.6.9.44, 6.9.53-
6.9.57; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, D0457564-66. 

Also 9 February 2005 during Red network activity in the same area. G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, 
para.1032,table 141. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, D0457564. See also P01782, paras.798-806. 

PRH019:P00358, 60296063,para.35; P00359; P00303, D0004956-57; P00303, D0004951-55. 

18, 27, 31 January, 8 February 2005. G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.692-698,tables.86-87, map.66,774-
777 ,table.97 ,map. 71, paras.848,853,871 ,tables.1 04,106-1 08,maps. 78-80. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.31; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:21, 26-29, Annex B,rows.50063-
50065,50092-50099. See also PO 1782, paras. 9-1 O(pages198-199). 
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) phones. On the first occasion, 18 January 2005, their 

phones converged in that area consistent with a meeting. 886 The coincidence of a 

hierarchical call flow points to a meeting of significant import to the plot. 887 The 

second occurred prior to and during intensive covert network surveillance ofHARIRI's 

security movement from the Higher Shiite Council. 888 

439. Aside from the activity on 14 February 2005, the importance of the area to the conspiracy 

and their common purpose is confirmed by the shared focus in that area by the and 

Networks on 8 February 2005 889-another date on which HARIRI was present at 

the Parliament. 890 

440. Prior to 14 February 2005, the cells in the area of the Crime Scene and the nearby Coastal 

Route were the focus of Mission Phone activity on five previous days. 

441. The , as might be expected given their function, used those cells in the final 

885 

886 

887 

888 

889 

890 

891 

892 

893 

894 

week preceding the assassination, including the "rehearsal" date, 8 February 2005891 and 

also 11,892 12 February 2005. 893 The (BAD RED DINE) also used those 

cells on 31 January 2005 894 during the intensive call activity and surveillance of 

HARIRI's security, led by AYYASH, between the Higher Shiite Council and Quraitem 

Palace. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.44; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, slides:214-251, Annex B, 
rows.60515-60621 See also P01782, paras.807-809,812. 

See below, Sections V.C.4(c); V.C.5. 

J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :P01118, slide: 120. 

See below, Section VII.J.5. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, D0457565; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114,table.16; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.53; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides:26-69,76, 
Annex B,rows.80062-80254,80274-80284. See also P01782, paras.915, 919-920. 

P00092, D0004288-90; H.HABRAKEN/PRH37l:P00356, 60282643-44; P00540. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, para.6.3.9,table.l6; G.PLATT!PRH147:P01916, slides:61-69,77-86, Annex 
B,rows.80210-80254,80285-80330.See also P01782, paras.925-928. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, para.6.3.12,table.22; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides:186-188, Annex 
B,rows.80726-80739. See also P01782, para.965. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, para.6.3.13,table.24; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides:257 -258, Annex 
B,rows.80996-81003.See also P01782, paras.976-982. 

G.PLA TT /PRH14 7 :PO 1902, slides:230,234-236,238,243,24 7, Annex B,rows.60564-60565,60579-60583, 
60586-60587,60596-60597,60611-60614. See also PO 1782, paras. 798,802-804,807-809. 
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442. All three Mission Phone Networks used cells around the Crime Scene on 3 February 

2005 before, during and/or immediately after HARIRI's lunch at St. Georges's Marina on 

that date. 895 Significantly, activity (BADREDDINE and AYYASH) 

converged on this location around the time ofHARIRI' s departure from the Marina area. 

3. Common Final Calls 

443. The final calls of a Mission Phone Network, given its nature, logically and ordinarily 

signals the cessation of the mission and its purpose. 896 

444. The final call of the took place using a cell in the immediate vicinity of 

the Crime Scene, approximately an hour before the Attack. 897 The final calls of the 

occurred using cells at and between the area of the Crime Scene and Parliament 

only minutes before the Attack. 898 The final calls of the Blue Primary phase took place in 

the vicinity of the Parliament/ Coastal Route area shortly before the final Green call. 899 

445. The peculiar convergence and focus of the final calls of the three mission phone 

networks, 900 together with all of the other common factors (as described above), provide 

the strongest evidence that: 

895 

896 

897 

898 

899 

900 

(a) all three covert networks shared the same ultimate, common focus and purpose; 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, para.6.3.8,table.14; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.48; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, D0457564-65; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01907, slides:4-8,13-52,55-57, 
Annex B,rows.70007-70027,70035-70208,70217-7023l.See also P01782, paras.840-852. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:PO 1117, para.5.8.1.44. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:94,163; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, 
paras.6.1 0.2.1 ,table.26A,map.26A,map.27 A,map.28A, paras.6.1 0.4.6-6.1 0.4. 7; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T287 _57-59; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:97-98, 
Annex B,rows.90265-90269 ;see PO 1782, para.1030. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:93,163; J.E.PHILIPSIPRH435:P01114, para.6.3.14; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.6.10.2.1,table.26A,map.26A,map.27 A, para.6.10.4.1; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T287 _56-59; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides: 125,129-134, 
Annex B,rows.90336-90341,90345-90356;see P01782, para.1034. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:95,163; J.E.PHILIPSIPRH435:P01117,paras.6.10.2.6, 6.10.2.8, 6.10.3.3, 
table.26A, map.26A, map.27 A, map.28A, paras.6.1 0.4.3-6.1 0.4.4; J. E.PHILIPSIPRH435 :T287 _59-60; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:76-77, Annex B,rows.90213-90222. See also P01782, para.1025. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:96-97,163; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:PO 1117, para.6.1 0.2,table.26A,map.26A,map.27 A,map.28A, para.6.10.4; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T287_62-68; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slides:60,126. 
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(b) given the exceptional nature of the Mission Phone Networks, that ultimate purpose 

was both complex and grave, and 

(c) their objective was ultimately fulfilled around the St. Georges's Marina area around 

12:53 on 14 February 2005. 901 

446. Indeed the intimate association of the final calls with the (final) movements ofHARIRI's 

convoy forming, as it does, a recurrent pattern pervading the common focus of the covert 

networks, provides the most cogent basis for determining their common purpose: the 

assassination of HARIRI. 

4. Complementary Roles & Functions of the Three Covert Networks led by AYYASH 

447. PHILIPS was able to demonstrate not only that the three Mission Phone groups held a 

common purpose, but also why it necessitated three such exceptional, dedicated networks 

and the complementary functions they discharged. 

(a) : Mission Execution 

448. The primary function of the 

execution of the crime. 902 

, led by AYYASH, was to facilitate the 

449. The complex task of positioning the suicide bomb and then detonating it with precision at 

the moment HARIRI's car passed, required a high degree of organization, discipline and 

focus, of a military character. A closely co-ordinated and synchronised form of remote 

communication operating between his departure point (the Parliament) and the appointed 

C . s "d bl . 903 nme cene was an unav01 a e necess1ty. 

450. The complexity of the Attack, the gravity of the objective, and the inevitability that the 

use of the.,.~". uuu~" would be forensically associated with the crime ("high forensic 

901 

902 

903 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.5.8.1.44; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :P01118, slide: 164; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :P01114, D0346172,D0346174. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:125; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:PO 1117, paras.5.2.19 .8-5.2.19.12, 5.8.1.1-5.8.1.11; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288 77-78. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:127; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.5.2.19.11; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288 78-82. 
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visibility), rendered the use of a Mission Phone imperative. 904 It required nothing less 

than a dedicated telephone network adopting extreme measures to ensure its provenance 

and complete anonymity of its users.905 

451. The operated as a classic, paradigmatic Mission Phone Network adopting 

extreme measures of covertness. 906 It is a compelling fit for the exceptional profile 

. d h . 907 reqmre to execute t e cnme. 

452. Additional, more specific, characteristics and behaviour of the 

doubt that it was the network chosen to execute the crime: 

leave no 

904 

905 

906 

907 

90R 

909 

910 

911 

(i) It was the last of the four networks to be used, commencing a month before the 

crime, and operating with incremental regularity and intensity over the last two 

weeks,908 reaching its peak in the hour before its permanent cessation two 

minutes before the explosion;909 

(ii) The final six calls took place immediately before the assassination; 910 

(iii) Those calls only began the moment that HARIRI left the Parliament area (Place 

de ]'Etoile) towards the Crime Scene in his security convoy; 911 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide: 127; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, D0346172-75; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.5.8.1.1-5.8.1.5; J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288_78-82. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:16-18; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, para.6.3.16; 
J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :P01117, paras.5.8.1.1-5.8.1.4, 6.1.3.11-6.1.3.12; 
J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :T285 46-55. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:18-21; P01118.3; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, para.6.3.15; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.5.8.1.1-5.8.1.11; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285_54-73. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:127; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.5.7; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288 78-82. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:42; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, paras.6.3.15.2,6.3.16; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.5.3.1.3,graph.01; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285_116-118. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, paras.6.3.14.2, 6.3.15.2; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.5.8.1.44 5.8.1.45; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 _82-83. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide: 164; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, D0346172,D0346174; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.6.10, table.26A, map.26A, map.27A, para.6.11, map.28A, map.29A, 
map.30A,map.31A,map.32A; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 _ 85-87. 

P00090, D0003642-44, D0003854-55; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1181-1184, photo.5, photo.6, 
table.172; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:120-125, Annex B,rows.90331-90341; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T347 _ 46-49,56-59. 
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(iv) They revolved around a fulcrum, S8, who used a cell in the immediate vicinity of 

Parliament to initiate four of the calls to the other members of the network as he 

signaled the departure ofthe convoy; 912 

(v) The calls were very short, highly synchronised and organised by order of the 

proximity of the call recipient to the Crime Scene;913 

(vi) The first of the final six calls was to S7 for five seconds, who used a cell in the 

vicinity of the Crime Scene. 914 A minute later, the VBIED was seen on closed

circuit television ("CCTV") edging slowly past the Phoenicia Hotel towards the 

Crime Scene.915 The movement of S7's (and S5's) was strongly 

associated with the movement of the Van to the Crime Scene area an hour before 

the Attack 916 
' 

(vii) S8, responsible for confirming the timing and direction ofHARIRI's movement, 

played a dominant role in the 28 calls that occurred in the hour (11 :48-

12:53) before the explosion. 917 He was involved in ~50% of them (13 calls). 

He used the cell (ETOILE I) in the immediate vicinity ofHARIRI's location, the 

Parliament area, for all but one of those calls; 918 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:164; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.6.11.4.5-6.11.4.9, 6.11.5, 
map.28A, map.29A, map.30A, map.32A; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 _86. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide: 164; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.6.11.5.7 -6.11.5.8; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 86. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:164; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, map.28A; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 _ 86; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:125,129, Annex B,rows.90336-90341, 90345-90346. 
See also P01782, para.1035. 

P00020; P00015. See also P01782, para.1036. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:66,70-71,76-77, Annex B,rows.90182-90183, 90190-90197, 90214-90222; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.1162;G.PLATT/PRH147:T346_59-60,74-80. See also P01782, para.1037. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:128,162; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, paras.6.3.14.12, 6.3.14.14; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.6.11.4.5-6.11.4.8, 6.11.5.3, 6.11.5.9,maps.28A-32A; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288_82-85; See also P01782, para.1038. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:128,162; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.6.11.3.3, 6.11.5.3; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, paras.6.3.14.12, 6.3.14.14; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288_82-85; See also 
P01782, para.1038. 
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(viii) The final hour of 28 calls was the most intense period of 

(ix) 

activity. 919 However, whilst only two calls took place in half of that hour (12:18-

12:48) as HARIRI lingered in the Cafe prior to his departure from Place de 

!'Etoile, seven of those 28 calls (25%) occurred in five minutes as he left the cafe 

and departed the area towards the Crime Scene,920 and 

Of the 11 days of activity, nine took place in the Red Primary 

Phase (or Mission Execution Phase), each of which featured particularly intense 

blocks of calling activity ("Red Hotspots" or "Core Mission 

Activity"). 921 Those Red Hotspots were inextricably bound with either HARIRI's 

. h" . 922 h" "d Q . p 1 923 dl movement m IS secunty convoy, IS resi ence at urmtem a ace, an or 

locations where he might reasonably be expected (such as Faqra Villa on a Friday 

afternoon). 924 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:128; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.6.11.5.1-6.11.5.2; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, para.6.3.15.2; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288_82: 13-19. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:129; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.6.10.2.1,table.26A, map.27A; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288 83:11-13. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:19; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.6.1.5.2; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285_55-65, see in particular T285_58:15-21. 

31 January, 3, 8, 12 and 14 February 2005. 31 January 2005: 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.841-842,846, 853-854, 857-858, 861-866, table.104, tables.106-107, 
map.78; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, slides:185-200,206, 216-219,222-224,227-229,231-233,235,237,239-
242,244-249,252-258,261-263, 
Annex B,rows.60442-60480,60494-6050 1,60524-60538,60543-60551,60555-60563, 60566-60578, 60581, 6 
0584-60585,60588-60595, 60598-60618,60622-60638,60645-60659; G.PLATT/PRH147:T340_19-21. See 
also P01782, paras.796-797, 800, 802-805; 3 February 2005: G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.900-
902,905-907,910-911,913-914,919-923, tables.l14-115, table.117, table.119; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01907, 
slides:19-21,23-37 ,39-47,55-57, Annex B,rows.70051-70055,70059-70069,70074-70138,70143-
70174,70177-70178,70217-70220, 70222-70226,70230; G.PLATT/PRH147:T341_77-98. See also P01782, 
paras.839, 843-844, 847-851; 8 February 2005: G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.984-985,1000, 1004, 
1006-1007,1009-1012, table.133, tables.l35-138; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides:62-71,73-76, Annex 
B,rows. 80214-80243,80246-80257,80260-80264,80268-80273,80277-80281; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T343_102-112; See P01782, paras.915-917,925-928; 12 February 2005: 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1080-1081,1093,1095-1099,1101-1103, maps.112, map.113, map.114, 
table.151; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides:209-219,226-229,232-233,235,237-238,242-249, 
Annex B,rows. 80844-80864, 808 89-80902,80908-80917,80920-80921,80924-80926,80929-80932,8093 8, 
80965; G.PLATT/PRH147:T345_23-24,29-51; See P01782, paras.974-975, 977-982; 14 February 2005: 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1134,1156,1161,1163-1164,1166-1167,1169-1170,1175,1178-1180,1183 
-1184,1187-1193, tables.161,163,165-167,169,170-172; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:81-87,108-125,129-134, Annex B,rows.90230-90233, 90237,90239-
90250,90293-90341,90345,90356; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T347 _ 41-41,46-49,56-59; See P01782, paras.1013, 1021-1023, 1026-1029,1031-1038. 

28 January, 9-11 February 2005. 28 January 2005: 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783 paras.778-779,784-786,map.72,table.98; 
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(b) Red Network: Laying a False Trail to Dovetail with the False Claim & 

Insulating the Green & Blue Networks from Discovery 

453. The ancillary function of the was bipartite, to: 

(a) insulate the other covert networks, and their heavy association with the heart of 

Dahyieh,925 from investigation and discovery; and 

(b) associate its provenance with Tripoli, 926 ABU ADASS, and the pending False Claim 

of Responsibility. 

Insulation from Discovery 

454. PHILIPS' analysis demonstrates that great care was taken to ensure that 

924 

925 

926 

927 

users would not be associated with their heartland (depicted by the lkm radius circle in 

Dahyieh).927 The use of to make or receive calls in that area when the 

G.PLA TT /PRH14 7 :PO 1902, slides:28-34,51-53,63-64, 73-7 4, Annex B,rows.60071-60072,60076-70077, 
60079-60080,60082,60084,60087-60091,60135,6013 7-60138,60140-60145,60171-60173,60 198-60200; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T339 _51-58,69-79, in particular T339 _69; See P01782, paras.766,769; 
9 February 2005: G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1021-1022,1027,1030-1031,1033-
1034,1036,1 038,1040,tables.140-143,maps.103-104; G .PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides: 132,135-
136,138-140,142-148,151-153,156-157, Annex B,rows.80482-80485,80498-80499,80503-80504,80511-
80512,80514-80515,80519-80521 ,80524-80525,80529-80562,80568-80584,80597-8061 0; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T344_28-40,42-53; See P01782, paras.936-938,942-943; 
10 February 2005: G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1042,1044,1049,1051,tables.145-146,maps106-107; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides: 164-167,169-171,174, 
Annex B,rows.80625-80648,80654-80669,80679-80681; G.PLATT/PRH147:T344_61-65,78-85; 
See P01782, paras.948,950; 
11 February 2005: G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1053-1054,1062-1064,1067,1073,1076,1079, 
tables.147-149,map.108,maps.110-111; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides: 182-185,190-193,204, 
Annex B,rows.80711-80725,80743-80755,80823-80824; G.PLATT/PRH147:T344_ 86-91,101-106, 
T345_6-45; See P01782, paras.960,965. 

28 January 2005. 28 January 2005: G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.780,787-790,table.98,map.73; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, slides: 14-21,36-43,45-48,51,54-58,60,65-69,77-82, Annex B,rows.60028-
60055,60094-6011 0,60114-60127,60135,60137-60138,60140-60142,60146-60153,60156,60175-
60181,60204-60207,60209-6021 0; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T339 _ 48-51,53-66,69-79,but see in particular T339 _54:5-13,56-62,72; 
See P01782, paras.768,770-772. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:l31-133; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.6.1.5.3-6.1.5.4,map.23A; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, paras.6.3.15.23,6.3.16; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 _9-16. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:134; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.5.2.19.12; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, paras.6.3.15.21-6.3.15.22, 6.3.16; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 _19-23. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:l31-132; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.5.4.8.12,5.4.8.15-
5.4.8.16,map.02A; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, paras.6.3.15.21-6.3.15.24; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 9-16. 
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of that user was available and active, reinforces that point whilst also providing 

insight into the supporting role of the during the "Execution Phase".928 

455. The only occasions in which used cells in close proximity to the encircled 

base area was during Red Hotspots or Core Mission Activity on 31 January 929 and 12 

February 2005 930 as part of a movement to that area consistent with a visit, rather than 

residence, there. In fact on both those days, the Red activity moved in tandem with the 

movement ofHARIRI's security convoy to the Higher Shiite Council931 and a funeral at 

S C 932 . 1 acre oeur, respective y. 

456. If the only purpose of the was to facilitate the execution of the crime, they 

could have been used for the first and last time on 14 February 2005. However, to have 

done so, would have inevitably led any diligent investigator to look for other telephone 

networks that surveilled HARIRI's security in preparation for the crime. 

457. The was used for contact between the users on ten days in the month that 

928 

929 

930 

931 

932 

933 

followed the first day of use on 14 January 2005. On each of those days, the timing and 

locations of calls had an inexorable nexus with HARIRI's anticipated or 

actual location and movement. 933 The operation of the network through its life span 

thereby left a credible trail of sustained use to promote the forensic impression of them 

being the only phones used to prepare and execute the crime. It thereby tended to deter 

27 January-14 February 2005. J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:109; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T287 _84-87. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, para.6.3.6. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, para.6.3.13. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T340_19-25; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, slides:186-255, Annex B,rows.60442-60627; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783,paras.853-866,tables.106-107. See also P01782, paras.796,800-803; 
PRH019:P00358, 60296063,para.35; P00359; P00303, D0004956-57; P00303, D0004951-55. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T345_29-5l;G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides:209-249, Annex B,rows.80844-80965; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1093-1103,table.151,maps.112-114. See also P01782, paras.974,978-979. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.711,713,717,721, table.90, map.67, paras.778-779,784,786, map.72, 
paras.841-842,846,848, table.104, paras.849-850, table.105, paras.854,858, table.1 06, map.78, 
paras.859-862,864-865, table.1 07, map.79, paras.900-902,904-905, table.l14, map.84, paras.906-911, 
tables.115-116, paras.913-914, table.l17-118, map.85, paras.915-917,919-923, table.l19, map.86,984-
985,999-1 004,1006-1007,1009-1012, tables.97 -101, maps.133-138, paras.1 021-1022,1027,1030-
1031,1033-1034,1036,1038,1040-1041, tables.140-143, maps.103-105, paras.1 042-1044,1049,1051-1052, 
tables.145-146, maps.106-1 07, paras.1 053-1054,1062-1064,1067,1070,1073,1076,1079, tables.147 -149, 
maps.1 08,111, paras.1080-1081 ,1 089-1093,1095-1099,1101-1103,1108,1110,1114,1117 tables.150-152, 
maps.112-114, paras.1152-1154,1161,1163-1170,1175,1178-1192, tables.163,165-167,169-172, 
maps.121, 125-132,136-148,152-154. 
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further forensic telecommunication investigation and insulate the other covert networks, 

necessary to co-ordinate the crime, from discovery. 

Association of the Assassination with the False Claim of Responsibility 

458. After ABU ADASS left his home to meet "Mohammed" on 16 January 2005 never to 

return,934 two calls (purportedly made on his behalf) were received by his mother the 

following day. The first indicated that he had travelled to Tripoli; the second suggested 

that he was to travel for jihad to Iraq. 935 Placed in context, the effect of the calls was to 

create an impression that the claimed suicide bomber was a Sunni extremist who had 

connections with Tripoli. 

459. Like the purchase of the Van used in the VBIED from a Tripoli showroom, the origin and 

administration of the 

Tripoli. 936 

was deliberately located in and associated with 

460. The high volume of calls made within the almost exclusively took place in 

934 

935 

936 

937 

938 

the Beirut (~83%) and Zouk Mosbehl Faraya (~12%) areas. 937 Notwithstanding this, 

specific trips were made to Tripoli, in the far north of Lebanon far away from Beirut and 

the base area of the users, to purchase the SIM cards and the handsets from different 

shops on different days. 938 Whilst attempts might be made to provide an alternative 

explanation for this, it defies logic that two more special journeys were necessary to the 

Tripoli area (on 4 January and 2 February 2005) to make calls to the Alfa network to 

initiate and add credit to the phones, respectively. 

See below, Section VI.B.1(a). See P01782, para.601. 

See below, Section VI.C.2. See P01782, para.618. 

Purchase of SIM cards, handsets and handset repair; Initialisation (or set-up) on 4 January and credit top-up on 2 
February 2005 by calls made to Alfa. J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide: 134; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 _19-
23; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.5.4.4.3, 6.6.10.7-6.6.10.8; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.494-
501,896-898; G.PLATT/PRH147:T332:40-42, see in particular 41:24-25,42.See Sections V.B.1(a); VII.I.7. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:20,55; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, para.6.3.15.23; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.5.2.1.3,map.03A,5.2.6.3-5.2.6.4, 5.2.19.10,5.3.2.2,map.03A, 
paras.5.8.1.3-5.8.1.4, 5.8.1.6, 5.8.1.8, 5.8.1.10-5.8.1.11, 5.8.1.47,6.1.5.4; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285 _54-55,67-73; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T286 _ 40; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P00796.1, para.518; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide:125; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T282 63-67. 

See above, Sections V.A.1; V.B.1(a). 
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461. In fact, if the goal of the Mission Phone Network was to secure its absolute anonymity by 

protocol of dissociation, rather than associating it with a specific place-Tripoli, the 

obvious place (and the most convenient) to buy the phone equipment, set-up, and top-up 

the phone would surely have been in the heart of downtown Beirut. 

462. Those responsible for the knew that its footprint would be acutely 

examined after the explosion, hence the extreme measures it adopted, coupled with the 

alternative use of the phones, to achieve its anonymity. Its high forensic 

visibility rendered it inherently unsuitable for any aspects of the preparations for the 

crime that needed to remain covert, such as calls within the base area and acquiring the 

elements for preparing, storing or moving the VBIED. The , characterised 

by a low forensic visibility, was eminently more suitable for this purpose. 

463. The only left the forensic trail that those controlling it wanted to be seen 

after the crime. 

464. As a classic mission execution phone network, and a necessarily strictly controlled 

communication facility, it can be safely ruled out that, prior to the execution of the crime, 

Red calls had any genuine or real operational purpose other than establishing a regular 

and obvious association with the movement of HARIRI during the final stages of 

surveillance. 

465. The was also used in the Tripoli area on two other occasiOns: 

14 January939 and 11 February 2005. 940 The first being the first day of use ofthe 

. This occassion appears to have had no conceivable operational purpose other 

than to use the phones on cells in disparate areas from Beirut to Tripoli, which would 

recur throughout its lifespan. 

466. The second occasion, 11 February, was the penultimate day of use before the Attack. 

939 

940 

Given the nature of the Red Network, and also the availability of other, much lower 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, para.6.3.3; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:134; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289_19-23; G.PLATT/PRH147:T334_64; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:339,342, Annex B,rows.40828-40837,40843; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.618,626,table.79. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, para.6.3.12; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 _19-23; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides: 186,189,191,194, Annex B,rows.80727 ,80733,80740-
80741 ,80743,80756; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1 055,1066,1070,1 072,table.148,map.109. 
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profile covert networks, it is inconceivable that the use of two north of 

Tripoli on this day was connected with genuine, covert preparation (such as moving the 

VBIED from Tripoli to Beirut). Rather, it is much more likely that the intention was to 

create this forensic misimpression. 

467. The use of was deliberate and calculated to reaffirm the false association 

between the covert network and the Tripoli area, and to reinforce the same association 

with the final preparations for the assassination. 

(c) Blue Network: Mission Set-Up & Execution Support led by AYYASH 

468. The heavy restrictions on the use of the driven by their high forensic 

visibility, logically necessitated the use of a further, alternative and freer form of covert 

communication by those preparing such a complex mission. The 

A YY ASH, fulfilled that role. 

, led by 

469. Once the network had formed into its fully interactive complement of 15 phones on 18 

January 2005, 941 a detailed examination of its geographical and contact profiles revealed 

a clear bifurcation in its role up to the time of the Attack. This was cogently 

conceptualised by PHILIPS into two distinct phases: Mission Set-Up (18-26 January 

2005), and Mission Support during the Mission Execution Phase (27 January-14 

February 2005). 942 

4 70. The period prior to the Blue phones' commencement as a fully operational network of 15 

phones on 18 January 2005 was outside the principal focus of PHILIPS analysis. 

Nevertheless, its role in this earlier period can also be readily identified with clarity. 

Early Preparation: 18 October-22 December 2004: Background Surveillance 

471. The Blue group began as an exclusive covert network of three phones on 18 October 

2004,943 only five days after the Green Network began life as an exclusive covert 

941 

942 

943 

Even though all15 Blue Phones had been activated for use by 12 January 2005. 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:28,35; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.6.3.3.1; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285 84. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:28,36-38,41; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285_99-100. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:35; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.5.2.17.1; 
J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :T285 _98. See also P01782, paras.1 06-107. 
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network of three. 944 Common to both groups was A YY ASH ( 

continued as a network of three until 23 December 2004. 945 

& ). It 

4 72. The regular use of cells around Quraitem Palace by two of the phones (S5 & S7) from 20 

October to 11 November 2004,946 and again on 23-29 November 2004,947 was suspended 

for 17 days until 17 December 2004948 when HARIRI returned from abroad. HARIRI had 

been absent from Lebanon for all but three of those previous 17 days. 

473. This early behaviour is consistent with background surveillance on HARIRI's lifestyle, 

habits, and security arrangements. 

Early Preparation: 23 December 2004-8 January 2005: Intensified Surveillance 

474. The expanded from three to six phones on 23 December 2004,949 so that 

944 

945 

946 

947 

948 

949 

950 

the Principal Six all held a Blue phone. This immediately preceded an extension of the 

scope of surveillance from Quraitem Palace to the Faqra Villa area and the route between 

the two, from 25 December 2004 to 1 January 2005. 950 This coincided with HARIRI's 

residence in Faqra and his travel to and from Beirut. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:34; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117,para.5.3.1.4, graph.02; 
J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :T285 96:5-20. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.4. See also P01782, para.348. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.84-85,88-92,table.2,map.1, paras.97,100-101, table.4, map.2, 
paras.106,109,table.5,map.3, paras.115,119,121,table.6,map.4, para.125,table.7,map.5, 
paras.130-131, table.8, map.6, paras.135,137-139,table.9, map.7, paras.151,153,tablel1, 
paras.154-155,table.12,map.8, paras.159,162,table.13,map.9, paras.168, 172,174,176,table.14, map.1 0, 
paras.182,184-185, table15, map.11; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slides:38-45, 71-74,80-84, 91-93, 106-
108, 112-114, 117-121,124-126,139-146,150-153,167-173,177-178,182-183,187-189,194-195, 199-
201,207-208, 
Annex B, rows.20093-20117,20176-20185,20195-20209,20226-20233,20257-20265,20269-20274,20277-2 
0292,20295-20300,20326-20349,20353-20361,20388-20402,20407-20411,20416-20419, 20430-20435, 
20448-20452,20456-20461, 20471-20475; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T325 _ 4-13, 23-26,30-36,38-40,50-52,66-67,70-71,78-90,96,101-106; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T326_21-25,33-40, 46-59. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.198-199,201-203,table.18, map.13, paras.208,212, table.19,map.14, 
paras.218-221,table.20, map.15, paras.224,226-228,table.21,map.16; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slides:218-
237,247-249, Annex B,rows.20495-20527,20542-20546; G.PLATT/PRH147:T326_102-110,T327 _12-15. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.233,236,table.22,map.17; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slides:280-282, 
Annex B,rows.20596-20603; G .PLATT /PRH 14 7 :T327 _ 29-35. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.4. See also P01782, para.348. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, paras.6.9.6-6.9.14; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides: 160-193, 
Annex B,rows.30367 -30446,197-216, Annex B,rows.30455-30514,220-259, 
Annex B,rows.30521-30608,284-301, Annex B,rows.30669-30717,326-368, 
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475. Surveillance was suspended for the five subsequent days whilst HARIRI was absent from 

Lebanon, resuming at the Airport upon his return on 7 January 2005 951 and lasting only 

until 8 January 2005. 952 Until27 January 2005, there was no further mobile surveillance 

but only negligible static surveillance.953 

Mission Set-Up (18-26 January 2005) 

476. Covert network surveillance ofHARIRI was almost entirely suspended for 18 days from 

9 January 2005 to 26 January 2005. 954 However, during those 18 days the and 

k . . d d 955 networ s were very active m ee . 

477. The began its Primary Phase on 11 January 2005.956 The 

951 

952 

953 

954 

955 

956 

957 

expanded from 6 to 15 phones between 7 and 12 January 2005, 957 and began its own 

Annex B,rows.30767 -30862,383-430,Annex B,rows.30884-31 031 0; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:2-21, Annex B,rows.40004-40050; G.PLATT/PRH147:T328_86-
89,91-100, see in particular 87-89; G.PLATT/PRH147:T329 _8-31, see in particular 10-11,15-16,38-81, 
see in particular 41,48-51,60-64,99-104; G.PLATT/PRH147:T330_61-68,70-74,85-89; 
G.PLATT/PRH147 :T331_9-11 ,20-30,33-49,70-77 ,86-93; 
G.PLATT/PRH147 :PO 1783, paras.31 0,313-321,324,327-332,336,340-344,349,356-361,3 76,3 79,385,394-
402,406,420-427,437 ,441-445; 
See P01782, paras.320-321,349,361-364,369-373,384-392,405-406,417-421,428-433,442-449. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.20; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.463,478,487,513,531 ,539,540,543-564; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides: 170-171, 179-189, Annex B,rows.40368-40369,40389-40418; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T332_97-104, see in particular 99-100; P00346, 6004136; P00536, 60242318; 
See P01782, paras.453-454,461-462,467,477,479,484-485,489,494-496. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.21; See P01782, para.503; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:217-221, Annex B,rows.40467-40481; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.578-582; G.PLATT/PRH147:T333_33-38. See P01782, paras.502-503. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.40; G.PLATT/PRH147:T333_38; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, 
slides:203-222, Annex B,rows.50682-50717; G.PLATT/PRH147:T339_27; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, 
paras.771-777. See also P01782, paras.758-763. There was Red Network activity for 42 minutes in the vicinity of 
the Al-Omari mosque on 20 January 2005. 

For example, surveillance resumed after Hariri's return to Beimt and continued to 8 January 2005. There was 
also Red Network activity for 42 minutes in the vicinity of the Al-Omari mosque on 20 January 2005. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, paras.6.9.21-6.9.40; P01205, rows.0229-0242; P01207, rows.0079-0102; 
P01211, rows.0089-0125; P01238, rows.0001-0160; P01229, rows.0261-0330; P01227, rows.0167-0303; 
P01225,rows.0237-0271; P01239, rows.0119-0166; P01228, rows.Olll-0217. 

The pivotal meeting between GHAZALEH and HARIRI having taken place on 9 January 2005, the first day 
of the nineteen that surveillance was suspended and which spanned both the False Claim Set-Up and Mission 
Set-Up Phases. Surveillance resuming in line with the Red Primary Phase and Mission Execution Phase, all 
of which ceased moments before the Attack. J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:34; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285 96-97. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, paras.6.9.20-6.9.25. 
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Primary Phase on 18 January 2005. 958 Moreover, over this period of suspended 

surveillance, both the and Networks were involved in linked activity that 

was exceptional relative to its previous behaviour: 

(i) (AYYASH) made a unique959 journey to Tripoli on 11 January 

2005 960 where it used a cell that provided predicted coverage to the showroom 

from which the Van was purchased; 

(ii) In turn, (S8) began a series of trips to Tripoli (including the same 

showroom area) on 12,961 14,962 15963 and 22 January 2005. 964 These trips were 

consistent with scoping out a suitable vehicle to carry the bomb. On each 

occasion, it contacted (S6). On 25 January 2005, (S6) used 

cells in Tripoli965 , including the showroom area, around the time of the Van 

purchase; 

(iii) From 12-16 January 2005, the period immediately preceding the abduction of 

ABU ADASS: 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285 _101-103; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:35-36; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.31. 

Unique to the Green network throughout its lifespan: 30 September 2004- 14 February 2005. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.589,593-598,table.74,map.59; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:261-264, 
Annex B,rows.40577-40580; G.PLATT/PRH147:T333 _73-85. See also P01782, para.534. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.25, see in particular 6.9.25.12,6.9.25.15,table.85; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.600,603-604,table.76,map.60; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:283-
285, Annex B,rows.40642-40644; G.PLATT/PRH147:T333_91-93,T334_11-14. See also P01782, 
para.549. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.27, see in particular 6.9.27.10, 6.9.27.14,table.89; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.618,629; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:345-347, 
Annex B,rows. 40854-40856; G.PLATT/PRH147:T334_84-86. See also P01782, para.570. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.28, see in particular 6.9.28.9; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, 
paras.636,652-653,table.82, paras.658,660,table.83; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:361-365,368-369; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T334_93-110. See P01782, paras.591-594. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.35, see in particular 6.9.35.10, table.105; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.730,table.92; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:118-122, 
Annex B,rows.50410-50423; G.PLATT/PRH147:T338_ 48-53. See also P01782, paras.696-697. 

The only time it did so between the set-up of the Red phones in Tripoli on 4 January, and the 14 February 2005. 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:PO 1115, para.6.9 .3 8, see in particular 6.9 .38.1 0; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.745,755-762,table.94,map.70; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides: 162-172, 
Annex B,rows.50567-50595; G.PLATT/PRH147:T338_87-100. See also P01782, paras.726-727. 
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(BADREDDINE) initiated calls to (MERHI) for the 

first time since forming an exclusive network; 

(2) The only three examples of hierarchical call flows 

occurred; 

(3) The longest ever call-MERHI ( 

BAD RED DINE- followed an extended period of 

) calling 

inactivity, 

which given the timing was consistent with a conspiratorial meeting 

regarding the abduction itself; 966 

(iv) From 18-26 January 2005, immediately after the period in which the preparation 

for the creation of a video conveying a false claim of responsibility that related to 

the abduction of ABU ADASS ("False Claim Set-Up Phase"): 

• The only four examples of 

occurred: 

hierarchical call flows then 

o The first, on 18 January 2005,967 immediately preceded Green activity 

reflecting a meeting of the high command (AYYASH and 

BAD RED DINE) in the Parliament/ Port/ Coastal Route area. The was 

the first such occurrence outside ofDahyieh, and concerned 

(Blue Base phone) which played a pivotal role in this nine-day 

. d 968 peno ; 

o The second, on 19 January 2005, 969 occurred in the early hours 

immediately after a unique970 return journey by to the Anjar 

G.PLA TT /PRH14 7 :PO 1807, slides:269-273,277 -278,293, Annex B,rows.40591-40596,40617-40628,40670; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T333 _ 85-88;0 .PLATT/PRH147:T334_ 28-29. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:120; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.31; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288_55-56; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.691-697,table.86; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slide:25, Annex B,rows.50087-50091; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T337_36-38,49-53. See also P01782, para.9(p.199). 

When it began regular network contact, and also had its most frequent activity, principally with Blue 233 
(AYY ASH) and Blue 864 (S9)- both of them the principal actors in the Mission Set-Up phase. See below, 
Sections VII.I.3(a); VII.I.5. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:120; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.32; 
J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :T288 _56-58; G.PLATT /PRH14 7 :PO 1889, slides:42-48, 
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area- a journey in which A YY ASH, the leader of the group, took a 

. 971 d d' . umque an uect mterest; 

o The third, on 19 January 2005 972 
' 

involving AYYASH 

) and S9 ( ), Blue Base phone ( 

( ), occurred in the middle of the first ofS9's three principal 

days of extended cell use973 in an industrial area east of the Airport974 

which had commenced only five hours after 

An jar; 

's return from 

o The fourth, on 25 January 2005,975 involving AYYASH ( 

) and S6 ( ) who was using cells m central 

Tripoli,976 occurred shortly before the purchase of the Van from 

Tripoli-the principal constituent of the VBIED; 

Annex B,rows.50142-50161; G.PLATT/PRH147:T337_75-98, see in particular T337_97-98. 
See also P01782, paras.650-655. 

The only time a Blue, Green or Red network phone ever used cells in this area. 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T287 _89-91; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288_20-30; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, 
slide:115; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.62.231,map.30. See below, Section VII.I.6(c). 

The only contact Blue 742 had with AYYASH (and more or less with any phone other than Blue 428) was the 
three calls at a late hour from the Anjar area. Annex C.l, row.2. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide: 121; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.32; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288_68-70; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:58-63, 
Annex B,rows.50178-50201; G.PLATT/PRH147:T337 _106-111.See also P01782, paras.661-664. 

An exceptional pattern of cell use by S9 in an unusual area for the network phones that extended through large 
blocks of time on the three principal days: 19, 24 & 26 January. It involved his recunent use of three cells at 
least once a day, every day (except 22 & 25 January), from early hours of 19 January to early hours of 28 
January. It regularly concerned calls in the early hours exclusively with AYYASH consistent with covert 
activity. Contact with Blue Base phone from the East of Airport cells was also a significant feature, including 
the second longest ever covert network call of 6 Yz minutes on 26 January 2005. 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288_20-30;J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:ll5; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, 
para.6.9.62.23l,map.30; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288_30-55; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:ll7-118; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.32.10,table.99,6.9.37.9,table.109,6.9.39.11,table.113. 

See Annex C.1, row.35. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:l21-122; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.38; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288 _70-73; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.745-746,755-762,table.94,map.70; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:l62-167, Annex B,rows.50567-50584; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T338_87-94. See also P01782, paras.726-728. 

See Annex C.1, row.138. 
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• The only series of Green network calls that took place between AYYASH 

and BADREDDINE in the early hours977 did so on two consecutive days (19 

and 20 January 2005); 978 

• Both sets of calls followed immediately after the return journey to An jar, and 

the end of the first extended day ofS9 activity using the East of Airport cells, 

and 

• It was also over this period that S816-strongly associated with the East of 

Airport cells, AYYASH and S5's movement of the VBIED on 

14 February 2005 979-had almost all of his contact with AYYASH,980 much 

of it occurring in call flows related to S9 whilst S9 was active in the East of 

A. 981 1rport area. 

478. It was this nine-day period (18-26 January 2005), the first part of the Blue Primary 

Phase, that PHILIPS termed Mission Set-Up.982 His analysis was independent of the 

factual elements listed above (e.g. purchase ofthe Van) which, read together, serve as 

strong reinforcement for his assessment. 

4 79. PHILIPS concluded that the was intended, eventually, to operate as a full 

977 

978 

979 

980 

981 

982 

983 

group of 15 phones. He noted that it effectively operated as an umbrella group for two 

sub-groups: the Core Six phones (Principal Six phones) who also held the six main 

, and the Balance ofNine (the other nine ).983 The rapid addition of 

The only other occasion a series of call occurred in the early hours was on the morning of the attempted 
assassination ofMarwan HAMAD E. G.PLATT/PRH147:P01784, slides: 111-112, 
Annex B,rows.1 0269-10270,10272,10275. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.704,table.88, paras.712,715 -716,table.89; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, 
slides:46-48, 71-72,74, Annex B,rows.50 153-50161,5023 8-50239,50248-50249; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T337 _93-98,117-119,T338_ 4-6;see P01782, paras.648,654,661,664,675-676. 

See below, Section VIII.L.1 

14 out of 21 calls between S816 and A YY ASH prior to the evening of the attack occurred in this period. 
P01326, rows.789,867 ,875,878,880-881,883-885,897,901-902,909-911; P01262, rows.66,86-93,106, 109-
110,117,119. 

See below, Section VII.I.6(b ). 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:PO 1118, slide: 112; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T287 _90-95; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 44-46. 

J .E.PHILIPS/PRH43 5 :P01118, slides:28,30; J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :T285 _ 84. 
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the nine phones in January 2005 was evidently deliberate, 984 and that most if not all of the 

15 phones had a role to play in their purpose up to and including 14 February 2005. 985 

480. PHILIPS identified the 18 January-14 February 2005 as the Primary Phase986 for the 

following reasons: 

(a) it was over this period that the 

frequency; 987 

operated at its highest overall 

(b) it was not until 18 January 2005 that the two "sub-groups" began to interact and 

integrate with each other to a significant extent,988 and 

(c) 18 January was also the date on which the most unusual, and the most important, 

of the Balance of Nine phones, and the last of the phones to join the 

-the Blue Base phone ( ) 989-began to be used regularly. 

It is notable that this was also the date on which the exceptional activity within the 

(and ) network began. 

481. PHILIPS' rationale for dividing the two phases is clearly explained in the call frequency 

graph and the geographic profiles for the 990 

482. In the first part, from 18 to 26 January 2005, both the Core Six and Balance of Nine are 

not only integrated as one network, but their respective call frequencies are high and 

operating at similar levels. 991 Most of their calls, with the significant exception of S9's 

cell use in the East of Airport area, are in the encircled base area in Dahyieh. 

984 

985 

986 

987 

988 

989 

990 

991 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :T287 _94: 19-25,95:5-10. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.5.6.2.11,6.3.4.5; 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:35-37; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285 101:4-21. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285 101:14-21. 

E.g. from 7 to 17 January 2005 there were 27 inter-sub-group calls in 11 days; whereas there were 36 such 
calls alone from 18 to 19 January 2005. J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285_101:14-21. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:65-66; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T286_68-85; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.6.3.3.1,6.4.1.1; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, paras.6.9.25, 6.9.31. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:36-40,43,145; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.6.3.3.3, 6.4.2.6, 
6.4.2.11,graph.03; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285_101-104,119; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 _ 44-46. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, graph.01A,para.6.4.2.5; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, paras.6.9.31-6.9.39. 
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483. In the final part of the Blue Primary Phase (the Mission Execution Phase992) from 

28 January to 14 February 2005,993 that position changes dramatically. The call frequency 

of the Balance of Nine phones immediately plummets to low levels, and remains so 

through to the time of the Attack, before dropping yet further thereafter. 994 In stark 

contrast, the Core Six' Blue phones' activity rockets, in parallel with their m 

the Primary Phase or Mission Execution Phase (28 January-14 February 

2005). 995 Their cell use immediately focuses heavily in the area of Quraitem Palace as 

surveillance ofHARIRI resumes through to the time of the Attack. 

484. The dominance of the Core Six Blue phones (the Assassination Unit) in the final part of 

the phase and PHILIPS' identification of the parallel Red Primary Phase as the laying of 

the trail in the lead up to the Attack, supports his terming of this period as the "Mission 

Execution phase".996 

485. The corollary is that PHILIPS identified the first part of the Primary Phase, preceding the 

execution of their mission and necessitating an equal, integrated contribution from the 

entire network of 15 phones, as the period in which the mission needed to be prepared for 

execution: the "Mission Set-Up phase". Given the nature and significant proportion of the 

Balance ofNine's call frequency in this first part of the Blue Primary Phase, and their 

very limited level of calls in the final part, they were referred to by PHILIPS as "Mission 

Set-Up phones".997 

486. In light of the body of evidence noted above, allied with PHILIPS' independent analysis, 

992 

993 

994 

995 

996 

997 

the inference that the role of the headed by A YY ASH over the first part 

of its' Primary Phase was "Mission Set-Up" (or "Attack Set-Up")-to conduct that part 

J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :P01118, slide: 158. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.40-6.9.59. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, graph.01A,paras.6.4.3.1,6.4.3.9. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:43,158; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.5.3.1; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T385 118-119. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:158. 

J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :PO 1118, slide:43; J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :T285 119. 
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of the preparation that was not surveillance998 (such as the preparation of the VBIED )-is 

both logical and compelling. 

Mission Execution Support (27 January-14 February 2005) 

487. The Six used to execute the Attack, having the same users as the Core Six 

Blue phones, began to be used regularly, with proliferating intensity, from 

28 January 2005 to the time of the Attack. This period is referred to as the Mission 

E . h 999 xecutwn p ase. 

488. PHILIPS determined that the role of the Balance of Nine phones over this period was 

evidently limited, and of a supporting nature. 1000 Whilst the Core Six Blue phones were 

used very frequently, they were not to be used in the execution of the Attack. He 

concluded that they were alternative phones to be used when the were not or 

could not be used. They also played a supporting role over the final part of the Blue 

Primary Phase, hence the terming of this activity as "Mission Execution Support" .1001 

489. For example, during Red activity, any contact that needed to be made with or by the 

Principal Six from or to conspirators inside or outside their group in Dahyieh was 

conducted through the Blue phones so as to insulate their base area from identification 

with the crime. 1002 In that way, they were a vital support facility during the final period 

leading to the Attack. 

490. Although PHILIPS was not aware ofHARIRI's movements, it is equally clear that on 

99R 

999 

1000 

1001 

1002 

days that the conspirators chose not to or could not use to surveil HARIRI 

(e.g. to or from the Airport), they used the Blue phones instead. Again, over this period, 

Which was suspended over this period, as discussed above. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:125,127,136,158; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, para.6.3.15.2; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288 76-78. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.5.6.2.11,5.6.2.25. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:145; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 _ 44-46; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, 
paras.5 .6.2.11, 5 .6.2.19-5 .6.2.20. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:18,20-21,125,131-133; P01118.3; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.5.4.8.12,6.1.4; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 _9-16; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:PO 1118, slides:61-62; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:PO 1117, para.6.3 .3.1 0; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T286 56-60. 
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these phones effectively took on the role of a support facility to prepare for the crime 

without the restrictions and high forensic visibility of the phones. 

(d) : Command & Control: BADREDDINE's oversight of 

AYYASH (assassination) & MERHI (false claim of responsibility) 

491. The possessed a variety of characteristics and features, observed in 

PHILIPS' independent analysis and also derived from the broader facts unknown to him, 

which leaves no doubt that it functioned as the overarching Command network 

controlling and directing the other covert networks. 1003 

492. The call flow of the three phones within the network was unusual. Over the four months 

that it operated as a fully secure, exclusive network, and only ever 

had contact with and never with each other. 1004 This was evidently deliberate 

and required a strict level of discipline. 

493. The rationale behind this arrangement becomes readily apparent upon an examination of 

the relationship between the , the other three covert networks and the 

494. The only user of the that also held a phone used with the other three 

1003 

1004 

1005 

1006 

1007 

covert networks was the lead co-ordinator of the assassination, A YY ASH ( ). 

Single user analysis reveals that the user of (A YY ASH) also used 

(and up to 26 December 2004) and . 1005 It is the common 

thread, the only thread, 1006 running between four covert networks which held a common 

objective. 1007 As the common thread, AYYASH was the communication channel through 

each of the covert networks, with BADREDDINE ( ) at the top. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:6,101-103,119-123,138-143; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T287 _72-78. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01116, paras.7.4.2.10,7.4.3.4,7.4.4.7; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.5.5, fig.04; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T287 _76-78; G.PLATT/PRH147:T253 _34; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide: 50. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:76-91,151-153; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.5.5.2. See above 
Section III.F. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:76-91,151-153; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.5.5.2; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T287 _ 62-68; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 _55 -61,63-68,73:7-25,74:1-25,75:1-5. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:92-95; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T287 _56-61. 
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495. Similarly, the only user of the that also held a was 

MERHI . Single user analysis provides strong support to the conclusion that 

the user of and are one and the same. 1008 

496. The scenario of two of the three Green network users also holding phones in the other 

telephone groups raises the question as to why such an arrangement was required. That 

rationale is explained below. 

5. Hierarchical Call Flows & The Common Threads pervading each limb ofthe Conspiracy: 

AYYASH & MERHI 

497. Evidence of hierarchical call flows reinforces (a) the conclusions as to single users of the 

AYYASH1009 and MERHI1010 network/ group phones, and (b) the rationale for utilizing 

1008 

1009 

1010 

1011 

1012 

1013 

a in addition to the other network/ group phones. The call flows each occur 

in their own self-contained periods, in a remarkably ordered sequence and, most tellingly 

of all, at significant moments in the evolution of the conspiracy, as discussed below: 

Green - Yellow 

(i) 30 September 2004-1 October 2004 (Eve of HAMADE attack), 1011 and 

(ii) 28 December 2004 (Purchase of Red SIM cards). 1012 

Green- Purple (False Claim Set-Up1013 Phase) 

(iii) 12 January 2005 (Lead in to Abduction of ABU ADASS); 1014 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P01962.l,paras.1,4,6. J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P02120, Conclusions section at 
page 4, and para 7.1.9.2. See above, Section III.C.6. 

Green 300, Yellow 294, Blue 233 & Red 741. 

Green 071 & Purple 231. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01784, slides:100-116, Annex B,rows.10228-10229,10231-10233,10253-10258,10284-
10304; G.PLATT/PRH147:T324_24-45,51-60,71-75. See also P01782, paras.84,92-94. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides:270-271, Annex B,rows.30628-30631; G.PLATT/PRH147:T329_84-89. 
See also PO 1782, paras.397 -398. 

This was also termed the Green 071 (MERHI) Phase by PHILIPS given that ~80% of all Green 071 calls 
(13 Oct. 2004- 14. Feb. 2005) took place in the five days leading to the abduction. 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:155, 157-158. See G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:270-273, 
Annex B,rows.40593-40596. 
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(iv) 14 January 2005 (Eve of Abduction of ABU ADASS), 1015 and 

(v) 15 January 2005 (Eve of Abduction of ABU ADASS). 1016 

Green-Blue (Mission Set-Up Phase) 1017 

(vi) 18 January 2005 1018 (BADREDDINE/ AYYASH Meeting: Parliament/Coastal 

Route area); 1019 

(vii) 19 January 2005 1020 (Midnight Trip to Anjar area); 1021 

(viii) 19 January 2005 1022 (S9: First Day ofEast of Airport activity), 1023 and 

(ix) 25 January 2005 1024 (Purchase of the Van). 1025 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:270-273,277 -280, Annex B,rows.40593-40596,40619-40621; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T333_87-91. See also P01782, paras.546-547. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:315 -319, Annex B,rows.40745-40746,40749-40751; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T334_86-93. See also P01782, paras.579-580. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slide:353, Annex B,rows.40870-40871,40873-40874; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T335 _12-16,19-32,40-47. See also P01782, paras.584-585. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:119-121; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288_55-58,68-70. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide: 120; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.31; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288_55-56. See also P01782, paras.9,10(page199). 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides: 16-29, Annex B,rows.50041-50050,50053-50054,50056-50059, 
50061-50065,50069-50076,50078-50082,50087 -50099; G .PLATT /PRH 147 :T33 7 _ 25-3 8,49-53. 

J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :PO 1118, slide: 120; J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :PO 1115, para.6. 9 .32; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288_56-58. See also P01782, paras.646,650-655. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288 _ 20-30; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:PO 1118, slide: 115; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:PO 1115, 
para.6.9.62.231,map.30; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:41-49, Annex B,rows.50137-50162; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T337 75-92. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide: 121; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.32; 
J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :T288 _ 68 -70;see PO 1782, paras.646,661-664. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:62-72, Annex B,rows.50192-50246; G.PLATT/PRH147:T337 _111-116; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T338_ 4-6; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T287 _89-91. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:121-122; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.38; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288_70-72. See also P01782, paras.726-728. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:162-167, Annex B,rows.50567-50584; G.PLATT/PRH147:T338 87-97. 
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(x) 28 January 2005 1027 (Surveillance of Faqra Villa/ Quraitem Palace); 1028 

(xi) 31 January 2005 1029 (Surveillance ofHARIRI' s return journey from Higher Shiite 

Council); 1030 

(xii) 3 February 2005 1031 (Surveillance of HARIRI's departure from St. Georges's 

Marina/ Crime Scene area following lunch with Deputy Prime Minister Issam 

FARES); 1032 

(xiii) 8 February 2005 1033 (REHEARSAL: Surveillance of HARIRI's return journey 

from Parliament to Quraitem Palace); 1034 

(xiv) 12 February 2005 1035 (Surveillance ofHARIRI at Sacre Coeur funeral); 1036 

(xv) 12 February 2005 1037 (Surveillance of Faqra Villa/ Quraitem Palace), 1038 and 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:l35-143; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 _24-30,37-43. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide: 139; P01118.2; J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, para.6.3.5; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 _27 -30;see P01782, paras.767-774. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, slides:29-71, Annex B,rows.60069-60186; G.PLATT/PRH147:T339 _51-79. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide: 140; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, para.6.3.6; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 _37-38. See also P01782, paras.798-804.; 
PRH019:P00358,60296063,para.35; P00359; P00303, D0004956-57; P00303, D0004951-55. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, slides:196-255, Annex B,rows.60459-60627; G.PLATT/PRH147:T340_19-
56,63-91. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide: 141; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, para.6.3.8; 
J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :T289 _38 -41 ;see PO 1782, paras.840-844. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01907, slides:19-47; G.PLATT/PRH147:T341_71-96. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide: 141; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, para.6.3.9; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 _38-41;see P01782, paras.928-930; P00092, D0004288-90; 
H.HABRAKEN/PRH3 71 :P00356,60282643 -44;P00540. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides:45-99, Annex B,rows.80143-80380; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T343 _79-80,83-112; G.PLATT/PRH147:T344_ 6-19. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide: 142; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, para.6.3.13; 
J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :T289 _ 41-43;See P01782, paras.978-980. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides:221-256, Annex B,rows.80872-80995; G.PLATT/PRH147:T345 21-54. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:142; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, para.6.3.13; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 _ 41-43;See P01782, para.981. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides:257 -258,268-274, Annex B,rows.80996-81 003,81022-81057; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T345 _54-55,57 -65. 
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(xvi) 14 February 2005 1039 (Arrival ofVBIED at the Crime Scene). 1040 

498. This pattern cannot reasonably be the product of coincidence and confirms, amongst 

other things, that: 

(a) 

(b) 

The role of the was to provide a single dedicated, communication 

channel between the "Commander" of the operation, 

(BADREDDINE), and those charged with directly effecting and executing the 

two limbs of the conspiracy, namely A YY ASH ( ): the assassination; 

andMERHI( ): false claim; 

BADREDDINE ( ) exerted close control and supervision over the key 

constituents of the plot; 1041 and 

(c) The extensive consistency of co-location and movement, and the absence of 

dislocation, demonstrated by the covert network phones attributed to 

AYYASH1042 and the and attributed to MERHI, 1043 could 

not be, and was not, by chance but because they were used by the same person. 

499. Other features focused on by PHILIPS provide further reinforcement of the Command 

1039 

1040 

1041 

1042 

1043 

1044 

and Control function of the , which operated as a dedicated 

communication channel to the assassination and false claim elements of the conspiracy, 

as evidenced by: 

• The open triangle, hierarchical arrangement of the three phones in the 

to facilitate direct supervision and insulate the principal conspirator 

from direct association with other phones more closely associated with the crime; 1044 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118,slide:143; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, para.6.3.14; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 _ 43;See P01782, paras.l028-1030. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:88-98, Annex B,rows.90251-90269; G.PLATT/PRH147:T346_93-95; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T347 6-23. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide: 102,147 -150; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01116, para.7.5.1.13,fig.Ol. 

See above, Section III.F. 

See above, Section III.C. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide: 102; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T287 _76 -78. 
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• The relatively limited frequency of calls within the consistent with a 

. d' . 1' 1 1045 reportmg or 1rectmg m c; 

• The call patterns of (particularly during the Mission Set-Up Phase) and 

(particularly on 14 February 2005) reveal the central, pivotal role ofthe user 

(AYYASH) 1046 in the execution of the plot, consistent with being a key part of the 

Senior Command Structure ( ). 

D. The ultimate purpose of the Green, Red & Blue Networks co-ordinated by AYYASH 

was to assassinate HARIRI & cause terror by detonating a 2.5 tonne VBIED at 

St. Georges's Marina 

1. Common Final Calls & The Common Thread (AYYASH): Convergence at St. Georges's 

Marina & The Final Call Sequence 

500. The extensive analysis of the expert PHILIPS, conducted independently of the factual 

matrix, demonstrates that the call patterns themselves permit only one reasonable 

conclusion. This is based on a number of features, including: 

• The common and complementary focus of the and Networks, 

which ultimately converged and ceased at the St. Georges's Marina shortly before the 

detonation of the 2 Y2 tonne VBIED on 14 February 2005, 1047 and 

• AYYASH as the connecting thread, co-ordinated this final convergence. 1048 

501. The only common sense inference that can be drawn is that the Mission Phones' focus 

ceased simultaneously in the same location because their common objective had expired 

or been fulfilled there and then. 1049 The exceptional nature of the Mission Phone groups, 

1045 

1046 

1047 

104R 

1049 

See above, Section V.A.2. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118,slides:152-153; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289_55-61, but see in particular 
T289 _56:3-18,60:4-8. 

See below, Sections VII.L.2; VII.L.3. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118,slides: 152-153; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 55-61,but see in particular 
T289 _56:3-18,60:4-8. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:15,24,28; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.5.8.1.44; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T287 46. 
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and that there were three of them, leads to the conclusion that their objective was 

"1 1 d ~ . 1050 necessan y comp ex, grave an ne1anous. 

502. The extraordinary synchronicity of the final calls of the and their 

timing 1051 leaves no doubt that the purpose of that network, and, by extension, the 

common purpose of all three mission phone networks, expired around 12:53 in or around 

the St. Georges's Marina/ Port/ Parliament area. 1052 

503. When the results of the independent analysis are overlaid with the principal facts not least 

ofwhich includes: 

1050 

1051 

1052 

(a) the timing, location, complexity and magnitude of the Attack, and 

(b) HARIRI's movements on 14 February 2005 alone 

it leads inexorably to the conclusion that the ultimate purpose of the three Mission Phone 

Networks, led by a Hezbollah Security network (the ), led in tum by 

BADREDDINE and directly co-ordinated by AYYASH, was the preparation and 

execution of the assassination of HARIRI. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.5.4.8.26; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T363_61;T287 _50. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:l62-164; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.5.8.1.45, 
6.1.2.5,map.03A, para.6.10.2.l,table.26A,map.27 A, para.6.10.4.1, 6.11.4,table.30A,map.32A; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 _ 82-84,86-87. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:l63; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.6.11.5; 
J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :T289 _ 83-86; See PO 1782, paras.l 034-1040. 
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VI. PREPARATION & EXECUTION OF THE FALSE CLAIM: THE 

PHONES 

A. Several Distinct and Unusual Call Patterns of the 

Key Elements of the False Claim Plot 

Phones Correspond with 

504. The are a group of three phones attributed to the Accused MERHI, 

ONEISSI and SABRA ( and ). Two additional 

phones are associated with the group through their contact and call patterns, particularly 

during the period of ABU ADASS' abduction ( [Abbas Habib 

MERHI] 1053 and ).1054 

505. The behavioural patterns of the and MERHI's phone, between 

1053 

1054 

December 2004 and 16 February 2005, identify their users as being involved in all of the 

key constituent elements of the plot to create and deliver the false claim of responsibility. 

These patterns include: 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

Exceptional activity using cells in the vicinity of the Arab 

University Mosque which was confined to the period of"Mohammed's" presence 

at the mosque (the COLA Phase); 

Almost half of all calls over two years between (ONEISSI) and 

(SABRA) which occurred during the same 10 day COLA Phase; 

Exceptional, simultaneous absence of calls-coinciding with the 

abduction of ABU ADASS-from three minutes after midnight on 16 January 

until 17 January 2005, when three calls were made, and then continuing until 18 

January; 

See P01962.1, para.36. See also, e.g. P01807, D0511265. 

The relevance of these two additional phones, for the purposes of the trial, is limited to the common nature of 
certain call patterns at key moments in the conspiracy (e.g. simultaneous extended call inactivity at the time of 
Abu Adass' disappearance, involvement in hierarchical call flows in the lead up to the abduction, and their 
unusual travel with MERHI to the Anjar/Beqaa valley area on 14 January 2005, two days before the 
abduction.). 
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call flows, involving those same phones linked 

to the abduction, which only occurred on three of the four days that preceded 

ABU ADASS' abduction; 

A marked spike in MERHI and BADREDDINE's contact, which 

occurred in the same four days before the abduction of ABU ADASS and, most 

specifically, in the three hours around the time of his abduction; 

The isolated activity that occurred on 17 January which corresponded 

with the timing of the post-abduction calls to ABU AD ASS' house; 

(vii) The relative absence of inter- contact in the month after the 

abduction until their resumption and dramatic increase in contact moments before 

the first false claim call to Reuters after the Attack; 

(viii) The timing and location of the sudden surge m inter- calls on 

(ix) 

14 February 2005 which corresponded very closely with the false claim calls to 

the media and the collection of the videotape from the tree; and 

The simultaneous disposal of all three within 32 hours of each 

other, on 15/16 February 2005, after years of continuous use, and within 48 hours 

ofthe false claim being delivered and broadcast. 

506. Each one of these features, exceptional in themselves, might be argued to be coincidental. 

However, when assessed holistically, the relationship of these patterns to each and every 

component of the false claim plot are so exceptional as to be inexplicable on the basis of 

chance. 

507. Reinforcement for this conclusion is found in: 

(i) the inter-related call flows between the commanding Green Network and the 

Purple Phones focused on the crucial days leading into the abduction of ABU 

ADASS; and, independently of that, 

(ii) the links between Purple Phones and covert network phones (Yellow and Blue), 

and between the two principals (MERHI and A YY ASH) overseeing the false 

claim and assassination side of the plot, respectively. 
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Any remaining claims of coincidence are eliminated when the evidence is considered 

along with these two additional features. 

508. When all of the features and patterns are assessed as a cohesive unit, along with the wider 

evidence concerning the assassination plot, the only reasonable inference available is that 

the users of the three 

entire false claim plot. 

co-ordinated the preparation and execution of the 

B. The Presence of "Mohammed" at the Arab University Mosque is Mirrored by 

Unprecedented Activity Among the 

Phase) 

Phones in its Immediate Vicinity (COLA 

1. The "Mohammed" Deceit and His Presence at the Arab University Mosgue in Early 

January 2005 Until He Disappeared Suddenly Around 7 January 2005 

(a) The "Mohammed" Deceit 

509. Ahmed ABU AD ASS was a devout Sunni Muslim who prayed, with few exceptions, five 

times a day at the Arab University Mosque. 1055 He was in his early 20s and had been born 

in Saudi Arabia, a fact that was widely known in his community. 1056 The Arab University 

Mosque which he regularly attended, officially called the Rachid El-Houri Mosque, lies 

adjacent to the University and was known as "a Sunni mosque". 1057 

510. In the weeks before his disappearance, ABU AD ASS met a man calling himself 

"Mohammed" at the Arab University Mosque. This man was foreign to the mosque and 

the area itself. He claimed to be a Muslim orphan who had been raised in a Christian 

orphanage in East Beirut, and who now wished to move to the Tariq-el-Jdideh area to 

live with other Muslims and learn how to practice his faith. ABU ADASS willingly 

agreed to teach him how to pray. 1058 

1055 

1056 

1057 

105R 

PRH056:P02131, paras.48,50. See also [Redacted]. 

PRH056:P02128, L0005311; PRH056:P02129, 300143; PRH056:P02131, para.80; PRH087 :T198 _14,27: 16-
17; PRH087:P00596, para.28; T.ABU ADASS/PRH636:5D00512, 50008246. 

[Redacted]. The mosque and the 500-meter radius around it were serviced at the relevant times by Alfa cell 
sites BHVOUT2, CBOURJ3, CHATILl, CHATIL3, COLAl, COLA2, COLA3, MAKASS3, MAZRAA2, 
NASSER!, OGER2, OUZAil, OUZAI4, PINS3, RAMLETl, and RAMLET2. See P01783, para.l273. 

PRH056:P02128, L0005305,L0005313-L0005314; PRH056:P02129, 300144; PRH056:P02131, para.l22; 
PRH056:5D00476, L0008185; PRH056:5D00510, 50008356; Z.RAMADAN/PRH103:P01775, para.89. 
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511. ABU ADASS left his home at 07:00 on 16 January 2005 to meet "Mohammed". He told 

his mother he would be gone for one or two hours and would be back [Redacted]. He was 

never seen again except in a videotaped recording falsely claiming responsibility for the 

assassination of HARIRI. 1059 

512. The description of this stranger "Mohammed's" arrival, his story, and his search for a 

religiously devout Sunni man to teach him to pray is reflected in mutually reinforcing and 

contemporaneous statements made by ABU ADASS to [Redacted]1060 and one of his best 

friends, 1061 Ziad RAMADAN/PRH1 03. 1062 Their evidence is also corroborated by the 

independent evidence of PRH087 who observed ABU AD ASS teaching an unknown man 

to pray in the Arab University Mosque a week before ABU ADASS disappeared. 1063 

513. [Redacted]. 

514. [Redacted]. 1064 

515. [Redacted], 1065 [Redacted] .1066 [Redacted] .1067 [Redacted]. 1068 [Redacted]. 1069 

[Redacted]. 1070 [Redacted]. 1071 

516. 

1059 

1060 

1061 

1062 

1063 

1064 

1065 

1066 

1067 

106R 

1069 

1070 

1071 

1072 

1073 

1074 

[Redacted]. 1072 [Redacted] .1073 [Redacted]. 1074 [Redacted]/075 [Redacted]. 

[Redacted] T.ABU ADASS/PRH636:5D00513,50008260. 

[Redacted]. 

[Redacted]. 

Z.RAMADAN/PRH103:P01775, 205573,205587-89. 

PRH087:T198_16-23, 62-69; P00596, 60303616-17; PRH087:P00597, para.8; PRH087:4D00213, 
L0005358-59. 

[Redacted]. 

[Redacted]. 

[Redacted]. 

[Redacted]. 

[Redacted]. 

[Redacted]. 

[Redacted]. 

[Redacted]. 

[Redacted]. 

[Redacted]. 

[Redacted] 
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517. [Redacted]. 1076 [Redacted] .1077 

518. In this regard, it is worth recalling that the Chamber does not need to establish the precise 

identity of the "Mohammed" who lured ABU ADASS away from his family. Whilst the 

Prosecution alleged in the Indictment that it was ONEISSI who acted as 

"Mohammed", 1078 and has presented evidence in support of this allegation, it is 

unnecessary to dwell on the resolution of this issue. It is, in no way, dispositive of 

ONEISSI's involvement in the "Mohammed" deceit, the identification of a suitable 

scapegoat and the preparation of the false claim plot as a whole. The evidence establishes 

that ONEISSI was intimately involved in multiple aspects of the overall plot, regardless 

of whether he was the person who interacted personally with ABU ADASS. 

(b) The Period of "Mohammed's" Presence in and around the Arab University 

Mosque 

519. The evidence does not establish with precision the date or dates when ABU ADASS met 

"Mohammed" at the Arab University Mosque between late December and early January 

2005. However, the preponderance of the evidence indicates that ABU AD ASS last saw 

"Mohammed" at the Arab University Mosque in the first week of January 2005, most 

likely at Friday prayers on 7 January 2005. 

520. ABU ADASS' friend Ziad RAMADAN/PRH103 recalled visiting ABU ADASS on 

Thursday or Friday, but likely the Friday, two days before his disappearance (i.e. 

14 January 2005). 1079 During that visit, ABU AD ASS recounted meeting "Mohammed" 

at the mosque and expressed concern that he had not seen him in about 10 days. 1080 

521. PRH087, who generally goes to the Arab University Mosque only on Fridays, 1081 

described seeing ABU AD ASS apparently teaching an unknown man how to pray during 

1075 

1076 

1077 

107R 

1079 

!ORO 

1081 

[Redacted]. 

[Redacted]. 

[Redacted]. 

E.g. Indictment, para.23. 

Z.RAMADAN/PRH103:P01776, pp.118-119; Z.RAMADAN/PRH103:P01774, 50008362; 
Z.RAMADAN/PRH103:P01775, 205585-86. 

Z.RAMADAN/PRH103:P01775, para.89. 

PRH087 :T198 _12 (adopting the written statements in P00596); P00596, 60303615, para.60. 
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the Friday prayer "one week before he disappeared [ ... ] on the last Friday before he 

disappeared", 1082 i.e. Friday, 7 January. After this, PRH087 never saw this man again. 1083 

522. The evidence of PRH056, [Redacted], is somewhat inconsistent regarding when ABU 

ADASS met "Mohammed". In [Redacted] earliest statements, taken in the days following 

the Attack, [Redacted] recalled that ABU ADASS met "Mohammed" a week before his 

disappearance. 1084 In statements given in the months following the Attack, PRH056 

stated that ABU AD ASS had met "Mohammed" "around December 2004"1085 or"[ a ]bout 

the start of January 2005"1086 but that after that first meeting "Mohammed" had 

disappeared for a week. Upon his return he told ABU ADASS that he had been sick, but 

then disappeared for another week before ABU AD ASS received a call from him on 15 

January, the night before his abduction. 1087 Later statements still referred to ABU 

ADASS having met "Mohammed": three times "about a month before his 

disappearance"; 1088 "about three weeks or one month before Ahmad left home", after 

which "he disappeared for one week"; 1089 and in PRH056's final statement, more than 

five years after the event, "at least one month or one and a half months before Ahmad's 

disappearance". 1090 

523. PRH056's imprecise recollection of when ABU ADASS met "Mohammed" is not 

surprising given the span of over five years between [Redacted] first and last statements. 

Nonetheless, [Redacted] statements are consistent in their narrative of ABU ADASS 

meeting a man calling himself "Mohammed" at the Arab University Mosque in late 

December 2004 or early January 2005 and agreeing to teach him to pray. They are also 

largely consistent on the point that "Mohammed" disappeared for a week before he called 

ABU ADASS on the evening of 15 January asking to meet him the following morning. 

IOR2 

IOR3 

1084 

1085 

1086 

IOR7 

!ORR 

IOR9 

1090 

PRH087:T198_16:18-20,16,18-23,26. See also Tl98_12 (adopting the written statements in P00597); 
P00597, para.8. 

PRH087:Tl98_12 (adopting the written statements in P00597),20:2; P00597, para.8. 

PRH056:5D00510, 50008356; 5D00475,50008269. 

PRH056:P02128, L0005304. 

PRH056:P02129, 300144. 

PRH056:P02128, L0005304-05;P02129, 300144-45. 

PRH056:5D00477, 60006279. 

PRH056:P02131, paras.122,124. See also P02131, Annexes E9-E11. 

PRH056:P02132, para.17. 
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524. [Redacted]. 1091 [Redacted], 1092 [Redacted]. 1093 [Redacted]. 

525. The evidence does not establish precisely on which day or days "Mohammed" met ABU 

ADASS. However the evidence establishes that they met in the first week of January 

2005, and that their first meeting is likely to have occurred earlier in late December 2004. 

Further, the evidence points firmly to their last, if not their only, meeting taking place on 

7 January, a week before ABU ADASS disappeared. 

(c) Abu Adass was Selected Based on His Specific Profile which made Him a 

Credible Scapegoat for the False Claim of Responsibility 

526. The first task for those responsible for the creation of the false claim of responsibility was 

to identify a suitable scapegoat to be videotaped claiming responsibility for the terrorist 

Attack. The overriding objective was to create a claim that would be credible and thus 

convince the investigating authorities and, at least, sway or divide public perception that 

responsibility for the Attack lay away from the real perpetrators. 

527. A suitable candidate had to be identified, approached, and observed so as to ensure that 

his appearance, his practices, his character and lifestyle were an appropriate fit for the 

profile and stereotype sought. It is logical that a number of candidates would be identified 

and monitored, as potential or "back-up" alternatives. With between 150-300 people 

worshiping at the Arab University Mosque at a given prayer time, 1094 it would have taken 

time to identify candidates who were potentially suitable. 

528. It is telling that when seeking to identify such a scapegoat, MERHI, ONEISSI, and 

SABRA focused their attention on a Sunni mosque, connected to a university, where a 

spectrum of religiously focused students and other young, devout Sunni men went 

regularly to worship. 

529. It is evident that great care was taken to select the scapegoat with specific reference to the 

salient characteristics of the intended target, HARIRI-notably his strong links with the 

1091 [Redacted]. 
1092 [Redacted]. 
1093 [Redacted]. 
1094 [Redacted]. 
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Saudi regime and his related, vast wealth-so as to concord with a potentially viable 

motive to kill him. It is worth recalling that the language of the false claim of 

responsibility made explicit reference to HARIRI' s connection to the Saudi regime and 

HARIRI's "ill-gotten gains", 1095 making a scapegoat with apparent ties to Saudi Arabia 

an ideal candidate. The person selected would need to fit the stereotype of a young, Sunni 

extremist with a believable motive to blow himself up thereby murdering, not merely a 

fellow Sunni, but one of the most high profile, eminent, and popular men in the region. 

530. ABU AD ASS was a quiet, private, trusting young man with a high degree of religious 

devotion and few friends. 1096 He had a Saudi Arabian upbringing and, through his 

behaviour and appearance, was considered by Lebanese Sunnis to be Salafist or 

Wahhabi 1097- belief systems prevalent in Saudi Arabia, which, the Prosecution submits, 

would have been perceived by some to be linked with religious extremist violence. 1098 

531. In carrying out the task of identifying a scapegoat, it was essential that the person or 

persons charged with this objective, and with posing as "Mohammed", conduct their 

search in an area which they had not previously frequented and thus could not be 

recognised. 

532. The communications evidence reflects precisely the essential elements of this operation: 

(i) a regular presence in the area around the Arab University Mosque during the period 

when "Mohammed" was at the mosque identifying and approaching ABU ADASS; and 

(ii) the lack of such a presence in the area around the Arab University Mosque outside 

that period- if they were regular frequenters of the area they would risk being identified. 

1095 

1096 

1097 

1098 

P00499;P00499.1. 

T.ABU ADASS/PRH636:5D00512, 50008246; PRH087:P00596, paras.38,74; P00597, paras.8-9; 4D00213, 
L0005358; Z.RAMADAN/PRHI 03:P01775, 205581,205589; PRH056:P02129, 300144; P02131, 60034937; 
5D00510,50008355. 

PRH087:Tl98_12,27:16-17, 39:19-24, 78:7-9; P00596, para.28; [Redacted]; PRH056:P02128, L0005311; 
P02129, 300143; P02131, para.80; 5D00510, 50008354; 5D00476, L0008187-88. 

See e.g. PRH041:Tl63_94. 
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2. The Behavioural Profile ofONEISSI's and SABRA's and Matches 

the Period of Mohammed's Presence and the Selection of ABU ADASS 

(a) Extraordinary Purple Phone Activity Over the Ten Days Until7 January 

2005 (the COLA Phase) 

533. Over a 10-day period between 29 December 2004 and 7 January 2005, and/or 

connected to the COLA cells in the immediate vicinity of the Arab 

University Mosque 1099 every day but one. 1100 (ONEISSI) used these cells on 

five of those 10 days, 1101 and also on a sixth day, one week before, on 22 December 

2004. (SABRA) also used COLA cells on four of the same six days as 

ONEISSI, 1102 and on a total of eight days in the 1 0-day COLA Phase. 1103 

534. It is significant that, on each of those 10 days on which (ONEISSI) and/or 

(SABRA) used COLA cells during the COLA Phase, the relevant phone also 

had contact with the other and/or (MERHI) whilst in the 

Arab University Mosque area or shortly before/after its travel there. 

535. Their use of the COLA cells over this period was exceptional activity for each of these 

two phones and not part of their regular usage patterns. 1104 

536. SABRA had used since November 2001 1105 but the first time ever that his 

1099 

1100 

1101 

1102 

1103 

1104 

phone was recorded connecting to a COLA cell was three years later on 

The area around the Arab University Mosque, within a 500 meter radius, was served by the predicted best 
server coverage of 16 Alfa cells. See PO 1783, para.1273. The COLA cell site supported three of those 16 cells 
(COLA1, COLA2 and COLA3) and was the cell site closest to the Arab University Mosque (less than 100 
metres away). The azimuth of COLA3 and its predicted coverage pointed directly towards, and extended over, 
the surrounding vicinity of the mosque and the home of ABU AD ASS nearby. See P01807, slides:58,62,116. 
See also Annex C.1, row. 21 and P01121, 60318697. 

January 2, 2005 was the only day that neither Purple 095 nor Purple 018 used any of the COLA cells during 
the COLA Phase. G.PLATT/PRH147:T330_22,50. See also G.PLATT/PRH147:T330_50-56,89-97; 
T331_ 49-57; T332 _11-16,22-24,29-33,65-68,74-79,85-88,91; T333 _12-26; P01793, slides:302-309,369-380, 
431-448; P01807, slides:54-65,70-71,80-90,11 0-119,126-134,155-160, 196-215; P01783, paras.378,381-
384,391 ,403-405,409,428-436,440,453-462,467,4 79-486,492,510-512,516,525-530,532-538,541,565-
572;P01223;P01221. See also P01782, paras.407 -410,422-426,434-441,450-451,458-459,463-466,475-
4 76,480,486-487,497-500. 

29-31 December 2004, 3 & 7 January 2005. See P01223(including end cell). 

30-31 December 2004, 3 & 7 January 2005. See P01221(including end cell). 

30-31 December 2004, 1, 3-7 January 2005. See P01221(including end cell). 

P01793, slides:379,380; G.PLATT/PRH147:T330_96-97. 
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12 November 2004. In fact, prior to the start of the COLA Phase on 29 December 2004, 

he used a COLA cell only twice. 1106 Furthermore, after the end of the COLA phase on 

7 January 2005, SABRA's never again connected to a COLA cell. 1107 

537. However, during the COLA Phase, SABRA's phone connected to COLA cells 

50 times 1108 in eight days. 1109 Nineteen of those 50 connections were either with MERHI 

or ONEISSI, indicating that his sudden interest in this area, at this time, was shared by 

them.1110 

538. Similarly, although ONEISSI had used since January 2003, 1111 it had only 

1105 

1106 

1107 

1108 

1109 

1110 

1111 

1112 

1113 

1114 

connected to a COLA cell six times in the two years before 22 December 2004 and the 

COLA Phase, which started seven days later. 1112 However, on 22 December 2004 and 

then over five days during the 1 0-day COLA Phase, (ONEISSI) connected 

to the COLA cells 21 times in total. 11130f those 21 connections, eight were calls with 

either MERHI or SABRA indicating that his purpose in that area was connected to 

them. 1114 Following the COLA Phase, only connected to a COLA cell one 

further day, on 17 January 2005: the day after ABU ADASS' abduction at the time the 

P01953.1, para.17. 

P01221, rows.8045,8113 (including end cells); G.PLA TT/PRH147:P01783, para.l273; G.PLATT/PRH147:T330 _92-
93. Of the 13 additional Alfa cells providing any predicted coverage within 500 m of the Arab University Mosque, the 
phone used one of them only 17 times in over three years outside of the COLA phase. 

P01221; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slide:379. 

This increases to 65 times in eight days, if the other Alfa cells providing any predicted coverage within 500m 
radius of Arab University Mosque are included. G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.1273; P01221, rows.8342-
8481. 

P01221, D0378433-37(including end cell). 

G.PLA TT/PRH14 7 :PO 1783, para.1273; PO 1221, rows.8342-8481; P00527, rows.3008,30 18-3020,3030,3032-
3033; P01223, rows.7410-7567. 

P01949, para.15. 

P01223; P01793, slide:309; G.PLATT/PRH147:T330_56. Of the 16 Alfa cells providing any predicted 
coverage within 500m of the Arab University Mosque, the phone used one of them only 30 times in over two 
years prior to the COLA phase. See P10223, D0388627-882. 

P01223, D0388879,D0388882-87 (including end cells); G.PLATT/PRH147:T333_26. See also P01793, 
slide:309; P01934, slide:15; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.1273.This figure increases to 29 times in the 
COLA period and 22 December 2004, if the other 13 cells providing any predicted coverage within 500m 
radius of the Arab University Mosque are included. 

P01223, rows.7433,7446,7544,7549,7550,7552,7558,7560. 
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payphone call was made to ABU ADASS' home claiming he was going to Iraq and 

would not be returning. 1115 

539. Analysis of the call activity of and in the period prior to 1 August 

2004 reveals that the use of COLA cells in the immediate area of the Arab University 

Mosque in late December 2004 and early January 2005 was truly exceptional for the two 

to three year life span of each phone. 

540. Some caution must be exercised in relation to the call data from prior to 1 August 2004: 

cell data for that period was only available for outgoing calls, not incoming calls. 

Similarly, whilst the start cell data was available for all calls from 1 August 2004, end 

cell data was only available from 1 October 2004 onwards. Therefore, the figures noted 

above are not complete. 1116 Nevertheless, the wealth of cell data available in the CSTs for 

both phones is sufficient to demonstrate that their activity in the vicinity of the Arab 

University Mosque during the COLA Phase was exceptional. 

541. Between the beginning of SABRA's use of on 22 November 2001 until 

31 July 2004 (the period for which there was only outgoing cell data), made 

2599 outgoing calls (for which there is cell data available in the CSTs). Not a single one 

ofthose 2599 calls connected to one of the three COLA cells. 1117 

542. Similarly, between the beginning of ONEISSI's use of on 9 January 2003 

and 31 July 2004, made 2065 outgoing calls (for which there is cell data 

available in the CSTs). Only two of those 2065 calls connected to a COLA cell (less than 

0.1% ofONEISSI's calls for which we have the cell site data prior to 1 August 2004). 1118 

543. The concentrated and exceptional cell use by both (ONEISSI) and 

1115 

1116 

1117 

1118 

(SABRA) in the vicinity of the Arab University Mosque in late 

December 2004 to early January 2005, indicates that they each had a sudden, unusual, 

and regular presence in the area that was coterminous with the sudden appearance and 

P01934, slides:16,17; P01807, slides:413-416; P01223, D0388891,rows.7671-7679;P01783, paras.670-
672,680-682; G.PLA TT/PRH 14 7 :T330 _97. See also PO 1782, paras.618,622-627. See below, Section VI.C.2. 

See G.PLATT/PRH147:T330_54-56; T331_64-65. 

P01221; G.PLATT/PRH147:T330_92-93. 

P01223. 
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then disappearance of "Mohammed" in that area prior to ABU AD ASS' abduction. 

Indeed, the last day of the COLA period, 7 January 2005, coincides with the 

preponderance of the evidence indicating that Mohammed's last presence at the Arab 

University Mosque was on 7 January 2005. On that day, ONEISSI's was 

active around the Arab University Mosque just before the mid-day prayer, 1119 and again 

later through the afternoon along with SABRA's 1120 

(b) Half of All Calls between and (ONEISSI and 

SABRA) in Two Years Occurs in the Ten-Day COLA Phase 

544. During the COLA phase, when the cell use of and became 

suddenly and simultaneously focused in the vicinity of the Arab University Mosque an 

area exceptional to both phones, there was also a dramatic increase in contact between 

(ONEISSI) and (SABRA). 

545. Between January 2003 and December 2004, when both phones were attributed to 

ONEISSI and SABRA, they exchanged an average of approximately one-and-a-half 

calls per month. 1121 However, during the 10-day COLA Phase between 29 December 

2004 and 7 January 2005, they exchanged 37 calls. 1122 This amounted to approximately 

45% of all their contact over those two years. 1123 

546. Following the end of the COLA Phase, there was an immediate, dramatic fall in their 

contact. Over the following five weeks, between 7 January and 14 February 2005, 

ONEISSI and SABRA exchanged only four calls. 1124 Yet, at the time the videotape was 

1119 

1120 

1121 

1122 

1123 

1124 

The evidence indicates that on 7 January 2005, the mid-day prayer occurred at around 11:45 or noon. 
[Redacted]; 4D00331, 1DT4-2094. 

P01807, slides:199-214; G.PLATT/PRH147:T333_14-22,24-27; P01783, paras.565-572; P01782, 
paras.497 -500. 

P01793, slide:444; G.PLATT/PRH147:T331_57-59; P01221; P01223. 

P01221, D0378433-37; P01223, D0388882-87; G.PLATT/PRH147:T331 66-68. 

P01793, slides446-448; P01934, slides:7,18-19; G.PLATT/PRH147:T331_59; P01221; P01223. 

See P01934, slide:19. The four calls occurred on 10, 14 and 25 January 2005. P01221, 
rows.8494,8526,8527,8591; P01223, rows.7585,7641,7643,7784. 
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collected from the tree on 14 February 2005, they immediately exchanged a further five 

calls over the subsequent nine minutes using cells in that area. 1125 

547. The highly concentrated and exceptional contact between and 

demonstrates a sudden and unusual joint purpose or interest between them which was 

confined to the same period that the perpetrators of the "Mohammed" deceit acted in the 

area of the Arab University Mosque. 

548. When the exceptional elements and patterns of each phones' behaviour is assessed 

together as a whole, and then considered with the evidence that the conspirators 

identified and approached suitable candidates for the false claim within the same narrow 

period, it provides a compelling basis for inferring their involvement in the selection of 

ABU ADASS. It could not be mere coincidence. 

C. The Patterns of Simultaneous, Extended Inactivity & Isolated Activity by the Purple 

Phones on 16 and 17 January 2005 Coincides with the Abduction of ABU ADASS & 

calls made to his home 

1. ABU ADASS' Abduction Coincides with the Exceptional, Simultaneous Absence of Calls on 

16 January by the Five & Associate Phones 

549. On the morning of 16 January 2005 at 07:00, ABU ADASS departed his residence, 

[Redacted] he was meeting "Mohammed" and would return. 1126 He never did. 1127 

(SABRA), (ONEISSI), 550. The night before, 

(MERHI), (Abbas Habib MERHI) (MERHI's brother), and 

all began a period of inactivity that extended from a final call on 

at three minutes past midnight on 16 January until 17 January 2005. 1128 

1125 

1126 

1127 

1128 

P01923, slides:165,176; P01934, slides:7,18-19; P01221, rows.8725,8727,8728,8730,8731; P01223, 
rows.8121 ,8127-8130. 

[Redacted] T.ABU ADASS/PRH636: 5D00513, 5008260. 

E.g. P00461 (reporting ABU ADASS missing to the police on 19 January 2005). 

P01934, slide:21; P01807, slide:375; P01223, D0388890; P01221, D0378439; P00527, D0381015; P01342, 
D0377968; P01339, D0377150; P01783, paras.664-665. See also P01782, paras.602-603. MERHI's Grey 
Phone was likewise inactive between 15:22 on 15 January 2005 and 18:36 on 16 January when he received 
two SMS and made one call before becoming inactive again until 20:36 on 17 January when he received 
seven service SMS, consistent with his phone being turned on after a period of having been turned off. This is 
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551. This inactivity was exceptional behavior for each phone individually, 1129 and 

unprecedented for all of them to be inactive at the same time. Between 1 September 2004 

and 16 January 2005, there was no other days in which all five phones were inactive. 1130 

552. The length of the period of Purple inactivity, save for isolated calls largely coinciding 

with the time ofthe calls to ABU ADASS' home, varied between 48 hours to 72 hours, 

and only ended on 18 January 2005. This length of time was well beyond that required to 

abduct and incarcerate ABU ADASS. It is consistent with participation in the creation of 

the videotape of the false claim of responsibility. 

553. Furthermore, the last calls before their inactivity and the first calls thereafter of most of 

these phones used SFEIR3. This is resonant of a centralised co-ordination, and possibly 

consistent with the phones being turned off and left in a single location during the 

operation. 1131 

554. In any event, this mutual inactivity corresponding with the period of ABU AD ASS' 

abduction, combined with the other activity and hierarchical call flows 

leading up to his disappearance (and again when the false claim of responsibility was 

disseminated) conveys MERHI's, ONEISSI's, and SABRA's involvement in his 

abduction with full knowledge of its ultimate purpose. 

2. Isolated Purple Calls on 17 January 2005 Correspond with the Post-Abduction Calls to ABU 

AD ASS' House 

555. Following their exceptional period of mutual inactivity on 16 January 2005, when 

1129 

1130 

1131 

ABU ADASS was abducted, the became active again on 

consistent with MERHI being otherwise occupied, as with his Purple 231, during the period of ABU AD ASS' 
abduction. P02144, 00536951-00536952, rows.1648-1658; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T404_83-84. 

Between 1 September 2004 and 16 January 2005, Purple 231 (MERHI) was active every day except for 
one day ( 6 January 2005); Purple 018 (SABRA) was active every day except for two days ( 5 September and 
10 December 2004); Purple 095 (ONEISSI) was active every day; Purple Associate 375 was active every day 
except one day (25 October 2004); and Purple Associate 744 was active every day. See P00527, 
00380985-1015; P01221, 00378405-39; P01223, 00388830-90; P01339, 00377116-50; P01342, 00377898-
968. 

P01934, slide:24; P01807, slide:378; G.PLATT/PRH147:T335_59-66. 

P01934, slides:22,23; P01807, slides:376,377; G.PLATT/PRH147:T335_69-70; P01223; P01221; P00527; 
P01342; P01339. See also P02144. 
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17 January 2005. 1132 However, this activity was very limited and coincided with calls 

made to the ABU ADASS residence related to his disappearance. 

556. ABU ADASS' family received two calls from his abductors. 1133 In the first call at around 

07:30, the caller indicated that their car had broken down and that ABU ADASS was in 

Tripoli and would return in the afternoon. 1134 In the second call, at around 21:00, the 

caller stated that ABU ADASS was going to Iraq and would not return. 1135 

557. Having been inactive for the whole of 16 January 2005, (ONEISSI) became 

active at 07:01, half an hour before the first call was made to the ABU AD ASS residence. 

His phone received a number of service SMS, consistent with turning it on after a 

prolonged period. 1136 ONEISSI' s next period of activity came at 08: 14, which was 

almost the same time that SABRA's b . fl b . . 1137 ne y ecame active agam. 

Following this activity, both ONEISSI's and SABRA's were agam 

inactive throughout the remainder of the day until shortly before the time of the second 

call to ABU ADASS' home. 1138 Bar one call each, SABRA's and MERHI's 

phones were also inactive for the entirety of 18 January 2005. 

558. Just before 21:00 on 17 January 2005, when the second call was made to the ABU 

1132 

1133 

1134 

1135 

1136 

1137 

1138 

ADASS residence, (ONEISSI) and (MERHI) became active 

P01807, slides:375-376. The Purple Associate Phones became active again on 18 January. 

The evidence suggests both calls were made from a coin-operated payphone. PRH056:P02131, paras.124, 
144; 5D00474, 50008251. OGERO only generated and stored CDRs for landline to landline beginning 1 
January 2006. Before then, CDRs were only generated for testing purposes and were "not 100% complete" 
and "in general, locallandline to locallandline calls were not included in the test CDRs." Like other landlines, 
"unauthorised coin operated payphones would generate a call data record if the connecting switch has CDR 
recording activated, as such payphones work along a regular analogue telephone line." PRH709:P01777, 
paras.14-15, 60316252, paras.26, 28, 60316254; PRH709:T320_21, 33-36, 65. Therefore, the absence of 
entries for the calls from "Mohammed" on 15 and 17 January 2005 in an ABU ADASS landline CST 
(5D00555), cannot demonstrate, and is not probative of, the absence of those calls. 

PRH056:P02128, L0005306-L0005307; P02129, 300146; P02131, para.l44; 5D00510,50008355; 5D00476, 
L0008186; 5D00477,60006276; T.ABU ADASS/PRH636:P00461, 50003488; Z.RAMADAN/PRH103:P01775, 
205571; PRH087:P00596, para.88. 

PRH056:P02128, L0005308; P02129, 300146; P02131, 60034943; 5D00474, 50008251; 5D00476, 
L0008186; 5D00477, 60006276;T.ABU ADASS/PRH636, P00461, 50003489. 

See P01223, D0388890-91; G.PLATT/PRH147:T335 _101-102; P01807, slide:407; P01934, slide:22; P01783, 
para.675. 

P01223, D0388891; P01221, D0378439; P01807, slide:407; P01783, paras.675-676. 

P01223, D0388891; P01221, D0378439; P01807, slide:407; G.PLATT/PRH147:T335 102. 
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had travelled to the COLA area by the time the call 

was made to the ABU ADASS residence and, at 21:02, he called MERHI from the 

COLA area before returning to South Beirut which is consistent with reporting back that 

the call had been made. 1140 

559. This was the last time that any of the ever connected to a COLA cell 

reflecting that their unusual purpose in the area had now been fulfilled. 1141 

3. Inter-Purple Contact was Largely Absent in Month after Abduction until Dramatic Increase 

in the Three Hours ofthe False Claim Delivery on 14 February 2005 

560. Following the exceptional and unprecedented volume of contact between 

(ONEISSI) and (SABRA) during the COLA Phase ending on 

7 January 2005, contact between them suddenly dropped off such that they had only two 

calls until immediately before the first call to Reuters on 14 February 2005. 1142 

561. Thereafter, aside from the hierarchical call activity leading to the 

1139 

1140 

1141 

1142 

1143 

abduction, between 16 January and 14 February 2005, MERHI, ONEISSI, and SABRA 

shared a total of eight inter- calls, whereas during the delivery of the false claim 

there were 12 such calls. 1143 This pattern of activity and inactivity reflects the largely but 

not wholly dormant period of preparation required between the creation of the false claim 

and its delivery pending the preparation and commission of the Attack itself. 

P01223, D0388891; P00527, D0381015; G.PLATT/PRH147:T335_102-103; P01807, slide:410;P01783, 
paras.677 -678. 

P01223, D0388891; P01807, slides:412-416; G.PLATT/PRH147:T335 _103-107; T336_2-3,10-11; P01783, 
paras.679-681. 

P01223; P01221; P00527; G.PLATT/PRH147:T336_3:3; P01934, slide:16; P01783, para.672. See also 
P01782, para.627 

P01793, slides:446-448; P01934, slides:7,18-19; P01221; P01223. 

P01934, slide:19. The four calls occurred on 10, 14 and 25 January 2005. P01221, rows.8494,8526,8527,8591; 
P01223, rows.7585,7641,7643,7784. 
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D. The Timing, Location, and Surge in Inter-Purple phone Calls on 14 February 2005 

Mirror their Participation in the False Claim Dissemination 

562. Following a striking lull in inter-Purple communication among MERHI, ONEISSI, and 

SABRA in the preceding 18 days, when there was only one such call, 1144 

activity within the group suddenly resumed on 14 February 2005 shortly after the 

assassination, and immediately before the first false claim call to Reuters. From 14:03 

unti117:24, a period coterminous with the conspirators' dissemination of the false claim 

of responsibility, MERHI, ONEISSI, and SABRA jointly engaged in 12 calls using 

their 1145 

563. During these three hours, international media organisations (Reuters and Al Jazeera) 

received a series of four telephone calls aimed at disseminating the false claim. These 

four calls, made from four different payphones in Beirut, were all made using the same 

telecarte. 1146 

564. At 14:03, after HARIRI's death had been confirmed and was being announced to the 

world, 1147 MERHI made the first of his five calls to SABRA on this day. The movement 

1144 

1145 

1146 

1147 

114R 

1149 

1150 

of during this short call indicates that SABRA was moving away from 

SFEIR3, where all had been cell-sited, 1148 and approaching the area of 

the first payphone. 1149 Reuters received the first call from that payphone at 14:11.1150 The 

See G.PLATT/PRH147:T339 _9-10; P00527, D0381017-21; P01221, D0378441-45; P01223, D0388896-906 
Gointly showing that from 27 January 2005 until14 February 2005, there was no communication among the 
Purple Phones except for a single call from SABRA to MERHI on 4 February 2005). See also P01923, 
slide:148; P01782, paras.754,875. 

P01923, slides: 148,151,165,176,185. 

P00546 (showing that the calls were made at 14:11, 14:19, 15:27, and 17:04). 

G.BEN-JEDDO/PRH020:T168_81:4-7,81 :25,82:1-7; T169 _77:16-18, 82:1-2, T170_97:7-9,13-15,99:6-10,18-
25. See also PRH012:Tl72 _16-17; PRH006:T166 _3:5,10,7:13-14. 

P01923, slides:151-153,156 (showing Purple 018 connecting to SFEIR3 at 13:33; Purple 095 connecting to 
SFEIR3 at 13 :46; and Purple 231 connecting to SFEIR3 at 14:03 for its first call of the day). See also PO 1221, 
D0378445, row.8720; P01223, D0388906, row.8116; P01266, D0418481, row.0932; P01783, 
paras.1218,1219, 1221; P01782, paras.1 055,1057. 

P01221, D0378445, row.8722 (SABRA's Purple 018 picked up the call on the GHOBAI3 cell site, and 
26 seconds later ended the call on the CHA TILl site); P01923, slide:156; P01923.8 (showing this on a map); 
P01783, para.1221. See also P01782, paras.1059-1060. 

P00546; P01970, D056161; PRH012:T172_10:14, 17-18. The timing of this phone call, as reflected in both 
the telecarte information and the Reuters call records, is corroborated by the evidence of PRH012. See 
PRHO 12:T172 _12: 14-15(after the blast at 12:55, the witness travelled to the scene of the explosion, which 
"possibly took seven to eight minutes", although the witness "do[es]n't know exactly"), 14:17-19 (the witness 
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caller was a man who spoke with an exaggerated accent, 1151 and claimed responsibility 

for killing HARIRI on behalf of"El-Nusra-wal-Jihad group in Greater Syria". 1152 

565. Seven minutes later, at 14:19, 1153 Al Jazeera received the same claim of responsibility 

from a different payphone a few hundred meters away from the first. 1154 PRH006 

answered the call and almost immediately handed the phone to Ghassan 

BEN-JEDD0. 1155 The caller claimed responsibility using the same language as the text 

that would later accompany the videotape, identifying HARIRI as the target and stating 

this was done by "El-Nusra-wal-Jihad in Greater Syria". 1156 Although PRH006 thought 

that the caller was not Lebanese and BEN -JEDDO had the impression that the caller had 

a weak command of Arabic, this evidence is of limited value given that PRH006 spoke to 

the caller very briefly and the quality of the call was poor. 1157 

1151 

1152 

1153 

1154 

1155 

1156 

1157 

left the scene of the crime perhaps "half an hour" later, although it is"[ v ]ery difficult to remember those days 
easily"), 15: 13-15,17,21 (after leaving the scene, "[ i]t took a few minutes to get back" to the office, although 
"[i]t's difficult to remember exactly at what time this happened", as "[w]e weren't looking at our watches 
because the effect of the event was huge" and as "[t]hings were happening very quickly"), 57:6-7 (after 
returning to the office, PRHO 12 received the phone call claiming responsibility at a time that the witness 
"cannot remember [ ... ]but it might be less than half an hour" later). This evidence is entirely consistent with 
P00546. 

PRHO 12:Tl72 _17:9,23: 1-6,29:7-23,31:4-9 ("I felt that this was an exaggeration and this is why I said that it 
was not a regular accent, a natural accent, in my opinion."). 

PRH012:Tl72 _17: 12-17, 18:6-13,58:21-23,59:14-20,60: 16-20; P00509, 50011108. 

P00546; P01971, D0506158; G.BEN-JEDDO/PRH020:T168_76:6-9,23(confirming that 1999449 was one of 
the telephone numbers used by Al J azeera at the time). The timing of this phone call is further conoborated by 
the evidence ofGhassan BEN-JEDDO as well as the statement he made on Al Jazeera shortly after 15:00, in 
which he described having received "a phone call" claiming responsibility, without any mention of a 
videotape. See G.BEN-JEDDO/PRH020:T168_81:25, 82:1,82:7; T169 _16-17; T170_104:20; P00497 (video 
given the document title "DVD containing Aljazeera footage from 15:00-16:00 Live Beirut of the Hariri 
attack-File from DVD 60277239"); 5D00179, D0243820.lt is also corroborated by the SMS and evidence of 
PRH006, who described having sent three SMS that "Hariri died" prior to the first phone call. 
See PRH006:Tl66_7:13-14; P00489.1. This evidence provides additional bases to credit the reliability of 
P00546 and the matching information found in PO 1970 and PO 1971. The Prosecution does not otherwise rely 
on the reliability ofPRH006 for the timing of the events, when removed from the context of [Redacted] SMS, 
in light of [Redacted] repeated statements that [Redacted] "ha[ s] a problem recalling time" and "forget[ s] 
times". E.g. PRH006, Tl65_99. 

P01923, slide:146;P01783, D0530419,map.160. See also P00663, 60311106; P01412. 

G.BEN-JEDDO/PRH020:Tl68 77:2-8. 

G.BEN-JEDDO/PRH020:Tl68 83. 

G.BEN-JEDDO/PRH020:Tl68_76-77,81-95,97, Tl69_97-98. Although PRH006 testified about her 
impression that the caller was not Lebanese and that the first call was relatively clear, this was based on her 
mistaken belief that she had spoken to the caller for a minute or more before giving the phone to Ben-Jeddo. 
See PRH006:Tl65_ 42, 93:20-21,23-25. However, this call lasted for only 61 seconds in total. See P00546 
(telecarte history indicates that the call started at 14:19:16 and lasted 61 seconds); P01971; 
G.BEN-JEDDO:T168_85:12-14; T 169 _90:1-2. 
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566. The cell use of indicates that SABRA had left the immediate vicinity of the 

first two payphones 17 minutes later when he received a call from MERHI, consistent 

with MERHI seeking an update on the calls. 1158 In the middle of SABRA's conversation 

with MERHI, ONEISSI' s connected to the same cell site as that being used 

by SABRA, 1159 indicating co-movement away from the payphone and consistent with 

their joint participation. 1160 

567. At 15:27, AI Jazeera received their second call concerning the false claim from a third 

payphone. It was made using the same prepaid telecard as used in the earlier calls to 

Reuters and Al Jazeera in a continuing effort to remain anonymous. 1161 PRH006 

answered the call again and handed the receiver to BEN-JEDD0. 1162 The line was "very 

clear", and BEN-JEDDO could identify the caller's accent as being Lebanese or 

otherwise "from the region". 1163 This time, however, the caller told Al Jazeera that a 

videotape had been deposited in the tree across from the media agency, and they had 15 

minutes to collect it. 1164 

568. An AI Jazeera employee went to the tree, but refused to collect the box containing the 

videotape that the conspirators had placed in the tree. 1165 A second employee was sent 

outside, but he was also initially hesitant. 1166 At 15:53, he eventually collected the 

videotaped false claim of responsibility together with a letter in a sealed envelope.1167 As 

1158 

1159 

1160 

1161 

1162 

1163 

1164 

1165 

1166 

1167 

See P01221, D0378445 (SABRA's Purple 018 had returned to the area of the GHOBAI3 cell site when he 
called MERHI at 14:36:59 for a call that lasted 2 minutes and 27 seconds); P01783, para.1225; P01923, 
slide:158. 

See P01223, D0388906 (ONEISSI's Purple 095 connected to the GHOBAI3 cell site at 14:38:00); P01783, 
para.1226; P01923, slide:159. 

See P01223, D0388906; G.PLATT/PRH147:T348_ 40; P01783, para.1226; P01923, slides:160-161. 

P00546; P01971, D0506158. The reliability of P00546 and P01971, which mutually corroborate each other, is 
further reinforced by witness testimony and the SMS records of the Al Jazeera staff recovering the tape. See 
G.BEN-JEDDO/PRH020:T169_35-37; PRH115:T167_62:25, 63:1-7,100:21-25, T168_44-46; P00492, 
60305508,60305513. 

G.BEN-JEDDO/PRH020:T169 32:17. 

G.BEN-JEDDO/PRH020:T169 _33: 10-11,15-17,21,34:3-5,34:9-12. 

G.BEN-JEDDO/PRH020:T169 _27:3-6,31 :22,34:16-19,22-24. 

PRH007 :T 166 _58 (adopting the statement in P00491 ), P00491, para.48. See also G .BEN -JEDDO:T169 _35-
36. 

See PRH115:T167 _62-63;T168_ 45; P00494.1 (an SMS sent at 15:52 read "there is a white box on it, I daren't 
go and get it"). See also G.BEN-JEDDO:Tl69 _36: 12-14,37:5-9. 

See PRH115:Tl67_62-63; Tl68_45; P00494.1 (an SMS sent at 15:53 confirmed "I got it, a vhs tape"); 
G.BEN -JEDDO:T169 _37 ,38,44. 
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noted above, the letter's contents had already been communicated, perhaps even read, to 

Al Jazeera. 1168 

569. Until this point, the had remained silent for over an hour. But as soon as 

AI Jazeera retrieved the videotaped false claim of responsibility-which was an essential 

part of the assassination plot and on which the conspirators had already expended so 

much time and energy-the engaged in a frenzied series of calls among 

themselves. Starting at 15:53, over a period of nine minutes: (1) MERHI called SABRA; 

(2) SABRA called ONEISSI; (3) SABRA called MERHI; (4) ONEISSI called 

SABRA; ( 5) SABRA called ONEISSI; ( 6) MERHI called SABRA; (7) ONEISSI 

called SABRA; and (8) ONEISSI called SABRA again. 1169 

570. During this unprecedented, highly revealing surge of inter- activity, SABRA's 

cell use conveyed his movement from the immediate vicinity of the third payphone 

towards ONEISSI, who was stationed near the tree when the videotape was retrieved. 1170 

Both men's phones' co-located near the tree shortly after 16:00. 1171 This evidence 

provides a compelling basis to conclude that ONEISSI was watching the tree, SABRA 

had been stationed near the third payphone until the collection of the video, and MERHI 

was awaiting further information from them both. 

571. By 16:32, ONEISSI had returned to that part ofDahyieh in which MERHI was based, 

connecting to SFEIR3. 1172 On the face of it, if focused only on misleading the 

investigation, the task of creating and delivering the false claim of responsibility was now 

fulfilled. 

1168 

1169 

1170 

1171 

1172 

See P00499; P00500; P00499.1. 

P00527, D0381017-21; P01221, D0378441-46; P01223, D0388907; P01783, paras.1235-1241; P01923, 
slides:165,176; G.PLATT/PRH147:T348_50. 

P01923, slides:177-181; P01783, D0530427,map.163; G.PLATT/PRH147:T348_56-57. 

P01221, D0378441-45; P01223, D0388907; P01923, D0516418,slides: 180-181; P01783, D0530427,map.163; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T348 56-57. 

P00527, D0381021-22 (MERHI had only been cell-sited in SFEIR3 during the day, which started at 14:03); 
P01223, D0388907 (ONEISSI had relocated to SFEIR3 by 16:32, 30 minutes after he had co-located with 
SABRA by the tree in BNPI3); P01923, slides: 183-184. 
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572. However, AI Jazeera did not immediately broadcast the conspirators' videotape, and thus 

the false claim of responsibility made by ABU AD ASS had not yet been disseminated 

into the domestic and international public sphere. 1173 

573. By 17:04, over an hour after the collection of the tape from the tree, the conspirators 

made their fourth and final call from a fourth payphone. Their impatience to await its 

broadcast, perhaps reflecting the same anxiety reflected by their frenzied calls after 

collection of the tape, betrayed the importance to the conspiracy of their wider objective: 

to secure publication of their false claim. 

574. One of them called Al Jazeera again, again using the same telecarte as before, 1174 this 

time to issue threats designed to secure broadcast of the tape. 1175 The call was "very, very 

clear", permitting BEN-JEDDO to identify that the caller spoke with a Lebanese or at 

least a regional accent. 1176 

575. This call lasted more than twice as long as any of the other three calls. Eight minutes 

after the call ended, SABRA's called MERHI using an end cell in the 

immediate vicinity of that fourth payphone, surely to provide him with an update. 

MERHI called SABRA back one final time at 17:24, by which time SABRA was 

already approaching MERHI's location (SFEIR3), where he had been throughout the 

d 1177 ay. 

576. AI Jazeera aired ABU AD ASS' claim of responsibility shortly after the fourth payphone 

call. 1178 With their objective finally fulfilled, call activity among the 

ceased forever. 

577. This dramatic spike in inter- call activity confined to the three-hour period during 

1173 

1174 

1175 

1176 

1177 

117R 

which the false claim was delivered on 14 February 2005, following an equally marked 

See G.BEN-JEDDO/PRH020:Tl69 _53,56. 

P00546; P01971, D0506158. The reliability of the times reflected in both P00546 and P01971 is corroborated 
by witness evidence. See G.BEN-JEDDO/PRH020:T169 _52:22-25,53:1-9,56:2-3. 

G.BEN-JEDDO/PRH020:Tl69_51-54, 107:13-25, 108:1-4. 

G.BEN-JEDDO/PRH020:T169 _52:6-13,16-18, 109:16-17; T170_23:5-6. 

P01221, D0378446. See also P01923, slides:185-190; P01783, D0530429. 

G.BEN-JEDDO/PRH020:Tl69 _52-54; See also 5D00167, p.l3: "The tape was broadcast after 17:00, at about 
17:15" and 5D00169, p.3: "Videotape was broadcast at around 5:30pm". 
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three-week lull in such contact, is extraordinary, particularly the intense succession of 

sequential calls the moment the video tape was retrieved from the tree. 

578. When they are viewed within the totality of the cogent body of evidence, including: the 

co-ordinated activity ofMERHI, ONEISSI, and SABRA during the COLA Phase; the 

co-ordinated inactivity at the time of ABU AD ASS' disappearance; the recurring 

hierarchical call flows shortly before his disappearance; the co-ordinated call 

cessation after the dissemination of the false claim; as well as the overlapping 

communications between the users and conspirators focused on the other 

side of the plot, only one conclusion can be reached: MERHI, ONEISSI and SABRA, a 

trusted inner-circle tasked with creating and disseminating the false claim of 

responsibility, co-ordinated each and every component to execute their plan. 

E. The Sudden Abandonment of All the Purple Phones on 15 and 16 February 2005, 

After Years of Use, Confirms their Involvement in the Conspiracy 

579. The morning after the assassination, MERHI received one final call on and 

immediately abandoned this number afterwards. He had used this number since at least 

19 December 2002, including to communicate with his father, sisters, brothers, and 

brother-in-law, 1179 and had registered over 3200 instances of call activity in the 

intervening period.ll 80 Yet suddenly on 15 February 2005, it ceased all use. 

580. Similarly, ONEISSI used his telephone on 15 February 2005, before 

abandoning it after one last call the next morning. This number had been his since at least 

9 January 2003, and it was used for contact with his mother, brothers, sisters, in-laws, 

and [Redacted], among others. 1181 It accounted for over 8100 instances of call activity for 

ONEISSI/ 182 before being discarded on 16 February 2005. 

5 81. SABRA had used his Purple Phone the longest and the most extensively of the three. He 

first used Purple 018 on 22 November 2001, 1183 and had racked up over 8700 instances 

1179 See above, Section III.C.2. 
11RO P00527. 
11R1 See above, Section III.D. 
11R2 P01223. 
1183 See above, Section III.E. 
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of call activity since then. 1184 He used this number to communicate with his father, 

brothers, and in-laws. 1185 Yet he, too, suddenly abandoned this telephone on 

16 February 2005. 

582. MERHI's, ONEISSI's, and SABRA's near-simultaneous, sudden abandonment of their 

-which each had used for years-is, set in context, extraordinary and 

thereby inexplicable as mere chance or coincidence. The conclusion, that their actions 

were co-ordinated in the immediate aftermath of the terrorist Attack so as to distance 

themselves from the culpability of their phone use, is inexorable. 

583. When seen alongside the parallel disposal of the and the 

phones just before the Attack, both of which were used by AYYASH, the sudden 

disposal of the shortly thereafter demonstrates the extent of co-ordination 

among the conspirators. 

1. Discarding the Phones After the Completion of the False Claim Delivery Reflects 

their Users' Awareness of Forensic Visibility and Covert Practices 

584. The discarding of the after the Attack, as well as their simultaneous 

inactivity on the day of ABU AD ASS' abduction, demonstrates an advanced level of 

awareness of covert practices. This insight was evident from the outset when, in light of 

the particular demands of preparing the false claim and the associated low forensic 

profile of the remote communication required, it was deemed unnecessary to adopt a 

covert mobile phone network. 

585. The logic of mobile telephone use during the preparation and execution of a crime, 

reiterated by PHILIPS, is that such a facility will only be used to the extent and degree 

that it is necessary. If such covert use is required, measures will generally be 

proportionate to: 

IIR4 

1185 

(a) the seriousness and complexity of the crime, its preparation, and its co-ordination; and 

(b) the anticipated degree of risk that the phone will be discovered, dictated by the 

phone's proximity to the crime scene, 

P01221. 

See above, Section III.E.2. 
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in order to ensure that the crime will be executed leaving little or no clues as to the 

'd . f h ( ) 1186 1 entity o t e perpetrator s . 

586. Whilst grave, and requiring significant preparation at no little risk to those conspirators 

posing as "Mohammed", delivering the calls or depositing the tape, the task of preparing 

the false claim of responsibility neither demanded a high degree of remote co-ordination, 

nor did it require phone activity bearing a close forensic association with the criminal 

activity itself. Properly conducted, the preparation of the false claim did not require a 

covert phone. 

587. Indeed, were it not for the miscalculated intensity of call activity in the 

vicinity of the tree the moment the VHS tape was collected, any attempt to use cell

dumps to establish a mobile phone association with any other components of the 

enterprise would surely have been dismissed as forensically futile amongst the vast ocean 

of mobile phone traffic. 

588. Were it not for the frenzied nature of the calls at this forensically vulnerable 

moment, betraying their over-anxiety to ensure responsibility for the Attack was 

publically assigned away from their sponsors, the disposal of the 

have been unnecessary. 

would 

(a) The Preparation and Delivery ofthe False Claim did not Require a Mobile 

Phone Network 

589. The assassination of a well-protected, fast-moving target by way of a vast suicide VBIED 

in an urban centre is a grave and complex crime of the first order requiring extensive, 

sophisticated planning, procurement, and co-ordination of a military character. The need 

for a network of operatives with a dedicated form of remote communication prior to, and 

in the minutes before, the detonation, is both logical and obvious; hence the use of the 

Blue and Red Networks. 

IIR6 See J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:Tl82_101-104,107,108-109; T285_17,33-34; P01117: para.5.1.1.6; P01118, 
slide: 11. 
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590. Conversely, an examination of the nature of preparations to create and deliver the false 

claim of responsibility leads to a quite different conclusion as to the nature and degree of 

telecommunication required. 

591. Deconstructed into its rudimentary components, the false claim plot necessitated the 

following preparatory steps: 

(i) Identification of a suitable scapegoat to claim responsibility; 

(ii) Luring and abduction of that scapegoat; 

(iii) Payphone calls to ABU ADASS' family to create false impression of links to 

Tripoli and a "jihadist" purpose; 

(iv) Production of the false claim video; and 

(v) Deposit of the video and making the related calls delivering the false claim of 

responsibility to Reuters and Al Jazeera. 

592. None of these steps required a large team of people to complete, indeed most of them 

could, in principle, have been taken by one or two persons. More importantly, none of 

them inherently required the use of a mobile phone. Accordingly the necessity for those 

personally executing these tasks to engage in highly co-ordinated, extensive, or intensive 

telephone activity was entirely absent. 

593. On this basis, it was neither necessary nor surprising that a telephone network was not 

established to execute this part of the plot beyond the supervision provided by the 

IIR7 

Command( ) network. Indeed, the most complex aspect of the undertaking would 

have been the abduction of ABU ADASS. This is also the part of the undertaking which 

displayed awareness of covertness and forensic visibility by the • u• pu; • uum:;~ being 

turned offbut nonetheless revealed aspects of co-ordination through the hierarchical call 

flows between Green and Purple phones in the days leading up to the abduction. 1187 

The Green-Purple hierarchical call flows occurred on 12, 14, and 15 January 2005. See P01807, 
slides:272,273; P01934, slides:33,34; G.PLATT/PRH147:T333_86-87. 
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(b) The Preparation and Delivery of the False Claim did Not Require Covert 

Mobile Phones 

594. The use of , and phones 1188 during the extensive surveillance of 

HARIRI, prior to and including the day of the Attack, was unavoidable. Accordingly, the 

risk of those phones being associated with the commission of the crime was readily 

foreseeable, and, in the case of the , obvious, given the networks' prolonged 

activity over months in HARIRI' s vicinity, and, with respect to the 

activity at the crime scene. 

, their 

595. Conversely, the nature of the task facing those responsible for setting up and delivering 

the false claim was wholly different. The absence of any need for their use, or at least 

frequent use, proximate to their tasks would have rendered an assessment of their 

forensic visibility to a subsequent criminal investigation so low as to be almost virtually 

invisible and thereby obviate any necessity for a covert set of phones or network. 

596. The were not intended for use, or used, in the vicinity of the crime scene, 

for calls to ABU ADASS, or to make the calls to the media. It would be expected that 

investigators would focus on phones used in the vicinity of ABU ADASS' residence on 

the day he left his home never to return. However, it was not necessary or desirable to use 

the during his disappearance. They were duly inactive during that period 

and were not active in the area of the Arab University Mosque or his residence over the 

preceding week. 

597. The discarding of the after the fact indicates their realization that 

unanticipated and unintended forensic traces may have been left around the phone booths 

and, in particular, the tree on 14 February. The use, or at least the ultimate intensity of 

use, of their in those areas was not an inherently necessary part of the 

plan, and therefore, this task could not sensibly have been pre-assessed as necessitating a 

covert network. 

598. The extremely low forensic visibility of the use of the Purple Phones is illustrated by the 

fact that, even given the miscalculated intensity of their use around the tree, they were not 

1188 Green 300. 
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discovered until2008, 1189 three years after the Attack, and long after the other networks 

were discovered. Nonetheless, the precautionary step of simultaneously discarding the 

in fact serves to confirm their involvement in covert activity and in the 

conspiracy itself. 

F. Call Patterns and Profile of and , both Independently and in 

Unison, Correspond to a Supervision Role in the False Claim Plot 

1. The Profile and Call Patterns of 

Claim Plot 

Correspond to a Supervisory Role in the False 

599. The had a command function as indicated by its open triangle structure 

(BAD RED DINE) at its apex overseeing the triangle's two branches each 

600. 

with 

insulated from the other and each responsible for a discrete mission facet. 1190 

(MERHI) was responsible for overseeing the abduction of ABU ADASS and the 

delivery and publication of the false claim. 

's (MERHI) role as a subordinate reporting to (BAD RED DINE), 

and overseeing operations via another, independent phone group ( ), is 

supported by the fact that 83 percent of 's calls were in the direction of 

(MERHI) calling (BADREDDINE). 1191 

601. Indeed, during the closed user period from 13 October 2004, only three of the 

1189 

1190 

1191 

1192 

1193 

calls between the two were initiated by BADREDDINE: two on 12 January 2005 and one 

on 20 January 2005. 1192 The 12 January 2005 is also significant as the first of four days 

immediately prior to the abduction in which BAD RED DINE took a demonstrably more 

pro-active role in the false claim plot. This period was marked by 

hierarchical call flows 1193 amongst the phones of those concerned in the abduction on 

16 January 2005, reflecting the close supervision by BADREDDINE of related 

preparatory activity. 

A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T395 16-22. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T287 _73,75-78; T289 _68,70,74; P01118, slides:100-102,154-158. 

See J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T287_78; T289_68-69,74; P01118, slides:101-102,155-156. 

P01266, rows.0727,0729,0777. 

P01266, rows.0729,0730; P01807, slides:272,277,278; G.PLATT/PRH147:T333 86-88. 
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's (MERHI) supervisory role in the false claim preparation is supported by 

the fact that the majority (60 percent) of 's (MERHI) activity during the 

closed user period took place during the same five-day period 12-16 January 2005, more 

particularly focusing on the one day-16 January-the day ABU ADASS was 

abducted. 1194 

603. Indeed, almost 30 percent of all calls made between the (MERHI)and 

(BADREDDINE) since the Network had became a fully closed user group 

(13 October 2004) took place m a little over two hours on the morning of 

16 January 2005, the period of ABU AD ASS' abduction. 1195 All of them involved 

MERHI calling BADREDDINE, consistent with reporting back to him. 

(MERHI) had very little activity after this period, which suggests that his principal 

purpose had been largely, but not wholly, fulfilled. 1196 

2. The Call Patterns of Correspond to a Supervisory Role in the False Claim Plot 

604. Mirroring 's stationary and supervisory behaviour, 1197 MERHI's 

directed operations at distance, as is seen from the fact that he was in contact with the 

other two during all key components of the false claim plot, but 

seemingly without taking an active role itself and remained quite stationary around 

Dahyieh. 

605. For example, on 17 January 2005, after ONEISSI briefly travelled from Dahyieh to the 

Arab University Mosque area around the time of the second call to the ABU AD ASS 

residence at about 21:00, ONEISSI' s (connecting to COLA2) sent an SMS 

to MERHI's at 21:02, just before travelling back down to South Beirut, 

consistent with reporting back to MERHI. 1198 

606. Similarly, MERHI closely monitored the delivery of the false claim on 14 February, 

from his usual location in Dahyieh (SFEIR3). He called Purple 018 (SABRA) as 

1194 

1195 

1196 

1197 

1198 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 _70-71,74; P01118, slides:155,157 -158; P01807, slides:270-271. 

P01205, D0381031; P01807, slides:379,380. Five of 18 calls between Green 071 and Green 023 during the 
closed user period starting on 13 October 2004 occurred between 06:19 and 09:00 on 16 January 2005. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 _70-71,73; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:155,157-158. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:155. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:413-416; G.PLATT/PRH147:T336 10; P01223, D0388891,row.7679. 
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SABRA travelled toward the first payphone, shortly before the first call to Reuters 1199 

and also shortly after the first call to Al J azeera. 120° From his position in Dahyieh, he had 

multiple contacts with SABRA (who was in immediate contact with ONEISSI) as the 

videotape was being collected from the tree. SABRA also called him from the area of the 

fourth payphone shortly after the final call to Al Jazeera was made, after which SABRA 

returned to Dahyieh. 1201 This activity is all consistent with MERHI supervising the 

delivery of the false claim from his base location in Dahyieh. 

3. The Call Patterns of 

False Claim Plot 

and Correspond to a Supervisory Role in the 

607. The supervisory role in the false claim plot shown by the individual call patterns of each 

of and 

and 

are supported by hierarchical call flow patterns between 

, in the lead up to the abduction of ABU ADASS. These 

hierarchical call flows are indicative of instructions passing down from BAD RED DINE 

to the co-ordinator, MERHI, and then from MERHI to those carrying out the operation, 

ONEISSI and SABRA. 

608. The hierarchical call flows or cascades occurred specifically in the days leading up to the 

abduction of ABU ADASS on 12, 14 and 15 January 2005, during the peak period of 

's activity when it engaged in 60 percent of all its activity during the closed 

user period. 1202 The abduction of ABU AD ASS was a critical task in the preparation and 

delivery of the false claim, thereby necessitating the higher degree of co-ordination and 

supervision during this period evident from these call cascades. 

609. The 1203 hierarchical call flows at a pivotal moment in the plot mirrors 

1199 

1200 

1201 

1202 

1203 

similar hierarchical call flows between the and each of the 

P01923, slides:151,156; P01923.8; P01221, D0378445,row.8722; P00527, D0381021,row.3203; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T348_30-31, 36-37. 

P01923, slides:157,158; P01923.9; P01221, D0378445,row.8723; P00527, D0381021,row.3205; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T348 39-41. 

P01266, D0418481,rows.0932-0940; P01923, slides: 165,176,185,188; G.PLATT/PRH147:T348_ 45-46,55-
56,59. 

P01807, slide:320. See also P01205; P01211; P01223; P01221; P00527; P01342. 

See below, Section VII.H.2. 
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1205 which were also confined to 

significant moments in the assassination plot, including: 

• Key parts of the Mission Set-Up Phase, for example the Van's purchase on 

25 January 2005; 1206 and 

• Key parts of the Mission Execution Phase, for example the VBIED's arrival at the 

crime scene shortly before the Attack on 14 February 2005. 1207 

610. These hierarchical call flows demonstrate not only MERHI's supervisory role within the 

and . Of course, his plot but also his single use of both 

membership of the exclusive of three phones, a covert Hezbollah 

security telephone network, 1208 shared with AYYASH (also evidently playing a 

supervisory role) under the leadership of a senior Hezbollah military figure 

BAD RED DINE, underlines the seniority of his role. His 

with the senior Hezbollah official, Ali AMMAR. 1209 

also had contacts 

G. Links between the Purple Phone Users and Users of the Covert Networks, Including 

AYYASH, Confirms the Purple Phones' False Claim Connection to the Conspiracy 

611. It is significant that the first important period of false claim preparation marked by 

1204 

1205 

1206 

1207 

1208 

1209 

intensive activity of the -the COLA Phase that ran from 29 December 

2004 until 7 January 2005-coincided with the shut down ofthe as 

operational security was tightened in anticipation of an advance in preparations for the 

assassination. During the period that MERHI, ONEISSI, and SABRA identified and 

selected ABU AD ASS as the scapegoat in the first major step in creating the false claim, 

J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :T287 73. 

See below, Section V.C.5. 

See above, Section V.C.5. 

See above, Section V.C.5. 

W.AL-HASSAN/PRH680:P02122, p.86; P02098, p.3. See also above, Section IV.C. 

See above, Section IV.E. Between September 2004 and February 2005, Purple 231 and [Redacted]725, 
attributed to Ali Ammar (P00504) were in contact 43 times. See P00527. See also, e.g. P01782, para.235. 
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